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XntelllceacQt the latellleent don't 
But the fools feel they probably know, 
Ptychologlats, asked to give one visv, 
Fought*nd failed to have one hae; 
Since twenties t i l l now they brov-beat one soother 
"ISoa don't know» I know, brother"; 
lai brothers rlne In one rh^e 
Sven to-day chant with one chSses 
*No, no, no, no, no;" 
So, Its nature we yet donH know. 
K. Bay-Chowdhury« 
(From Bay-Chowdhury (1947) Bird Warbieiii 
Calcutta^ Mmdal & Co.) 
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A B S T R A C T S 
1. The presontt Investigation carried oat in 1961 to 62 
was designed to verify In Indim conditions Vernon's (1947) 
clains that variations of Intelligence neasored by 
certain tests coald be observed under certain conditions 
with reference to age, aex, locality and occupations* The 
desire to study such a problem was further acute when 
Professor VeRion» the former tutor of the present 
writer* 
s supervisor* commented, on the factorial patterns 
of six - ability-test-battery applied by Ray-Chowdhury (1960) 
on 141 high school boys of 13 to 18 years* chosen from 
three different schools that the ability of the Indian 
boys appeared to be somewhat different from those of the 
British boys. Obviously, it was suspected that findings 
somewhat new sod different from those of Vernon (1947) 
may be obtained in the present investigation* Further, 
Kemp (1955) studied variation of attainment with reference 
to several relev^t factors. 
2. Also, from the relevant literature, we observed that 
19th century term 'intelligence' wns being studied under 
the terms, abilities and attainments* Obviously, then the 
present investigation was designed in the following manner* 
It hai two experimental designs. Experimental design ITo^  1 
h£d a battery of 9 ability tests e^plied on 288 boys tfid 
girls of 14«19 years chosen from 6 classes (i«e* from IX 
-vl. 
to B.iU (FiaaX). SxperSaental design No* 2 had a battery of 
13 ability €Bd attainment tests applied on 306 male post-
eraduates cbosen from ten oceapational training courses of 
the Muslim University^ iaigarh. 
3. Ihe reliability ooeffioienta of teats In Experimental 
design No. 1 vere all above vSO snd Experimental design No. 
2 all above .TS, 
4« FixstorlgatioT^i When the battery of the above 9 tests In 
experimental design No. 1 was factorised sod the factor 
loedtngs were orthogonally rotated, it was observed that 
two group factors, ncutely K2 or Induction or concept-
formation t end K3 or spatial group factors were obtained 
In addition to the 'g* factor. 
In experimental design No. 2 the battery of 13 tests 
was also factorised tfid the orthogonal rotation of three 
extracted factor loadings was in valn att«mpted but none of 
the rotations seemed justified since 'g* loadings were 
alxiormally large. Hence the study was confined to factor 
structure by observing the contents between unrotated K2 
mi K3 lodiings. itnd it.was observed that K2 represents 
Artistic and Leisure xa. praPtical* occupational (Including 
pattern Reproduction), end K3 Abilities u interests concezned 
with people. 
5. Fisher's H ' snalysis was carried out to study the 
differences In testa scores of boys end girla in experlmenteX 
- vU -
desigQ No* 1 and post-greduates of 10 occopatlonal training 
courses* stid tba Interpretation was drawn under tbe 
above mentioned factor patterns (experimental design No.l) 
snd factor structure (experlmmtal design No« 2) of the 
tests selected In both the batteries* 
6, Out of 't* analysis both in high scoring sfid low 
scoring groups in 9 tests «nd 13 test batteries* only 804 
were found to be significant. 
7. Over all results show that regarding the significant 
observations In the six* 14 to 19 year age groups* 16 year 
group has obtained the f i rst position In Oottschaldt test; 
18 year groups has obtained f irst position In Vernon's 
Drawing Pattern lest; 19 year group has obtained f irst 
positions in seven tests* nstnely ALigarh Vernon's 
Pattern Beproduction* Vernon's Non*Verbal ' g ' , Vernon's 
Greyed Arithmetic^athematlcs* Raven's Progressive Matrices* 
Lovell's Concept-formation test, Ir ist Hargreave's Concept-
formation tests* 
( i i ) Xhat males have obtained higher average scores In 
6 tests* namely iCLigarh V«I«T«, Vernon's Pattern Beproduc-
tion* Vernon's Arithmetic* Vernon's 'g '* Hidden shape. 
Raven's Matrices snd females have obtained higher average 
scores In 3 tests nemely Vernon's Drawing Pattern* Trist 
Hargreave's Concept-formation* and Lovell's Concept-formation, 
- v l l l -
(111) That Urban children bave obtained blgher average 
scores in all tbe 9 tests* 
(Iv) That regarding tbe signlflccnt observations In 
tbe 10 occupational groups* Physical Science group has 
obtained f irst position in 4 tests, nasiely A*H*C (of 
G*K* lest) , end VezRon's Hon*Verbal 'g*; Business group 
has obtained first position in 'B* (of G*K* Test); 
Natural science group has obtained f i rst position In 'I* 
(of G*K. lest); Teaching group has obtained f i rst posi-
tion in (of G.K* Test); Library science group has 
obtained f irst position In *G' (of G*K« Test); itaglneering 
group has obtained f i rst positions In 'H*, 'T ' , 'W*, (of 
G«K« Test) tfid Veinon*s Pattern Beproductloni Humanities 
group has obtained f irst position In *L* (of G*K* Test)* 
(v) That all the variables, nsmely age, sex, locality 
snd training courses, chosen in the present investigation 
have be«i detected to be significant contributors to the 
growlih of intelligence and attainment factors, as suspected 
by Professor P*fi* Vernon from the factorial analysis of a 
six test ability battery applied by Ray-Chovidhury (1960). 
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Category of G.K. Test Scores while picking 
up lows 10 Cases from each occupational 
training course at the college level, ••• 216 
(d-14) 
Showing the 't* values with regard to ntoe ability test 
scores while plcking*up High (39 cases) snd Low 
(39 Cases) from each Sex and Locality groups* 
• •• 216 
CHAPTER « I 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
H I S T O R I C A L B A C K G R O U N D 
I . Titae gpa Meaninf of tha leragi 
The title of the thesis Is suggestive of the 
scope of enquiry in the present investigation* The 
edA 
terms emb&ied Sa the title are organised in a simplified 
manner* Here we are concerned with tba influence of the 
Variables like age» 3ex, locality snd occupational training 
courses on the individual's test performfiiices. 
Jr fact, nearly two decades ago Vemon (1947) 
reported fascinating results in his article on variations 
of intelligence with occupational groupst Age and Locality* 
Also, Vemon and Parry (1949) reported more detailed results 
on the topic* The preset writer, therefore, had a mind 
to plan an investigation to study the variations of 
intelligence with reference to the variables mentioned by 
Vemon (1947) with an addition of sex as a variable 
bee adds e the present conditions of Indian hemes have given 
an almost equal occupational opportunity for both the 
sexes* 
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Ray»Chowihury (I960 b) observed that Indian students 
seemed to possess d i f f e r ^ t abi l i t ies from those of British 
boys. This caused Bay-Chowihury (I960 b) to suggest that 
the observations made by Vemon (1947) and again by him 
and Parry to (1949) might be justi f iably veri f ied In Indian 
conditions. 
At the ^vanced adolescent level many psychologists 
l ike Vernon (I960) find I t d i f f i c u l t to distinguish between 
intelligence and attalnm^t, though Thomson (1924) used 
the two terms almost synonymously at the animal l eve l . 
Kemp (1955) observed significant results establishing the 
relationship of various characteristics of junior schools 
and their environments to one snSother and to the average 
level of attainment in the f ina l junior year. In 1957 
Kemp observed variabi l i ty In attainment within schools 
In comprehension factor consisting of school subjects l ike 
ArIthmatIca^problems, reading comprehension and general 
knowledge. In the same context the author found s lgn l f l -
(L 
cant results of variabi l i ty In attainment underwrote 
factor consisting of school subjects l ike mechanical 
arlthmatlc, spelling, writing end comprehension. 
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i^alji) ^nastasl (1958) has sairaarlsed various 
research evldances snd comnsnted that the l9th century 
*fotelllgence« has lost tts title to 'abilities ' snd 
attainments from the sngle of factorial studies. Vemon 
(1955) completely broke away vrlth those vho tried to 
retain the title 'intelllgoice' by placing in his 
presidential address to the British Psychological 
Society-his organised views on Intelligence as 4 
e 
( or herMltary )» B ( acquired ) and C ( measured by 
psychological tests )• 
Obviously, the titS^e of Vemon^s (1S47) article is 
retained with slight modification 3n the present investi-
gation* The writer with a view to attempting to measure 
both intelligence (or abilities) snd attainment factors 
and to study the variation of Intelligence with age, sex, 
locality, and that of uttalnment with occupational 
training courses during edolescence. 
For convenience, it is desirable to define and 
describe (A) Intelligence and attainment, and their 
development during adolescence. (B) Variation of 
Intelligence due to heridlty snd environmental factors. 
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Intelllgqacet 
Qtever (1952) In his dictionary of psychology, 
has defined the above term. According to him, « 
**Iht6lllgenca* Is the relating activity of mind; 
'insight' as understood by Gestalt Psychologist, 
in Its lo\;est terms Intelligence Is present vhere the 
Individual, animal, human being. Is aware, however dimly, 
of the relev^ce of his behaviour to an objective; msny 
definitions of vhat Is really Indefinable have been attemp-
ted by psychologists, of which the least unsatisfactory 
aret 
(1) the capacity to meet noval situations, andl to 
learn to do so, by new adaptive responses, gmd (11) the 
ability to perform tests or tasks. Involving the grasping 
of relationships, the degree of Intelligence being pro-
portional to the complexity, or the obstractness, or 
both, of the relationships.** Then, again, •• adolescence" 
Is defined by Drever (1952) as **the period in human 
development between the beginning of puberty and the 
attainment of adulthood." Vemon (1960), Burt (1965), 
Guilford (1951) and mmy authorities on the subject 
are trying to explain Intelligence and attainment from 
Various angles, particularly factorial approach. We 
will therefore draw an historical picture of the findings 
(29) 
of the factorial studies on Intelligence and attainment 
later* Here In the follovSng sections, therefore. It Is 
better to have a direct note of definitions of 'intelligence' 
and attainment under a conventlonHal plan of (I) Bird's -
eye - view of observational, biological, physiological 
and Individual psychology, ( I I ) Factorial picture, ( I I I ) 
Developmsnt of Intelligence aid attateinent During sdolascence. 
(I ) Bird's - eye - view of observational, biological, 
physiological aid Individual psychology: 
Discussing the evidence •for the concept of 
Intelligence Burt (1955) records the following four main 
concepts gathered by recalling the actual statements of 
leading authorities In each field: 
(1) Observational: 
"The earlier attempts to analyse end classify the acti-
vities of the mind were based partly on the observation of 
Various types of person In everyday l i fe aid partly on 
Introspection. Plato, to whom we owe the basic distinctions, 
draws a clear contrast between 'nature' and 'nurture' ; snd 
then distinguishes three parts or aspect of the soul, 
(Republic 435 Aft). The modern terms intelligence, emotional, 
and moral, cognition, affection, and conjatlon - suggest 
rough but somewhat Inexact equivalents for these untraslatable 
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expressions* In a celebrated passage (Phaedrus, 253 D) 
lie sketches a ptcturesque analogy vticli conveys a better 
notion of tHe fundamental differences the f i r s t component 
he compares to a charioteer ytio holds the reins, and the 
other two to a pair of horses who draw the veUble; the former 
guides, the latter supply the power; the former Is the 
cybernetic elemait, the latter the dynamic^ 
Aristotle makes a further contribution of lasting 
Importance, He contrasts the actual or ccaicrete activity 
with the hypothetical capacity on which I t depends I 
aid thus Introduces the Idea of an ' ab i l i t y ' . Plato's 
the threefold classification he reduces to a twofold. For 
him the main distinction Is between what the calls the 
'dlanoetlc' (cognitive or Intellectual) capacities of the 
mind end the 'orectlc ' (emotional and moral). Finally, 
Cicero, In m endeavour to supply a Latin terminology for 
Greek philosophy, - translates by facultas, and by 
appetltlo or sometimes conatus; while to designate 
he coins anew word, rendering the Greek term almost 
l i t e ra l l y by the compound ' Jntel l lgentla ' . Here thew 
we have the origin of both the concept and the term. So 
far from being a word of popular speach; whose meaning has 
been restricted and distorted by the modem psychologists. 
Intelligence Is a highly technical ob4trvatlon. From Aristotle 
ct 
end Cicero It descended to the meilasval schoolman $ and 
the schollstlc theories In ter® bec^ne elaborated Into the 
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cut-and-d^ed schemes of the faculty psychologists and their 
phponologlcal followers*. 
(2) Biological> 
Guilford has reminded us, the modem notion of 
"tetell lgence as a unitary entity" was a g i f t to psychology 
from biology through the tostrumentallty of Herbert Spencer." 
Following Aristotle and the later scottlsh school, spoQoer 
recognlzses two malxi aspects of mental l i f e - the cognitive 
and the af fect ive . All cognition, he explains, involves 
both m analytic or dlsocflmlnatlve and a synthetic or 
integrative process; and Its essential function Is to enable 
the orgsnlsm to adjust Itsel f more e f fect ive ly to a complex 
aid ever - chaiglng envlorment. During the evolution of 
the animal kingdom, and during the growth of the Individual 
child, the fundamental capacity of cognition "progressively 
dif ferentiates faito a hierarchy of more specialized abi l i -
t ies"- sensory, perceptual, associative, and relational, 
much as the trunk of a tree sprouts into boughs, brsnces, 
and twigs. To designate the basic characteristic he revives 
the term ' intell igence*. 
Evidence favouring Spencers' sraiewhat speculative 
theories was adduced by Romanes, Lloyd Korgsn, and other 
pioneers of comparative psychology; and his views on 
intelligence were accepted, not only by British biologists 
. 8 . 
like Darwin, but also by continental vrrlters» like Blnet 
and Clapar^e. Certainly, Mend els earliest disciples 
iT«ntintained that the doctrine of unit - characters was • 
utterly Irreconcilable vjlth the in her it ability of graded 
t ra i t , such as IntelllgeRee ( e f , Qarmlchael, 1946) j but, 
as ve shell see In a moment, the later developments of the 
Mfflideliati hjrpothesis not only permit it, but actually 
suggest i t . " 
(3) Physiologicalt 
"The clinical work of Hughlings Jackson, the 
experimental Investigations of Sherrington, and the 
microscopical studies of the brain carried out by 
Campbell, Brodmann, and others, have done much to confirm 
Spencers theory of a 'hierarchy of neural functions, with 
a basic type of activity developing by fair ly definite 
stages Into higher and more specialized forms* In 
particular, the ex^lnatlon of the cortex, both In mental 
defectives sgid In normal persons, suggests that the quality 
of the nervous tissue In any given individual tends to be 
predominantly the same throughout. Defectives, for 
example, exhibit a "general cerebral luMaturlty"; their 
nerve«-c^l8 tend to be 'visibly deficient In number, 
branching, and regularity of arrangement In every part of 
the cortex." After a l l , as Sherrington himself points out, 
.9 . 
mach the same Is true of almost every tissue of which the 
human frame Is compossd, of a man's skin, bones, hair or 
muscles. £ach Is of the same g^era l character a l l over 
the body, although minor local variations are usually 
dlscerBSbles In the adult human brate marked differences in 
the architecture of di f ferent areas and of di f ferent ce l l -
layers are perceptible under the microscope; but these 
specializations appear and develop progressively during the 
early months of Infant l i f e . Aid, of course, such di f feren-
tiation Is precisely what the Spencerlsn theory would entail. 
The experimental study of the brain leads to the same 
conclusion. The Intact brain acts always as a whole. No 
part of the brain functions In total Isolation from the rest, 
as the older champions of cortical localization originally 
assumed. The activity. In Sherrlngtlon's phrase. Is "pa-
tterned not Indifferently d i f fuse" ; but the patterning I t -
slef "involves and Implies Integration." Lashley's conclu-
sions about the 'mass action' of the brain seems to lend 
further corroboration to that view; and as several writers 
have suggested, this *mass - action* might well be Identified 
with g. 
The evidence of neurology, therefore, i tse l f suggests 
something very l ike a theory of general abi l i ty , which 
gradually dif ferentiates Into more specific functions, 
though we must bewar# of picturing such functions as 
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separat© ^faculties* located in certain centres or compart-
ments of the brain, after the fashion of the older 
phrenologists and of several recent writers on so-called-
'physiological* or 'medical' psychology." 
(4) Individual Psychology* 
**iai these earlier writers were interested primarily 
in the working of the mind as such, that Is to say. In 
problems of general psychology. The f i r s t to apply scienti-
f i c methods to the problems of general psychology was 
Galton. Qarwta end Spencer hsd maintained that the basic 
capacities of the haman mind were hereditary, transmitted 
as part of our common racial endowment. Galton went further 
snd maintained that Individual differences In these 
capacities were also Innate, As a result of his Investiga-
tions into 'hereditary genius' he was led to discard the 
traditional explanatiLon In terms of faculties and types, 
and to sustltute a classif ication In terms of 'general 
abi l i ty ' and 'special aptitudes', of the two he considered 
that general ability was "by far the most powerful." The 
differences between Indivlduali formed, so he believed, not 
a set of distinct snd discontinuous classes, as the type 
theory assumed, but a series of continuously varying g r^a -
tlons, distributed more or less In accordance with the normal 
curve, I . e . , much l ike differences In head-length, or stature 
( c f . Galton, 1889)." 
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Further, Drever's definition Is broed enough to cover 
the definitions given by psychologists holding di f ferent 
views. Psychologists have been testing intelligence with 
some success for over forty years but have fa i led to reach 
any definition agreed upon by a l l . Binet (Of. Vernon, 1950 
pp. 3) regarded intelligence as a collection of faculties! 
"Judgement practical sense, in i t ia t ive . — — — 
edapting onself to c Ire urns tfaaces." several psychologists 
have considered intelligence as the abil i ty to prof it from 
experience, 3« a famous symposium published in 1921, 
thirteen psychologists gave thirteen di f ferent definitions 
of intelligence. Terman defined intelligence as the 
capacity for abstract thlnk5jig. Dearborn as the capacity 
to learn and Calvin as adjustment to environment. 
"Stern defined intelligence as the abi l i ty to adjust 
oneself to new situations. Ihomdlke took more account 
of the quantity of bonds or connexions " the Intelligence 
capable of the highest reasoning and adaptlblllty d i f f e rs 
from the intelligence of an Imbecile only In the capacity 
1/ 
for having more connexions. Spearmgn suggested the 
significance of the abil ity to observe one's own mental 
processes, to discover essential relations, and to make 
further inferences therefrom. In adltlon. In view of the 
tendency to positive correlations between success In d i f f e r -
ent types of intellectual act iv ity, he postulated a hypo-
thetical general factor underlying a l l cognitive performances 
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of any kJjid, Knight added that 'the man of high In t e l l i -
gence Is one who, faced with a problem, can seize upon the 
s l gn l f l c ^ t aspects of the objects or Ideas before him, 
and can bring to mind other Ideas that are relevant*. 
In Plagets view, jmteliigence is the most highly developed 
from of mental adaptation the word Intelligence being a 
genetic term to indicate the superior forms of orgaolza-
tlon of equilibrium of cogrffclve structurings to which al l 
others tend. To Helm It Is Important to note that in te l l i -
gent behaviour may admit of differences In kind as well 
as in degree - Intelllgfflit activity consisting In grasping 
the essentials in a glvm situation and responding appropri-
ately to them; while Vernon (1955) would agree that In t e l l i -
gence Is a very fluid collection of overlapping abi l i t ies 
comprising the whole of mental l i f e . " 
Some of these defJjiitions referred to by Flemteg 
(1968) lay emphasis on biological aspects of mental function-
ing, others on competence In a variety of f i e lds and s t i l l 
others on the Inf lu^ce of environment said on adaptation 
to cultural or social and emotional pressures. I t Is , 
therefore, desirable that we should elaborate here-ln the 
views which are relevant In this Investigation. Of these 
views, Plaget's end Vernon's appear most Important to us. 
Plaget's work on the development of Jjitelllgence 
In children Is based on experimental findings. He formulated 
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a theory of Intelligence consisting of two aspects. 
Bralne (1969, pp. 1) suimnarlzes Plaget's theory of 
tntelllgence as follows: 
"Plaget's theory has tvo aspects. First , I t Is a 
theory of Intelllgencej Plaget believes that the develop-
mait of Intelligence consists in the development of an 
abil ity to perform logical operations. Second, Plaget 
maices specific statements about the ages at which certain 
, N 
type of reasoning develop^ He claims that as children 
grow older certain specified groups of logical operations 
develop In the average child at given ages. In his 
studies the principal ages of transition are reported to be 
at 7 and 11 year, approximately* At around age 7, the 
operations of the spatial and class Interpretations of 
Boolean calculus make their appearance In children's 
thinking; at around age 11, the operations of the proposi-
tion al Interpretation appear. (The appearances of the 
spatial Interpretation are revealed In Plaget's studies by 
changes at around age 7 In the child's manner of using 
measuring Instruments and In his performssnce on a number of 
tasks supposedly demetidlng conception of , or reasoning about, 
spatial relations (Plaget and Inhelder, 1956; Plaget, 
Inhelder, aid szemlnska, 1948). The operations of the 
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class Interpretation are revealed by the development of 
number concepts and by the disappearance of certain 
anomalies In the child's class concepts (Plaget and Szemlnska, 
1952). The appearance of proposltlonal operations at age I I 
is attested, according to Plaget, by the child 's performance 
on a variety of reasoning tasks (Plaget, 1955; Plaget and 
Inhelder, 1953), 
Plaget's theory affirms that In the course of 
development there are ages of transition during which 
intelligence changes from relatively 'primitive' to more 
'mature' forms. Such tmportgnt changes in the nature of 
Intellect should be manifested In longitudinal studies of the 
development of Intelligence as measured by Intelligence tests. 
& the past twenty years there have beon several studies of 
this kind, of which probably the best known Is the Berkeley 
Growth Study (Jones & Bayley, 1941). 
In the past there have been two principal viewpoints 
about the development of intelligence. The classical view 
Is that there Is no change in the nature of Intelligence 
during development, that there are no qualitative differences 
In thought and reasoning between early childhood and later 
years, and that Intellect develops through steady and 
continuous quantitative Increments from birth to, at least, 
adolescence. The viewpoint found Its clearest expression In 
the doctrine of the consistency of I,Q, 
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At the time of the heyday of the classical view about 
26-60 years ago, the exponents of the opposlt viewpoint 
were largely limited to Plaget's group at Geneva, although 
the psychoanalytic view has this In common with Plaget'ss 
The theorltlcal dlchot&my between the'primary processes' 
characteristic of Infancy and the secondary processes 
which are thought to develop approximately at the time of 
resolution of the Oedipus complex necessarily Implies a 
t r^s l t l on In the development of Intelligence* 
Many of the early criticisms of Plaget*s work ware 
advanced before the classical viewpoint had been g^era l l y 
discredited. These criticisms, therefore, tended to assume 
that there were no changes In the nature of Intelligence 
during development and consequently where Plaget saw a res-
earch problem, his cr i t ics saw either no problem or pseudo « 
problem. Thus, not only were Plaget's early theories 
(Plagetj 1926,1928,1930a 1930b) severely cr i t ic ised, but 
also, unfortunately, the problems on which he was working 
were largely disregarded. Consequently, most of these 
cr i t i ca l studies (Bruce, 1941; Dentche, 1937; Huang, 1943$ 
Huang & Lee, 1946; Isaacs, 1930; Mead, 1932; Oakes, 1946) 
have tended to be unfruitful; they have led neither to 
alternative solutions nor to reformulations of Plaget's 
research questions. They have largely confined themselves 
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to demonstrating, often convincingly, that Plaget's 
theories, as he stated them, had serious flaws and that 
the evidence adduced by him was often a good deal less than 
cogent. Plaget has himself admitted the val idity of some 
of the crltlclaBa of his early work ( c f « Plaget, 1953b, pp« 
12)." 
The most revolutionary end widely accepted view today 
Is that of Professor P.E. Vemon((1955 b ) ) , who in his 
presidential address on "The Psychology of Intelligence 
and Q'* c lassi f ies Into three main groups the thinkers who 
have offered the definitions of Intelligence. He designates 
them as (1) the operational, (2) the biological and (3) 
the psychological. "Operational writers consider that 
theorizing about the nature of intelligence has proved 
fruit less; I t Is best regarded as "what the tests measure", 
and should be Investigated by factor analysis of the rela-
tions between di f ferent tests, and through empirical research 
into what tests enable us to predict about people, v The 
biological approach contrasts the relat ively mechanical 
responses of lower animals, based on fixed troplsms, re f -
lexes, or instincts, with the more versati le and adaptable 
behaviour of higher species. Including man. Thus many 
definitions stress capacity for profiting by experience, 
adaptation to environment, plasticity or abi l i ty to learn 
by t r i a l and error, or, s t i l l more, by Insight, The third 
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category of psychological deflnttlons include various 
faculties, such as grasping relations, abstract thinking, 
reasoning, problem solving, orlgJaaXlty, foresight, 
Judgement, a l l round mental e f f ic iency, etc. 
Summarising his viewpoints Vernon (1955 a, pp. 194) 
suggests three types of intelligence. According to him the 
term Intelligence om be, and often Is, used In the very 
dif ferent senses which hd calls A,B, ^d C, He says 
"Intelligence 'B» Is the all-round abi l i ty or mental e f f i -
ciency that children or adults actually display in every 
day l i f e , at school or at work. Intelligence -B- is very 
largely acquired. Intelligence 'A' connotes the underlying, 
inborn potentiality, that is some quality of the central 
nervous system determined ultimately by the genes* But 
this quality is purely hypothetical. I t Is a legitimate 
hypothesis, but we have not, at present any means of obser-
ving or measuring I t , and have l i t t l e prospect of ever being 
able to do so. Intelligence 'A ' , then. Is the Innate capacity 
to acquire Intelligence 'B' Intelligence Is the I,Q, or 
Mental Age or other score obtained from a standard test, 
which may or may not correspond very closely with Intelligence 
'B ' . I t too Is largely a product of envlronrngatj and though 
I t Is ultimately limited by innate potentiality 'A ' , I t 
clearly does not measure pure Inborn ab i l i ty , " Again he 
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sorts out the daflnltion of Intelligence ki this vayt 
"Intel l lgaice Is not any one thing; I t Is a loose 
mixture of a l l sorts of overlapping abi l i t ies , whfch can 
f a i r l y readily be broken down or classiried under a number 
of relatively distinct headings by factor»analytic investi-
gation. Moreover>the mixture is very di f ferent at d i f ferent 
age levels." In this connection Vemon (1965a) quotes 
Hebb (1949) who defines Intelligence 'B* as the intelligence 
which is recognized in daily l i f e . This type covers the 
intelligent thinking capcities which are acquired during 
adolescence. These various i n t e l l i g ^ t thinking capacities 
do not develop fu l l y without ths aid of intellectual stimu-
lation. Again he quotes Piaget (1950) who emphasizes in his 
recent book *Ihe Psychology of Intelligence' that i n t e l l i -
gence is no one distinctive faculty, and can not be reduced 
to grasping relations or abstract thinking, but is present 
in al l adaptations of the organism. 
( i i ) Factorial picturet 
(a) Intelligencet 
i^tually there is much overlapping between 
Psychologists giving di f ferent views on definition aid 
concepts of intel l igwjce. But i t is very d i f f i c u l t to 
prove the truth of the statement unless we have a scienti-
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f l c approach to the definition of Intelligence, better 
known as abi l i t ies, which can be given In terms of factors, 
Vernon (1950) says, "the real need for factors arises as 
soon as we begin to discuss and name abi l i t ies or t ra i ts , 
and to compare the relative atandteg of d i f ferent people 
on such faculties*" He defines factor as a construct which 
accounts for the objectively determined correlations between 
tests In contrast to a faculty which Is a hypothetical mental 
power - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - factor should be 
regarded primarily as categories for classifying mental or 
behavioural performances, rather thsn as entit les In the 
mind op nervous system. 
But until the divsnt of factor ial approach to 
Intelligence, workers were busy with correlational techniques 
to study the problems of Intelligence, Galton and Pearson 
devised the method of correlation to measure the agreement 
between two sets of scores. First , this method was applied 
by Wlssler (1901) to measure mental functions. His results 
obtained from the analyses of tests of reaction time and 9 
sensory acqulty showed scarecely my correlation with the 
gradea of college students. Thoxndlke and otbars, while 
working on transfer of training reinforced the view that 
abi l i t ies are highly specif ic. Musclo (1922) and Perrln 
(1921) obtained extranely small correlations between 
di f ferent tests of msnual sk i l l s . 
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Thomson has shown that the stat ist ical fact that 
test teter-correlatlons can be largely accounted for by 
a single factor does not prove that such a factor represents 
any unitary power, or orgen of the mind. I t might also arise 
i f the mind Is thought to consist of an Immense niaaber of 
'bonds* Including Inherited reflexes, acquired habits and 
association, etc. Accordingly, Thomson's (1939, pp. 31) 
view Is that factors over and above ' g ' arise, partly 
perhaps from hereditary Influences, but mainly because an 
Individuals' upbringing dnd education Imposes a certain 
grouping on his bonds. Illustrating the view of Thomson, 
Vernon (1950, pp. 32) writes "The vsed factor Is a rather 
strongly unified group because our society gives a f a i r l y 
uniform education to a l l its members. I t does not readily 
breakdown Into separate verbal, nimber, speed, reasoning, 
attention, memory or other factors because the abi l i t ies 
covered by these names tend to be developed d l f f e r ^ i t l y in 
di f ferent schools and homes, though partial ly distinct 
minor group factors caj often be established, especially In 
f a i r l y homogeneous groups such as university arts students. 
On the practical or Ktm side there Is, as itoastasl points 
out, less cultural standardization, hence the ksm pole 
Is more heterogeneous snd amorphus than vted. I t would » 
appear to be not so much a positive practical abi l i ty as 
an aggregate of a l l non-symbolic capacities, or of bonds 
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that are not usually affected by primary schooling. 
Nevertheless, evidence Is available to the extent that 
not only mechsnlcal and spatial, but physical and manual, 
and some non-verbal ' g ' , perceptual and performance tests 
a l l have something in common over aid above ' g ' • The 
kind of test which Is most strongly saturated with this 
factor Is the mechanical assembly test, presumably because 
this epitomizes, as It were, non"scholastic act iv i t i es . " 
Spearman's Two Factor Theoryt However, there are 
number of such evidences relating to the works with 
correlational techniques. But, In the f a l l of the present 
century, I t was Spearman who In 1904 published his results 
obtained from correlations betwe^ sensory tests ^d 
estimates of Intelligence which showed that, "a l l branches 
of intellectual activity have In common one fundamentsl 
function (or group of functions), whereas the remaining 
specific elem^ts of the activity seem to every case to 
be wholly di f ferent from that In a l l others". He devised 
a technique, known as tetred dif ferences, to prove that no 
significant factors other than ' g ' and spedlflcs are present. 
Spearman's book on 'The Abil i t ies of Man' vas 
published In 1927. In this book he has pres^ted his 
theories along with numerous experimental findings obtained 
by himself and his students supporting the view. Vernon 
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(1951, pp. 13) summarizes Spearman*s theories vhlch 
show that "neither the anarchic, nor the monarchic or 
oligarchic theories of the mind accord with the facts. The 
monarchic view reduces al l abi l i t ies to a single capacity 
of general Intelligence or 'common sense'. This would Imply 
that they are al l perfectly correlated, and would make no 
allowance for the unevenness of people's abi l i t ies along 
dif ferent lines. The oligarchic theory Is the view that 
the mind Is ruled by a number of separate powers ot 
faculties." 
jHthough SpeamfiD wisely refused to Identify 'g ' 
with Ijatelllgence or any other quality whose definition 
was controversialf he suggested that I t depends on the 
general mental energy with which each Individual Is 
endowed. He compared s-factors to a large number of 
mechanisms or engines, which could be stimulated by 
general mental energy or ' g ' . 
Although Spearmsn, In Britain, established for 
the f i r s t time the truth of the general factor ' g ' , 
actually the Importance of additional sub-types of ability 
or group factors came into existence from the works of 
Kelley (1928), Stephenson (1931), El Koussy (1935), 
iaexander (1935), Burt (1940), md others. 
Burts' concept of Group-factors> Burt (1909) 
suggested a sensory discrimination group factor beyond 
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' g ' . He noticed verbai, numerical and practical group 
factors In school subjects, In addition to a general 
factor. He used a fundamental formula for the Simple 
summation technique of analysis, later rediscovered by 
Thurstone and named Centrold method, and dbeveloped 
techniques of assessing group factors. The verbal factor 
appeared to be two-fold, one part Included the l i terary 
subjects, namely Composition, History, Geography and 
Sciences the other JUicluded the simpler word real lug and 
spelling attainments. The practical group Includ.ed 
Handwork, Drawing, Writing Qu^lty snd Speed. Similar 
results were obtained with 613 ten-year old children In 
1939, except that the two types of verbal abi l i ty appeared 
to have amalgamated. For the average school 3Ub.iect 
the Variance attributable to the general factor was 27,9 
per cent., and to group factors 20#7 per cent, itaother 
Interesting point was that the general factor correlated 
highly, but not perfectly, with an intelligence test. 
This suggested that general scholastic abi l i ty Is largely 
interest. 
made up of ' g ' , but I t also involves other qualities/as 
Kelley^s worki in 1928, Kelley studied the Inter-
correlatlons of batteries of tests given to three groups 
of over a hundred pupils, aged around 13, 9 and 3|- to 6 
years. He established verbalf number, rote memory, spatial 
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and speed factors. The general factor was promlnantly 
found in all groups. He explained this general factor in 
the light of heterogeneity due to dlf ferwices In age or 
maturity, race, nurture, sex, etc. 
Ste^phanson ^d SI-Koussy^ Stephenson and EL-Koussy 
established group factors. In 1931 Steph^son tested a 
large group consisting of 1037 g i r l s , aged around ten to 
twelve. He gave seven verbal «nd eight non-verbal 
intelligence tests, the correlation between the non-
verbal tests could be accounted for by a single factor, 
which he identified with 'g®. The verbal tests were 
more complex, but their correlations with one another 
end with the non-verbal tests could be accounted for by 
' g ' and a verbal group factor. 
I l lustrating, Stephenson's findings, Vernon (1950) 
writes* "Stephenson's results do not disprove the 
alternative of another group factor of a spatial - per-
ceptual nature in the non-verbal tests-thftt Is the structure 
similar to that of Table I . In terms of variances, 
(roughly calculated by Vernon, 1960) Stephenson's 
solution was: 
TABLE - I 
/ 
Showing Vernon's Factor Solution of Stephenson's Results. 
Average non-verbal test ^ fe j f - g f - S ^ - i l S i L 
Average verbal test- 36^ 0% 49j5 
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A solution which would be more favoured now-a-days, and 
which maljita&QS the same comtQunalltles, would bes 
Average non-verbal test - I -
Average verbal teat 44,^  
£l-Koussy (1935), was the f i r s t man who applied t^e 
symbol for the spatial factor, " 
jgexanders' workt in 1936, Alexander applied 
ThJsirstone's c en too id method to his tovestlgatlon for 
measuring abi l i t ies . He tested one hundred Scottish 
primary school boys and g i r l s , aged around 11 to 12 years, 
Merle an Secondary and Technical school pupils (16-17) 
years, and adult wosen In a delinquent Institution* He 
gave large batteries of verbal and non-verbal Intelligence 
tests. He obtatoed multiple factors which were closely 
related to a group factor pattern. In addition to ' g ' he 
obtained factor In the verbal tests, and a practical 
group factor, which he called In constructive per-
formance tests. On the basis of these results obtained 
from the tovestlgatlon, he developed his performance test 
scale, conslsttog of cube-con struct Ion, Kohs Blocks and 
Passalong, for measurtog 'concrete' or practical abi l i ty . 
In the third group he found out another factor, which he 
called »X', and Identified I t with the Influence of perso-
nality and toterests« 
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Multiple Factor ittialyals established by Thurstone: 
Burt's Simple suimnatlon technique of analysis was redis-
covered by Thurstone (1S31) and named as GentroId Method. 
He applied this technique In measuring attitudes and rating 
of personality tra i ts . 
Thurstone (1938) obtained eight main or primary 
factors on the basis of a long series of Investigations of 
humgfi abi l i t ies . He could not notice 'g* at a l l . The 
eight factors are as followss 
V Verbal 
P Perceptual Speed 
I Inductive Reasoning 
N Number 
M Rote Memory 
D Deductive Reasoning 
W Word Fluency 
S Space or Visualization 
Vernon's Concept of Group Factors and Hierarchical 
Thaorvt Vemon (1950, pp. 14) strongly cr i t ic i zes Spear-
man's theory In the follovlng manner* "The chief c r l t l -
U 
clsm that -would/ralsed no-w-a-days against Spearman's 
vlev Is that ho fa i led to allow suff ic iently for types 
of ability which, while less general thgo ' g ' , are certainly 
not specific. He admitted Indeed that d i f f erent number 
tests, also di f ferent mechn[alcal, and certain other 
types of tests show residual correlations over and above 
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' g ' . But he ascribe this to the presence of comison 
specific factors and insisted that such 'specif ic overlap' 
Is very rare. Actually the notion of specif ic overlap Is 
a contradiction tenns, and towards the end of his l i f e 
Spearman did begte to recognize the existence of broad 
group factors such as the verbal and spatial, which arise 
from the overlapping of quite diverse-factors. One 
reason why his own work, upto 1927, fai led to yield evi-
dence of group factors was that he and his followers were 
seldom able to test large populations* Hence any residual 
overlaj) that did appear was usually not stat ist ica l ly 
slgnlflcsnti I t might have arisen from eh^ce errors In 
the correlations. But Spearmjn was unduly caatloiis and 
did not admit that lack of stat ist ical significance does 
not disprove the existence of additional factors; I t only 
f a l l s to prove I t • A large scale experiment was carried 
out by Brown and Stephenson (1933) with the avowed object 
to demonstrating the truth of f a l s i t y of two-factor theory. L 
\ 
Three hundred lO year boys were given twenty varied tests. 
Some of the pairs of the tests did in fact show correla-
tion beyond that accounted for by ' g ' . Some years later 
Blakey (1940), reanalysed the correlations by Thurstone's 
method, without omitting any of the awakward overlap, and 
concluded that verbal, perceptual and spatial group factors 
were prese t , though their variances amounted only to 12.9 
percent, as compared with 41,2 per cent, attributable to 
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I t la note-vorthy that I f Spearman's str ict vlevi vaa 
correct, educational sind vocational guidance with the aid 
of tests \«ould be Impossible* We could not measure aptitude 
for linguistic or mechanical works by l inguistic or ms® 
chgailcal tests, since both types of tests would predict 
nothing but *g ' . Jn fact the only tests worth using would 
be the purest ' g ' ones* By means of these we could deter-
mine the general level of occupation or education for 
which an Individual was suited, but could not di f ferentiate 
between di f ferent types of abi l i ty at this l eve l . The 
only poslbll lty would be to apply tests covering the 
specific factors In each prospective job. Thus an assembly 
test might measure the S - component of mechanical 
assembly work; but would throw no light on aptitude for 
lathe operating or other mechanical jobs. 
In point of fact Speannati has proved much more nearly 
right than vocational or educational psychologists would 
wish him to be* We shall see later that group factors 
are generally more limited to scope than general, and 
highly specif ic, ones, so that I t Is Indeed very d i f f i -
cult to di f ferentiate types of fi^)tltude," 
The hierarchical theory was f i r s t put forward by Burt, 
•t 
under the Influence of Mc-Oougall. Bu|t (1949 a) des-
cribes Its origin aid application to ab i l i t i es . Vemon 
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(1950) says, " I t Is certainly an Jmprovemsnt both 
on the original two-factor theory sod on the 'neo-
facuity' limitations and Implications," 
Vernon C1947 a), however, from the tests of recruits 
entering Navy and Army confirmed the importance of *g' • 
In his eight analyses, 'g* was found to cover more than 
twice as much variance as a l l group factors combined 
(c f . Fig. 1) . After the removal of »g*, tests tend to 
f a l l into two main groups* The verbal-numerlcal-educa-
tlonal on one hend (referred to as vied factor ) , and the 
practIcal-mechanlcal-spatlal-physical otJ the other 
(referred to as K:m factor ) . I f the analysis is 
suff iciently detailed, i . e . , I f suff icient tests are 
Included, these types themselves sub-dlvlde. The vsed 
factor gives minor v and n (number) group factors. In 
further analyses ( c f , Vernon, 1950, pp» 23) km splits 
similarly Into mechmical Information, spatial, and 
manual sub-factors. 
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(b) BiucatloDal Attatement» 
Vemon's (1950) f ina l views are as follows^ 
"School marks yield a d i f ferent structure from objective 
psychological tests because of the X-factor—a eomplex 
of personality tra i ts , interests and background. This, 
togetherwlth ' g ' and vied f^m the major influence in a l l 
educational attainments In unselected groups of children 
and adults, though differentiation according to subject-
matter can readily be established in selected secondary 
school pupils or university students. The more dr i l led 
and mechanical aspects of v (verbal) and n (number) 
abil it ies di f ferentiate most clearly but there Is in-
sufficient evidence to just i fy *rote* -with "reasoning' 
attainments. Many & nriorl clflssificfltlona of types of 
resding and number abil ity lack empirical substantiation* 
For example word-teovjledge (vocabulary) and comprehension 
in reading come to much the sajne thing. However, 
mechanical, rote, vocabulary said comprehension aspects are 
partially distinguishable at advanced leve ls . " 
Vernon (1950) has cited the works of Holzinger and 
Swineford (1939) Slsk (1940) Carroll (1943) and Com r^y 
(1949) in connection with the Industrlousness factor in 
school marks, Bradford (1946) Blackwell (1940) Kerr (1942) 
Comery (1949) In connection with overlap of school 
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exainlnatlona and psychological tests, Vernon (1947 b) 
and Vernon and Parry (1949) Schllsr (1934) in connection 
with unltariness of vjed, Kerr (1942) Wilson (1933) 
V/old (1939) Vernon (1939) Inconneetion v/lth subdivisions 
of vjsd, Ihurstone (1938 a) Combs (1941) Guilford and 
Lacey (1947) In connection with Rote is. Reasoning attain-
ments, Oldham (1937-38), Sutherland (1941) Combs 
(1941) in connection with Arlthm at leal-mathematical 
abi l i ty, Harris (1948) Hall and Robinson (1945) In 
connection with 'Reeding abil i ty or ablllt lon, Dunlop 
(1942) In connection with -Mechanical Reading,' Gates 
(1921) Langsam (1941) Davls (1944) In connection v>lth 
silent®. Reding,» Gans (1940) Feder (1938) Art^ley (1943) 
In connection with other 'Reading factors . ' 
Further concluding educational attainment factors 
Vernon (1950) says "No further factor ia l evidence seems 
to be available regarding the practical subjects that 
Burt distinguished, though we shall see that the kjm 
factor probably links up with scienti f ic abi l i ty , and 
that this may be en aesthetic dlscriiiilnat5.on factor 
relevant to certain subjects ( c f . f igure 3 pp. 47 
Vernon I960). 
Note that 'g ' , 'x 'and other relevant personality. 
Interest, and physical, factors, together with vied are 
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placed to a centraJ. co^rj^sr wtiicti constitutes general-
educational abi l i ty. This ^f fects a l l branches of a l l 
subjects, the influoice of particalar Interests traits 
or physldal conditions on particular subjects, couM not 
be shovm. Vsed subdivides Into v and n, vhtch branch Into 
the Various linguistic and methamatlcal-scientific subjects. 
Each such subject, It may be assumed, would yield I ts own 
small group factor I f appropriately investigated, M 
attempt has been made to place the more specific attainment, 
those wfcfch ars usually l^east dependent on general educa-
tional abi l i ty, furthest from the centre; also to place 
furthest apart those attainments which tend to show the 
lowest correlations." 
(o) Developm^t of fotelllg^ce and Attainment during 
adolescencet 
Intelligence wi l l not be complete without a brief 
mention of the development of totelllgence and attatoment 
during edolescence. During aiolescence the normal young 
person sdvances on msny intellectual fronts. He continues 
during the teens to gain in Intellectual capacity. He 
Increases his abi l i ty to learn. He becomes better able 
to deal with abstract ideas. While growing in the abi l i ty 
commonly measured by Intelligence tests, the sdolescent 
also conttouea. I f a l l goes wel l , to gain In breedth of 
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knowledge, In depth of understanding, In practlciO. 
wisdom, in judgement, aid In common sense. 
Staines (1958, 1961) wht^ Bf discussing the di f feren-
tiation of self in the social groups has regarded totelli-
gence as m important factor. iMe dWftlitjr finds that 
the bright children were generally more differentiated 
thsc the dull children. Jerslld C1957I, pp. 2) explains 
the importance of adolescence period in this way "Mo-
lescence Is a time of great promise but much of the pro-
mised land Is a wilderness that Is untr l « i , uncharted, 
and unknown. I t Is necessary for the young person to 
find a path, to bulM a road, to establish, as I t were, a 
settlement of his own, before he can be at home In the 
promised land. No matter how much help his elders may 
try to give, him they cannot fu l l y open the way or prepare 
a place for him. The adolescent's task Is not simply one 
of dealing with the external environment and other In-
dividuals but one of seeking to discover himself, his 
reaches and his l imits, and his role in the world in which 
he l ives . " 
Again regarding the importance of relationship 
between abil i t ies and adolescence Jerslld (1957, pp. 74) 
continues, "there are many young people, who, during 
adolescent years, attach increasing Importance to their 
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Intellectual abi l i t ies when they direct ly appraise 
themselves. Moreover, as we have Implied, the young 
person^ intellectual abi l i t ies have an Importmt Indirect 
bearing on his appraisal of himself. From an early age 
his experience of success and failure has been Influenced 
to a prominent degree at school and also at hone and in 
the community, by his abil ity to acquire the many intel lec-
tual skil ls children In our culture taught. His abi l i ty 
to learn things calling for mental abi l i ty Influences the 
way others regard him aid this. In turn. Influences his 
regard for his own worth. Somel^lmes e v ^ the young 
persons conception of his "goodness" or "badness** Influenced 
by the fact that he has high or low Intell igence. Often 
the youngster who Is regaisaed as "good" Is one whose 
intelligence cables him to learn quickly the lessons 
parents and teachers want him to leam* Failure to learn 
yv 
or slowness In lealjlng Is often treated with Impatience 
by sdults, as something that should be punished as a sign 
of disobedience or lack of moral character, 
i&i the subtle ways the growing persons Ideas concerning 
his Intellectual abi l i ty w i l l Influence not only his concept 
tlon of who and what he Is but also his anticipations and 
hopes concerning what he may become. I f an adolescent 
Is convinced, rightly or wrongly, that he Is rather stupid. 
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this conviction may close many avenaes of l i f e to 
him that might otherwise be open. Evm In the late 
elementary grsdes he may look upon himself as one who 
probably cannot take a f u l l academic programme In high 
school £Rd should not &vm think about going to college. 
The more his thlnkteg is dominated by this idea, the more 
he wi l l tend to shut o f f lines of vocational <?tioice about 
which he might otherwise spaculate end daydream." 
This has been recognised that some of the changes 
in thtoking sod concept formation take place when a young 
person matures In intelligence and acquires certain 
abi l i t ies, such^ Ci) abi l i ty "Co deal with the generaliza-
tions, (11) abi l i ty to deal with the abstractions, 
( i l l ) abi l i ty to deal with the concept of time, ( Iv ) 
abil ity to deal with the ideas without immediate personal 
Involvement and (v) abi l i ty to make decision, etc. 
We wil l now consider the developm^iit of Intelligence 
ttid attainment during early and later adolescence. 
Jerslld (1957, pp. 76) Summarizes several characteristics 
of the adolescents mental operations,' 'generalization,' 
'abstraction', 'concept formation', etc. 
Regarding the Increased abil i ty to generalize, one 
very noticeable characteristic of the mental operations 
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of sn older person, compared with a younger child. Is 
the abil ity to deal with the generalizations and more in-
clusive classes or categories of thought. This Is 
shown, for example, when children express their wishes^ 
The younger the child, the more he tends to think in 
terns of the concrete things, such as bicycle or a 
base ball glove* iks he grows older he tends to think 
In more Inclusive terms ( c f . Jerslld and Tash, 1949), 
Ik corresponding trend towai^s a more generalized 
type of thinking appears In the fact that the younger child 
tends to see things on perceptual l eve l , while the older 
child sees more on a conceptual level* In studies of child-
ren^^ reactions to a war situation ( c f . Bender et al, 
1942; Preston, 1942; Jerslld and Meigs, 1943) I t was 
observed, for example, that younger children tended to 
describe war In terms of concrete happenings, such as 
the daoiage that has been done by bombing or the fact 
that butter was rationed. A large portion of children 
of about teen age, on the other hand, saw the war In 
terms of larger concepts) the damage from a particular 
bombing represented not an episode but an example of a 
larger wartime policy. The scarcity and the lack of butter 
was Incorporated Into a more inclusive idea concerning 
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scarcity of material or destructton of material In 
wartime* 
However, before closing this discussion I t would 
be wise on our part to take into consldsratloii Ve«iOn-s 
(1950, 1965) picture of adolescait abi l i t ies In terms 
of factorial concepts, as depicted by Lovell (1958), In 
the following manner: 
Verbal educational abi l i t ies (the v:ed group), and 
spatial mechanical abi l i t ies (the kim group). Increase 
during adolescence, provided the individual Is receiving 
adequate stlmniation in these f l s lds . As for later 
adolescaice, the vsed abi l i t ies (other than reading 
abi l i t ies ) remain stationary or decline somewhat. In the 
years Immediately following school - leaving, unless there 
Is further training or relevant experience; while I t Is 
possible that the kna abi l i t ies Increase until the late 
teens with or without much training or experience. Teachers, 
Lovell advises, should note that the more homogeneous the 
children In a secondary-school class are In respect of 
g« ieral Intelligence, the more Importsnt special abi l i t ies 
become In determining the relative progress that pupils can 
make In a school subject. 
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(B) Variations of Intelligence and attainments due to 
environmental ggid hereditary factors $ 
Observing the e f f ec t of hereditary and environment 
on the variation of Intelligence Vernon (I960) writes» 
"A direct indication of the e f fects of savanced education 
is provided by Lorge's (1946) and Husen's (1951) Investi-
gations, vfhere the seme individuals were tested as ch i ldr^ 
and as adults.lorge reckon^ that, at 34, adults who had 
received University education were 2. M,A» years superior 
to others who possessed the sgtne Intelligence at 14 but 
hgd hgd no further schooling. Husaa tested 722 men 
entering the Army at 20 whose I.tj.s at 10 years were 
known, and found that those who had matriculated had 
gained 12 I.Q, points relative to those who hsd had no 
secondary education. 
That the quality rather than the length of schooling 
makes a difference is Indicated by a research (Vernon, 
1967 a) in which almost al l the boys in the 14 secondary 
schools of an Ehgltsh c i ty were tested at 14 years, and 
their results compared with their I.Q.s at the time of 
secondary school selection 3 to 4 years earl ier. Allowing 
for in i t ia l dt f fer « ices between boys entering di f ferent 
schools, and for regression ef fects, there were now d i f f e r -
ences of up to 12 points between boys to the 'best* and 
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'worst* schools. The combined graumer and technical 
school boys had apparently gained 7 points over the combSfied 
modem s choo l sMuch of this difference might well be 
due to the grammar school boys coming from better homes, 
with more favourable attitudes to education; but this would 
nonetheless be an environmental e f f ec t . The results supply 
strong grounds for suspecting that some secondary modern 
and all-age schools, actually lnhJ.blt the f u l l growth of 
Intelligence over the 11 to 15 years period $ i f the 
pupils md staff are bored or resentful and the teaching 
mechmlcal; where-as other modern schools, together with 
most technical and gremmar schools, are relatively success-
ful In stimulating the mind and bringing out potentialities 
more fu l l y . According to a further research by Lovell 
1, '^ Thls finding Is dlaputed by PSdgeon and Yates (1967); 
however, I f their figures are adjusted for expected regre-
ssion effects they accord closely with Vernon's. It Is 
Interesting to speculate whether the strong positive skew 
In Temm-Merrill I.Q.s at 11 years may not be due to the 
success of junior schools In stimulating the Intelligence of 
above average pupils who have a chence of success In the 
selection (or Scottish qualifying) examinations. I t appears 
to be considerably more marked then In ittnerlca." 
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(1965), I t is mental f l e x i b i l i t y In piartlcular, and the 
capacity for forming new concepts, which are affected by 
the E^olescenf^s Intelligence and emotional circumstances, 
that is those very capaslties which are moat subject to 
deterioration in adulthood," 
The present investigation is concerned with the 
Influence of some external factors, namely age,sex, 
local i ty , and training courses. But various workers 
have In the past included some or a l l of these Variables 
with a view to studying wMiik the influence of 'practice ' , 
mefining an aspect of education of schooling. I t would 
be coherent i f we quote some of these relevgnt works in 
the following llness Vernon (1967) reported three 
investigations and while discussing ' Intel lectual stimula-
tion' he meant by the term "not quentity but quality of 
schooling during sdolescence". Lorge in itoierlca and Hus^ 
in Sweden showed that length of schooling in adolescence 
and early adulthood has an important influence on in t e l l i -
gence. Lovell (1966) studied the intellectual deterioration, 
etc. By intellectual deterioration he meant lack or for-
getting of schooling a education either in one particular 
intellectual aspect or in several such aspects, ^ t e r 
Lovell i f sny^ JOdy Is to be referred to here, I t seems 
that Norrls (1940), merits a place In this context. His 
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study suggested that educational attainments tend^ to 
lapse rapidly after leaving the school except In so far 
as they are usei in dally l i f e . There are s t i l l number of 
workers who may be referred to In ttils context. However, 
as the purpose of the present section is to survey as far 
as possible, within the limitations of space and time, the 
Variations of Intelllgemce and attainment as aroused by 
environmental factors or stimulus, such as sex, age and 
other socio-economic conditions, let us discuss them one 
by one to have a clear idea about the tremendous Influences 
which these factors or the conditions exert in connection 
with intelligence ssid attalnm^t. I t seems quite suff-
clant to quote mainly Vernon (1949) who has wonderfully 
en 
summarized with his masterly comments/various studies of 
varlatlonsof Intelligence with age, sex, and other socio-
economic factors which are br ie f ly discussed belowi 
( I ) Agea 
(1) *g' factor Increases on the average at a steady rate 
upto about 12 years and the rate of decline is observed 
after the age of 15 wh^ a maximum Is reached, though on 
some tests there is l i t t l e I f my increase after 13 and on 
others rises have been reported even beyond 18 - 20 
( c f . Dearborn and Rothney, 1941), 
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(2) Between twenties and sixties there Is a progressive 
decline on tests of 'g* Involving abstract reasonteg and 
speed of mental manipulation, though on other tests of 
what has been called ^crystallised' Intelligence, such as 
vocabulary and Information, the level Is better maintained 
(c f , Cattel l , 1943, Brody, 1944). 
(3) Venion et al (1949 a) have discussed ( c f . Fleming, 
1948) that * longitudinal* studies of particular children 
often show great Irregularities of mental growth, with 
spurts end plateaux attributable partly to emotional 
adjustment or !nalsd;justment, partly to the stimulating or 
inhibiting effects of the child's' home end school environ-
ment, The same may be true of adults, but longitudinal 
studies are much more d i f f i cu l t since an adult cannot be 
re-tested many times without his scores being affected 
test ^sophistication*, and by hlg attitudes towards the 
Investigator e.g. growing host i l i ty . 
(4) Mucatlonal attainments tend to be forgotten r8j)ldly 
after leaving school, except In so far as they are used In 
dally l i f e . Ihus, Norrls (1940) finds that scores on 
linguistic tests may rise t i l l about 40 years, but arith-
metic achievement declines In most persons other thsO 
clerks who practice arithmetic In their job. The perfor-
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mance of adults on Intelligence tests, according to Lorge 
(1945), Is also affected by education beyond 14 years, 
though, as Garrett (1946)^ points out, results on a verbal 
test do not necessarily mean that Intelligence I tse l f 
alters, idults vlth a university education, tested at 
34 years, -were about two years superior In mental age to 
others of the same Intelligence level -when aged 14 years 
who had received no secondary or university schooling. An 
Investigation by Miles (1932) also appeared to show an 
earlier decline in intelligence among adults who had only 
elementary schooling, and Gattell (1943) claims that 
superior occupational groups retain their intelligence 
better than lower ones. 
(5) While discussing changes with age from 14 to 18 
Vernon et al (1949) writes that he, during 1946-47, 
administered several S.P. tests on a sample of 1200 
14-year olds leaving school at Glasgow* He observed that 
percentage Increases or decreases in this group were very 
dif ferent from those found among boys of superior in t e l l i -
gence whose education was continued. There Is only a 
negligible Increase In the a l l - round abi l i ty measured by 
e-
Blnnett Mechanical test or in the 'g' measured by Abstrac-
tion test. On educational test there Is a serious loss. 
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Further summarizing the f acts^ Vernon et al (1949) 
write that average performance of a group of adolescents 
or adults on psychological tests varied greatly with the 
type of abil ity tested, with age and training the group 
has received, or forgotten. 
( I I ) Sexj 
itaastasl (1958, pp. 460) has clearly discussed the 
Influence of sex on the global scores on Intelligence tests 
( c f , Rlggt 1940). In her opinion, "whether boys or g ir ls 
obtain higher I.Q.s depends upon the Items Included In the 
test . Whan no deliberate e f for t has been made to exclude 
sex differences from the test , there has generally been 
a tendency to favour g i r l s . This follows from the fact that 
Intelligence tests consist so largely of verbal Items ( c f , 
McCarthy, 1930, 1953, 1954), on which g ir ls are superior. 
so far as the tests depend upon memory, g i r ls have an 
additional advantage. Moreover, many Intelligence tests 
are validated against school achievement ( c f . Trasler, 1954), 
In which g ir ls also excel, especially at the elementary 
school level . I t Is apparent from the above discussion 
that the question of which Is the more "Itotelllgent" sex 
Is somewhat anblguous.** Anastasl's comment Is well I l lus-
trated by the 1937 Stanford-Bin et which Is the revision In 
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eurrait use ( c f , KcNamaT-, 1042)• Items that showed a 
large sex difference to percentage passtog were excluded 
entirely, on the assumption that sex differences on such 
Items may be specific to the task to question and many 
simple ref lect differences to experience end tralntog. 
laaotig the remaining items> those slightly favouring f i r l a 
were balanced agatest others which favoured boys to an 
equal degree. The fact that no significant sex dif ference 
to I.Q. was found to the standardization sample of the 1937 
Stanford-Btoet is therefore an todex of the care with which 
this procedure was followed» and has l i t t l e or no beartog 
upon sex differences to totalllgence. 
(ili)Occupatlonal and geographical d i f f e r nicest 
Few large - scale studies of civi l ian occupational 
differences were carried out ( c f . Vernon, 1949, pp. 195). 
in this study the age distribution was held constat to 
a l l groups. 
Vernon (1949, pp. 196) observed that the range of 
scores from clerks at the top to labourers at the bottom 
is rather small, correspondtog to terms of I»Q. to a range 
of about 110 to 90. Verbal Tests, such as Army iapha and 
Gattell 's scale I I I give a much wider range than does 
Matrices, this bears out the contention that occupational 
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sultablltty and, therefore, occupational l eve l , depends 
upon vjed factor and as well as on ' g ' . 
Regarding the geographical distribution of In t e l l i -
gence, Vernon et al (1949) observed the findings of the 
studies conducted over nine very heterogeneous areas Into 
which Naval recruiting centres were groups!. They observed 
sffliall yet significant differences Indicated by the mean 
scores. Also, they observed differences between Glasgow 
containing the longest population of labourers and Meoches-
ter*, containing-as excess of-clerks and electrlclgtis, bet-
ween Scottish Highlanders and Glasgow Irish. Also, they 
observed differences between boys of Roman Catholic schools 
at Glasgow. The reasons for these differences Vernon 
(1949) presume to be due to making no separation of boys 
between predominantly urban and rural regions. 
g, 
Sjtoiple's (1954) work* Quite relevant to this are the 
ftedlngs of Inquiries into the d l f f e r^ces between children 
in larger and smaller schools In urban and In rural dis-
t r ic ts . Socio-economic levels are in general paralleled 
by differences In average performance In tests of In t e l l i -
gence and attainments; but there Is wide overlapping on 
the part of individual schools and Individual pupils; and 
relatively high scores are obtained In the smallest rural 
schools where teaching sk i l l Is high and parental co-
operation Is e f f ec t ive . 
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B®gardtng aoclo-economic status effid lutelllgenc©, 
studies of Neff (1938), Jordan (1833), Loevenger (1940), 
Preda (1939), Dockrell (1959) and many other investigators 
tiav© indicated interesting results which may be valuable 
references to our present study. Regarding loca l i ty , 
community or race discrfunination, the works of Leahy 
(1936), zimmenn^ (1927), Thomdike et al (1942) and 
Ihomdike (1951) would be of great interest to the present 
stiKly but due to various limitations these works could 
-jjot_be_dlscu3&ed~her-e_ln_d.et^alla. 
» 
Previous Researches? Methods and Tests useds 
(.A)Method3? 
The fact that changes Sn environment can bring about 
changes in capacity to do intelligence test has, as far 
as possible within the limitations of space god time, been 
clearly discussed in the previous section of this chapter. 
But as previously we ma^ e. no mention about the desli^^ of 
experiment or investigation used by former workers, the 
present section deals with the same. Before starting with 
the preswit investigation i t is desirable that we should 
make few points clear at this stage. 
We have, as pointed out in the previous section, 
discussed that now-aniays intelligence does not mean a 
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slngl® faculty or powej? gnd instsad of taalng tta« word 
*'Intelllganc®*' wa may convoiiently use ' ab i l i t i e s ' as 
classif ied under several factors. Later In this section 
ve w i l l notice that wi l l e measuring Intsll lgenoe, the 
workers have expressed their estimates either In tarma 
of global scores on tests ( I . e . I ,Q. ) qx In terms of abi l i ty 
factors present in the tests. This remasic was thought 
desirable at this stage so that no resder might lose his 
sense of continuity In the discussion. From the survey 
of the researches we may brostily c lass i fy the methods of 
the previous workers under the following heads ( I ) Longi-
tudinal method ( I . e . by testlng-retestJng technique); and 
( I I ) Cross-sectional method ( I . e . cross-culturalf cross-
In stltut Ion al etc. technique). iU.though the stat is t ica l 
technique of agreement ( I . e . by correlational methods) 
and of the difference ( I . e . by d i f f e rent ia l method of 
Variance^c.) have been frequently referred to by the 
workers. I t seems necessary not to regard this s tat is t ica l 
approach as a separate technique as I t Is l ibera l ly used by 
the followers of both the techniques. 
Hence, l e t us survey In brief the relevant researches 
classi f ied under the above two main headings so that from 
the discussion of the teclrinlques we w i l l find their defects 
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OT merits and can design our own Investigation that w i l l 
bentflt from the mistakes, I f my, of the previous 
researches. 
Longitudinal Studies ( i . e . testlng-re-testlng 
techniques) t 
Dearborn sod Rothney^s (1941) workt They summarize 
most of the American work, ^d show from their Harvard 
Growth study that practice e f fects are generally not very 
large, but that they do occur with some-notall group 
tests. They do not seem to be confined to any particular 
type of test material. With repeated testing the e f fects 
tend to diminish, I . e . the greatest increase is from the 
f i r s t to the second test . These authors also claim that 
practice on one test affects that test only and does not 
extend to other slightly d i f ferent tests. 
Commenting on this Vernon (1949) says, **3ome, but 
not al l of these results are conflmed by British investl* 
gatlons, and we would suggest that the difference l i es In 
the greater degree of 'test-sophlstlcatlon' among itoerlcan 
children and aiults. Not only do they habitually take 
more Intelligence tests, but also most of ttieir examina-
tions are new-type ones, which are made up of questions 
similar to those In Intelligence test. We would therefore 
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axpect rises to be larger to this country, and spreading 
to occur from my one test to other dissimilar ones." 
BoaAger's (1936) works He s^plled six parallel 
tests at fortnightly Intervals to 85 British 11 - 12 
year old pupils and claims that the average Increase vras 
aljout 1 percent., or point per teat. His Clgures 
suggest, however, a rise of 3,8 percent between the f i r s t 
cod the third tests and therefore no further change. The 
Moray House tests which he used have a fore-exercise or 
practice sheet, which probly minimises the susceptibility 
of the tests themselves to practice. Hodger also states 
that the rise was greatest ( l i points) in brighter children 
of I.Q. about 120, and lower ( i point) In dull children 
of I.Q. about 80. Dearborn and Bothney make a similar 
claim. I t Is a nice theory that the most Intel l igent, 
because of their Intelllgance, Improve most. But a l l 
our evidence, cited below, shows the greatest rises among 
those scoring least. 
McRae's (1942) works He likewise gave sets of s l * 
tests to small groups at weekly Intervals and confirms the 
diminishing effects of repeated practice. He concluded 
that when testees vary In i t ia l l y In their previous fami-
l i a r i t y with tests, a single test wi l l act as a suff icient 
* shock-absorber' to bring them a l l on a par. He also 
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noted, when giving parallel versions of a test , that the 
ef fects on Form of actual coaching on Form A vera no 
greater than the ef fects of merely doing Form A In the 
ordinary way. 
Dave's C1938) workt He found that some types of 
test are much more af fect « i by practice than others, non-
verbal and spatial Items apparently balng more susceptible 
than most verbal Items ( c f . Recent researches by Helm, Wall-
ace and Carpenter reported by Vernon, 1949), 
Yejcnon-s report? Vemon et al (1949), referring 
to work In the Forces, reported that "the Matrices test 
was re-taken by 537 sesaaen in an entry .establishment 
one to six months after I t had been done at recruiting 
centres. The average rise was 4»7 points or 8«6 perc« i t . 
But as the re l iab i l i ty of this test Is rather low, the 
correlation between the two sets of scores being only .79, 
the alterations were Irregular, Some men actually declined 
on the second occasion, snd the total range of changes was 
from 25 points Increase to 13 points decrease, A natural 
consequence of what Is called the regression e f fect Is that 
very high scorers showed least improvement, very low scorers 
most. 
-52 «• 
Sd experiment to the Army wbere the s^ime test was 
re-taicen by 277 men after only one day yielded almost the 
same rise, and other later work suggested that practice 
ef fects are much the same after several months as they are 
immediately after. But a possible alternative explanation 
Is that military or NaVal training, includtog the taking of 
proficiency examinations, also helps performmce at tests, 
hence a rise after six months may be partly due to this 
and only partly to recollections of the previous testing. 
Sometimes, of course, the training received Is direct ly 
relevant to the abi l i t ies tested, e.gs mathemat3,cai or 
mechanical. This would account for the di f ferent findings 
In the major Naval and Army experiments on test r e l i ab i l i -
t ies and re-test r ises." 
Another experiment reported by Vernon et al (1949) 
was "based on re-testlng 500 men, representative of the 
total Intake, after eight weeks of primary training (which 
y Involved l i t t l e or no book work). In Navy, however, 500 
air mechanics were re-tested after six to eight months of 
mechsnlcal training. The percentage rises along^lth the 
tests used are as follows J (1) Abstraction (Army-, Navy 
X 3.2) J (2) B^nett Mechanical (Army 4.6, Navy, 10,4)} 
(3) Arithmetic-Mathematics (Army 2,1, Navy 8.6); (4) 
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Squares (Army 8,0, Navy 10.6)5 (5) Verbal (Amy 3.3, 
Navy - ) ; (6) Clerical (Army 6,6, Navy - ) } (7) Assembly 
(Army 6 , 0 , Navy-); (8) Morse Aptitude (Army 3.9, Navey-); 
(9) Agil ity (Army 7.2, Navy-). Insptte of the longer 
Interval their Increase on Tests 2 and 3 are far larger. 
Squares (Test 4) Is slightly larger, but Abstraction 
(Test 1, not taken in the Army) was probably uninfluenced 
by their training, hence I t shows only a small r i se . " 
Vernon (1957) reported three studies out of 
which one was that of Lovell (1966) who carried out the 
work under the former's supervision. Hence, the f i r s t 
two of these studies are being reported below to show the 
method ^d the tests used alongwith the conclusions reached 
by him. These, two stixiles are extremely Important in 
this investigation as the present StU(Jy follows closely 
the instructions given by Vernon (1957) in these two 
studies. 
1st Study I In 1965 he re-teated almost a l l the boys 
in a large Ehglish c i ty at the age of 14 with the Moray 
House Mult Intelligence test , who had been tested at 
the tliue of allocation to secondary schools 3 to 4 years 
earlier with a standard Moray House Test, Thus two I»Q.s 
were known for 865 boys who had attended one or other of 
three grammar, one technical, said ten modem schools. 
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Ih® r«sultlng gates or losses clearly suggest 
ttiat the grajnmar and technicaX school do more to stimulate 
the Intellectual development of their pupils than do the 
modem schools, £(nd that some of the modem schools are 
more successful at this than others* The fomer schools 
show relative rises equivalent to bfstwaen 6,9 and 3.0 
points (average 4.9), and the modem schools show changes . 
ranging from o«4 to - 5,6 I.Q. points (average - 1.9 points). 
ilBiong the ten modern schools also, sai F-ratlo of 4.78 was 
obtateed where a figure of 3.1 would be significant at the 
.ool leve l . 
From the results obtained, Vemon (1967) concludedi 
"There Is no justification for supposing that, in some modem 
schools, boys have actually declteed in intelligence. 
They have a l l developed Intellectually from 11 to 14; but 
I t Is true that those In some schools have developed faster 
than others* Secondly, I t would be fa lse to attribute the 
changes wholly or even mainly, to the schools as such^ 
Boys to grammar schools tend to come from better homes, 
where they have f ac i l i t i e s for home work, gnd are encouraged 
In many ways* Those In modem schools more often come from 
poorer homes where the parents may be uninterested In, or 
even opposed to education. Thus the attitudes to study 
among pupils In dif ferent schools wi l l depend largely on 
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•nvlronmental factors outsld« the sctiool* Nevertheless, 
I t Is extremely probable that differences do exist In the 
traditions and morale of the schools. In their staff-pupil 
ratios, in the provision of building and equipment, and In 
the degree to which the staff either stimulate the pupils 
or allow them to become apathetic or resentful* fhe 
Siucatlon Offlcisrs of the c i ty , before they saw the above 
results, were asked to rank the 14 schools In order of 
'stlfflulatlngness'; and their judgements correlated as 
high as 0.787 with the actual order of relative gains or 
losses.** 
2nd Studyt In this study the scores on intelligence 
snd several attainment tests, n ^ e l y CI) Arithmetic and 
Mathematics problems and knowledge of operations, (2) 
Ehgllsh Composition, (3) Abstraction test of totelllgence, 
(4) General Knowledge of current a f fa i rs , Science, art, 
etc. , (5) Reading Comprehension, and (6) Spelling, of 
167 14 year-old pupils were analysed. these 43 attended 
the grammar schools and 124 the modem schools of a 
small Qagllsh country town. No scores obtained at 11 
years, on allocation to one or other of these types of 
schools, ware known. However, the differences between 
the means of the schools at 14, I f expressed In terms of 
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algma scores, w i l l t e l l us on which testa there has been 
relatively greatest or least divergence; In other words, 
which tests tend to show greater or lesser ef fects of the 
dif fering stimulation provided by the two types of school 
(plus the accompanying out of school environment). 
As might be expected, the grammar schools forge 
ahe^ of the modem schools to the greatest extent in 
mathematics. There Is least superiority of improvement 
In reading comprehension sand spelling, presumably because 
the modem pupils also received a good deal of practice in 
these ski l ls . Indeed differences approximating 1.2 slgma 
would be anTiicipated purely on the basis of the selection 
which oceured 3 to 4 years previously. However, grammar 
school education would seem to have brought about ^ a l l , 
though appreciable, superiority to Bhgllsh composition 
writing. General Knowledge, and In the reasoning capacity 
measured by the Abstraction test . Thus the findings of 
our f i r s t Investigation cannot be explained simply by gains 
In math^natlcal and bhgllsh attainm«it; abi l i t ies that would 
normally be classif ied under intelligence and attainment 
are also affected. 
(11) Gross * Sectional Stud lest 
As our purpose here Is to note down the methods and 
results. I t Is not binding on our part to begin with the 
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f i r s t work raportad In the history. Hence, from our 
point of seloctlve dlsplsty»let us discuss the researches 
relevant to the present investigations 
Neviinagi et aX's (1S37) work* Ifewman, Pweman and 
Holzlnger found the correlation between the I.Q»s of 
identical twins to be as high as .90 or .86. The average 
difference between I.Q.s has been found to be 5 points In 
the case of Identical twins reared together, but the range 
of the difference may be from 0 to 20 points. 
Robertas (1940) study» Out of 3,400 children of 
school age, he investigated the siblings of the brightest 
4 perc«it and the dullest 4 percent. He found that 62,3 
percent, were dull , whereas the dullest 3.7 percent of 
their siblings were bright and 56«3 percent were dull. 
Itfallman's (1934) studyt She compared the performance 
of childr«n who hefi hed nursery school training with that 
of children who h ^ not such training, she declares that, 
Ibe 
permsnent change In Intellectual standing can/effected 
in one to one-and one-half years that w i l l last four to 
eight years. 
Lewises ( c f . Royal Commission on population Vol. V 
pp» 48) Studyt He found that the level of Intelligence 
in some vi l lages, judged by the results obtained with group 
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testa given to the school children, compared very 
favourably with that of urban population* disposes 
Off the hypothesis that al l migrants are more Intell igent 
then the stay - at - homes, end that therefore the saps= -A 
r lor l ty of urban scores Is due to setetlon. Clearly, 
sometimes I t Is the go - ahead vho migrate, scHnetlmes 
those vho are unsuccessful, and sometimes migration Is due 
to factors which affect bright and dull alike, such as a 
famine or the arrival of the boll weevil. 
Freeman, Holzlnger and Mitchell^s C1928) Study? 
They investigated some 401 foster children 
In end about Chicago. IRiey found that there was a 
difference between I.Q.s of the ones brought up In poorer 
homes and those brought up in better ones# When 74 of 
them were re-tested after they h®d been four years in 
their foster homes the ones who went to the 'better ' homes 
and gained 6«3 points while those to the 'poorer' ones had 
gained 0.1. The e f fect of the environment Is greater the 
younger they were adopted, and when they were adopted Into 
di f ferent kinds of homes the correlation between their I.Q.s 
was reduced to .19, which contrast with the average correla-
tion of siblings brought up together, which is about .50. 
They go as far as to say that the "maximal e f fect of the 
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b«st environment raises the I.Q. 20 points." Indeed, I t 
was found that when the average I.Q.s were classified in 
accordance with the occupation of the foster father, the 
order in which they were lined up from highest to lowest 
corresponded to the order found in al l the studies relating 
the Intelligence of children to the economic status of 
their parents. This piece of evidence Is sl ightly weakened 
by the posslbllty that the foster parents of the professional 
class may have chosen the brightest children for adoption, 
but there Is no evidence that they made any determined e f f o r t 
to do so. 
Burk's (1928) Study; She compared 214 foster children 
with 105 children l iving with their parents. She found In 
the f i r s t place, that the correlations of test scores between 
foster child and foster father was .07, between foster child 
and foster mother .19, which are lower than those found by 
Freeman and his colleagues (.37 with foster father and .28 
with foster mother), aid that the correlation between children 
and their parents In the control group was .45 for child-
father, and .46 for child-mother. This might be taken to 
Indicate the operation of inheritance. Kie correlation 
between the I.Q. of the foster children and the quality of 
the home was .42, which Is l ike Pre^nan*® estimate of .48 . 
The correlation of I.Q. and measurable home environment was 
subjected to further analysis and," as a result, Burks arrived 
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at the estimate of the relative weights of home and Innate 
factors at about 17 percent, for the home, about 33 per-
cent for parent's Intelligence, while the total contribu-
tion of innate and heritable factor is probably not far 
from 76 to 80 percent.* 
Commenting on the results obtained by Burks, Spritt 
(1952) says "that this celebrat®! estimate is quoted with 
approval by Sir Cyril Burt (1946), but i t is not universally 
accepted. One of the d i f f i cu l t i es is that Burks hai to 
calculate her correlations on 'measurable' features of 
home environment, and that doss not provide an entirely 
satisfactory basis for so def inite an estimate} in any 
case, what about school, friends, neighbours and so on? 
Burt hJinself, in the s®ie paper gives a rather more res-
trained estimate of 'one-half as the very least attributa-
ble to 'nature' as distinct from 'nurture'. 
Burt's (1921) Study; Expressing complete dissatis-
faction with the conventional methods of experimentation in 
connection with the influence of educational attainment 
upon tests of intelligence, Butt (1921) suggests a 
statistical technique of 'partial correlation' to eliminate 
the influence of one factor on another, keeping & third 
factor constant. For example, age factor can be eliminated 
to show the influence of educatSonal attainment on in t e l l l -
gence* l/flille elaborating the factors Influencing the 
individuals' scores on Blnet-Slmon scale, obtained with 
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thla technique, he records the following observationsj 
"For every child In sr» entire school, comprising 3ust over 
three hundred pupils aged between seven and fourteen, I 
hava secured the following measurem^itsJ tiXsLt the 
c h i l d a g e : r^eyt his school attainments, measured by an 
educational examination, th® results being revised by the 
teachers; thirdly, his Intelligence measured by special 
tests of reasoning, the results, again being checked by the 
teachers; and, last ly , his mental age, given directly by 
the presfflit version of the Blnet-Stoon scale, unchecked 
and unrevised," 
Lovelies (1955) studyt He applied a large and 
Varied battery of tests to four groups of about 50 persons 
each, two aged 14 snd two aged 17-20. One was being 
educated in a good and stimulating modem school, another 
In a Further Education Centre, By contlast, the third 
was attending a depressing and unenterprising modem 
school, and the fourth consisted of young criminals whp 
heA likewise received l i t t l e Intellectual stimulation from 
their schools on jobs* The tests used by Lovell were as 
follows Ccf, Lovel l , 1955)j 
Test 1. N . I , I .P . Group Tests 70/2 and 70/3 
Test 2. Watts «• Vemon Reading Test. 
Test 3. Arithmetic Test. This consisted of f i f t y 
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problemg similar to the problem section of the 
Moray House typo of Arithmetic IJest and thus 
similar to the Wechsler - Bellevlie Arithmetic 
lest , but much longer. 
Test 4. A shortened version of V/@chsl®r vocabulary Test, 
Test 5. A group version devised by the writer of the 
Wisconsin Sorting test. This test was scored in 
two ways-for the principle of classification 
( • labe ls ' ) , and for sorting the pieces correctly 
( 'pieces^). 
Test 6, A group version devised by the writer of a 
sorting test suggested by Vinacke (1951). 
!nils test was scored in two ways as in the 
case of Test No. 5. 
Test 7. A group test prepared by the writer based on the 
Trlst-Hargreaves Test (SomOO^^** 1955). 
This also was scored on the principle of classi-
fication as stated, and for the pieces correctly 
c lassi f ied. 
Test 8. A test of Concept Formation of the Hei^breder 
(1949) type 
Test 9. A non-verbal classification test. The test 
was scored for the underlining of the correct 
figures and for stating the principle of classi-
f ication. 
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lest 10* Proverbs 
lest 11• Test of Kemoryfbr stories 
Cast 12. Balx;ock Test of Memory for sentences. 
Test 13. Test of Memory for Designs Including fourteen 
of the designs used In the Bender Visual 
Gestalt and £ 1 1 1 3 Tests. 
Test 14. Creative Effort Test. The writing of ZSK 
forward, and then In reverse as kEz • 
Test 16. Creative Sf fort Test. The writing of 239 
forward and then In reverse. 
Teat 16» Creative Effort Test VaT, The letters were 
written f i r s t In the normal way and then upside 
down. 
Test 17, A creative Effort Test In which there were 
46 very simple ajidltlon and subtraction exer-
cises but whenever there was a plus sign the 
testee had to subtract and Vice versa. 
Test IS. Similar to test 17 but consisting of Inter-
changed multiplication and division exercises. 
Test 19v Creative Effort Test - Seasons. Here the 
subject h ^ to associate a month of the year 
with a season, e.g. August with summer. But 
sometimes the process had to be reversed, e.g. 
April had to be associated with autumn. 
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Test 20. This was the f i r s t of thre® tests which In 
themselves are entirely original although of 
the type used by Luchlns. I t Involved the 
sSfflpllf Icatlon of vary easy fraotlons and was 
In two parts the f i r s t of which measured haslc 
speed of working. 
Test 21. Hidden words. The test was In two parts, the 
f i r s t of which measured the basic speed of 
working. 
Test,22. Beginnings and Ehdlngs of words. Agaln^the 
test was In two parts, the f i r s t iaeasuring the 
basic speed of working. In each tests 20, 21 
and 22 there was an attempt to develop a mental 
set In Part I of the test and to measure the ex-
tent to which this set Interferred with the work-
ing of Part 2. 
Test 23. Three di f ferent operations were f i r s t performed 
. separately and afterwards similar operations hsd 
to be performed in quick rotation. I t was sugges-
ed by the Army Clerical Test, (Vernon and Parry, 
1949). 
Test 24. Gottschaldt Figures* 42 Items from Thrustone's 
revision. 
Test 25. ito extension of the Shipley Test made by Vernon. 
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Test 26. A group version of the Kohs Blocks Test devtsed 
by ^ ey (1961). 
Commenting on the results obtained by Lovell, 
Vemon (1957) writes, "Here also we can not be certain how 
far the two pairs of groups d l f f e re i In their In i t ia l 
Intelligence leve l ; actually the third ^d fourth were 
probably slightly superior. But the differences In 
mean slgma scores for di f ferent tests wi l l Indicate which 
psychological functions are most, and least, affected by 
environmental stimulation during adolescence. 
Here again, reading comprehension shows the lowest 
difference. A slgma score difference of -1.0 may be taken 
as a kind of base l ine, and any score above that probably re-
presents some e f fect of stimulating adolescent environment. 
Vocabulary, Abstraction and Non-Verbal Intelligence are least 
affected. But clearly the functions most affected are those 
Involving f l e x i b i l i t y and orlginal3.ty of thinking, capacity 
to form new concepts as contrasted with r ig id i ty or mechani-
zation of thought and perseveration - that Is very much 
the same functions as are found, In cl inical practice, 
to detorlorate with advanced age, with brain Injury, and 
In such psyc hop atho log leal states as Schlzophrenea. 
Naturally there are many other differences between our two 
pairs of groups, besides, schooling, vAilch may have played 
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a part In the developmoit (or the Inhibition) of thinking 
capaelty; for example the home, job and leisure environments, 
or the social and emotional adjustment of youths' per-
sonalities, may be more Important." 
The general Implications of these three studies are 
that we should cease to classi fy the abi l i t ies ©f adole-
scents and young a!3.ults under the simple heading of 
attainments (affected by schooling) and ' g ' or Intelligence 
(depQident purely on maturation or innate factors) . 
Certain aspects of Intelligence, In particular f l e x i b i l i t y 
of thinking, are as much, or more, affected by the stimula-
tion that di f ferent environments sod di f ferent types of 
training provide as are the conventional attainments. 
Clearly, far more research is needed into the nature of 
these abi l i t ies , and Into the type of education that best 
helps to develop them. 
(B) Tests Used! 
While discussing intelligence and attainments 
methods used In Its study, we saw that many teats, with 
comments mgde by Various workers in the past, were also 
furnished with. S t i l l , for clarity and pointed emphasis 
on the nature of tests. I t is desirable that we make out 
a separate sub-heading of teats used by previous workers, 
so that elthfcr at the time of selecting the tests In the 
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Present Investigation or at the time of concluding the 
results to be obtained from the present Investigation, we 
do not find any d i f f i cu l ty to shovf that from our servey 
over the mistakes of the past workers lot of precautions 
were taken In the present Investigation. 
Goldstein and Schserer (1945), Hanfm^n and Kasanin 
(1937), Berg (1948), and others, have devised a number 
of concept formation or sorting tests. In a typical test 
the subject is presented with a series of objects which 
can be classified In various ways and he Is told to sort 
t h ^ according to a given principle or pick, out others 
similar to a given object. When the subject has mastered 
one principle of classification he Is given a new and 
more complex problem. I t Is callmed that brain-injured 
patients and some schizophrenics csn cope with these at 
the concrete leve l , but can not realize and formulate 
abstract principles of classif ication, nor can they 
switch from one principle of classification to another. 
Walker, Staines & Kenna (1943), and Gattell (1946) 
now state that the earlier tests so often used to measure 
perseveration (e.g. the alternation type of test and 
mlscelleneous sensory tests) are useless; but that 'crea-
t ive e f f o r t ' tests, where the subject has to break down 
some well - established habit, are more consistent and 
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measure a quality which has been termed 'disposition r i g i -
d i t y ' , Cattell claims that a person with low disposition 
rigidity is a person of strong ego-development and 
capable of modigying his habits. L i t t l e , however, seems 
to be known of the val idity of teats of disposition r ig idi ty , 
Luchins (1942,1947) maintains that inef f ic ient methods 
of education may produce rigid rather than f lex ib le minds 
and has devised a number of paper - and - pencil tests. 
Subjects are given a series of problems which can be 
solved by the application of one principle. Half way 
through the principle alters, but the original ' se t ' may 
delay or prevent them entirely from realizing this. The 
interference in such tests is established temporarily 
during the course of the test , whereas in disposition 
r igidity tests the interference Is with a fu l l y automa-
tized habit. Yet another concept of r ig id i ty has been put 
forward by Lewto (1935) and Koanln (1941), These and other 
Gestalt-ffiinded psychologists regard r ig id i ty as one of 
the main characteristics dif ferentiating the personalities 
of the feeble-minded from those of normal children. When 
given a choice of drawing tasks, feeble - minded children 
tend to persist longer at a single task, whereas normal 
children prefer a change. 
Agatof there is a mass of l iterature dealing with 
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tests of the type Included in the Wechsler-Bellevue 
Battery C1944), the Babcock-Levy Battery (1940) and the 
Shipley-Hartford test (1940). The performance of 
psychotlcs, ©specially those of the organic type, is 
poorer than expected on some of the tests; perfoniiance 
* 
also declines in aphasic conditions, te cases of brain 
lesion end to some extent vilth age. The decline is least 
marked in tests of what "cattell calls ^crystallized' 
intelligence, such as v o c a b u l a r y . Tests of ^fluid* 
intelligence, vjhlch are most affected, include speed tests 
and t e s t s o f a b s t r a c t i o n o r c o n c e p t u a l i z a t i o n . 
Halstead (1947) applied nineteen tests to f i f t y pa-
tients. Neglecting the analysis which led to an oblique 
factor structure snd concentrating on the analysis performed 
by Holzinger which gave a general and orthogonal group 
factor solution, i t seems clear that the general factor 
is general intelligence or ' g ' , while Halstead*s 'A' 
factor is possibly the ability to group to a criterion, 
f o r I t haiF! i ts highest lo^aiing of 0,6 on a category 
test. This work has been criticised by Vernon (I960). 
Crown (1961), in a review of the l iterature dealing 
with psychological changes following prefrontal leucotomy, 
comm«its on the lack of consistency between Investigations 
on the issue of whether or not abstraction is affected 
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following the operation. This lack of agreement Is not 
surprlsJng, he maintains, considering the variety of tests 
which have been used to measure abstraction. He divMes 
these tests into two main types: 
(1) Those which are primarily Intelligence tests-
Kohs Blocks, Vocabulary tests, Shipley, proverbs, 
fables aid abstract words. 
(2) Tests which appear to confirm to Hals te^ 's 
definition of abstraction as the basic capacity to group to 
a criterion. Tests of the latter type Involve the 
comprehension of essential similarities and dlfferences-
as in, say, the Goldstein - Scheerer Colour Form Sorting 
Test. ' I t Is suggested', writes Crown, 'that, in factorial 
terms, sorting tests, I f Inclixied In a test battery with our 
cognitive tests would cluster together, these tests having, 
in addition, moderately high correlations with intelligence. 
Whether the abstraction group factor would be di f ferent 
from group factors already widely recognized raiialns 
problem for further research'• In the opinion of the writer 
Crown's suggestion comes remarkably near the truth. But, 
as the commonly knovai factors of Intelligence are also depen-
dent on Intellectual development; probably Crown's sugges-
tion may be regarded as extra-precautionary measures for 
studying the development In the cognitive aspect• 
CHAPISR * I I > 
A. Dtalgn of the Investigation i 
(1) Duo to various limitations of sbort-t«nn rssemrch 
progreicme l ike tha present one, i t vas not possible to use 
long'gitudlnal design of Investigation as suggested by 
VemoB C1957), Veraon and Parry (194S)| and Konp ( 1 8 ^ ^ 
Therefore a cross-sectional design of Investigation, modify-
ing Vernon's (1947) ««d Kemp's methods, vas follovred 
in the present Investigation* Further, since mq observed, 
from relevent l iterature, that l9th century term 'Intelligence 
was being studied under the terms, abi l i t ies and attainments 
(Vernon I960); itoastasi 1956; ThOBson 1924; Kemp 1955-57), 
to apply the most promising methods of measuring variations 
of intelligence the following intelligence and attainment 
decided to be sdmlnistered. 
(a) Vernon's Non-Verbal 'g* . 
(b) Vernon's Drawing-Pattern Test which measures 'k' factor. 
(c ) Vernon's Pattern Reproduction Test which measures ' k ' - I ' 
(Induction and concept fonnation ) factors. 
(d) Vernon's Graded i\rithmetic-Mathematics Test to measure 
numerical 'n' abi l i ty or Induction. 
(e) Raven's Progressive Matrices, a high-powered ' g ' ' I ' 
( i . e . induction or concept formation) 'k ' saturated test 
( c f . Haven, 1938) 
( f ) Lovel l 's hidden (Gottschaldt's f igures) which measure 
the 'k' factor. 
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(g) Trlst-^argreaves Concept Fonoatlon Test to measure 
concept formation (or Induction) group factor, In addition 
probably to vjn«ed factors. 
(h) Lovell 's Concept Formation Test to measure the concept 
formation group factor abil ity in addition probably to vsnied 
factors. 
( i ) Ray-Chowihury*s Aligarh V.I.T. (196i revision) a 
battery-type group test whicb measures an indivlduall * 
verbal intelligence In eight areas such ass ( i ) Classifica-
tion; ( i i ) Analogies; ( i l l ) Synonyms; ( Iv ) Extra-number 
test; (v) Completion; ( v i ) Paragraph; ( v i i ) Best reasons; 
( v i i i ) Simple reasoning, ( i ) Bay-Chowdhury's (1958) 
liidian Modification of ¥emon-Ray-Cho\jdhury General 
Kno^ l^edge Test (1956), I t consists of 11 attainment sub-
teats, namely (1) A (Ar t i s t i c ) ; (2) (Business); (3) C 
(Constructional-mechanical) for man only; or D (Domestic) 
for women only; (4) G (Gregarious-social) (6) H (Handicraft); 
(6) L. (Literary); (7) M (Musical); (8) 0 (Out-door and 
Physical Act iv i t ies ) ; (9) S (Sc ient i f ic ) ; (10) T (Dranetlc 
and theatrical); (11) W (Welfare-humanitarian). 
2. I t was decided to study the split-half re l iab i l i ty co-
ef f ic ients of the psychological tests, corrected by Spearman-
Brown prophecy formula. 
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3. For logical class t f l c at Ion of abi l i ty factors as 
measured by the tests. I t vas thought to factorlse the 
battery of tests and rotate the expected factor loaiings to 
nsine them. 
4« For the study of variation In Intelligence I t was 
decided to study the total score difference between high 
(picking up 21% Cases) scorers between low (picking up 27% 
cases) scorers under each Influencing variable with Fisher's 
' t ' enalysls meant for uncorrelated groups (c f , Guilford, 
1S50; Ray-Chowdhury at a1 1968). 
B. Sampllngt 
Here In the present Investigation sampling has been 
done for two experimental desli^s one for the study of the 
Variation of Intelligence with reference to age, sex and 
local i ty ; and the other for the variations of Intelligence 
and attainment with reference to the occupational training 
courses. 
(B) Experimental Design No. 1. 
(i)Ghgj.cg Qf yarta]3i?g topJ^ffde^ ^ tfi^ pygpgaa gf 
sampling. 
As has been said in the introduction, the aim of the 
present Investigation Is to study the variation of Irtel l l-
gence with reference to age, sex, md loca l i ty and training 
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courses. A sample of 288 students from theD.s. College, 
D,a.V, Inter College, Barahsenl College, M.U, High School, 
T.H, Girls' High sohool end College, M.U, Women's High 
School md College and the Allgarh Muslim University v/ere 
selected for this Investigation. The subjects were d ls t r l -
buted over the range of courses taught from class IX to 
undergraduate standard fo r the experimental design Nai. 
( U ) Choice of the Subjectst 
Two hundred and eighty eight subjects chosen here 
for experimental design No. 1 are Included In a bigger 
sample worked on by Ray-Chowdhury C1S62) In connection with 
the standardization of various abi l i ty tests in Indian situa-
tion. For the present Investigation, the 288 subjects tested 
were IX to B . a . (Final) class-students, 48 students from each 
of the six classes(cf. Tables I lA ; I I B; I I Cj I I D j I I B). 
A point of querry may be raised about the importance of the 
study on a sstaple of this size. But various psychologists 
to the Past have worked on samples practically as large as 
that to the p rese t to vest Ig at Ion and ev@n on a smaller 
sample than the present one. Vernon (1950) and Flemtog 
(1958) have quoted a number of important researches that 
have been done on small sawples , such as Smith's (1948) 
sample of lOO 13 year olds, Jo rg en sen's (1934) sample of 150 
College students, Patterson and El l io t ' s (1930) sample of 
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100 boys, etc, Burks (1928) worked on a sample of 214 
foster children while she was In search of correlation bat-
ween the foster parent and foster children vla-a-vla children 
living with their par^ts . Leahy (1935, pp. 235) conducted 
an Investigation similar to that of Burks on 194 ^opted 
children. Lovell (1955, pp. 199) worked on a saimple of 150 
boys to find out the Intellectual deterioration In adoles-
cents and young adults. 
The statist ical val idity of such researches 
depends on the nature of enquiry. In these types of 
researches certain findings (or verification of hypotheses) 
are the particular search, and hence the size of the samplf. 
I f not very small ( c f . Vernon, 1953), Is not the guiding 
factor to achieve the stat ist ical significance, especially 
when ( c f . Section C, this chapter) the raw scores are nor-
malised with percentile scale system. However, I f the 
question of stsodardlzlng any test, in particular, Is 
raised, the size of the sample Is , to some extent, a 
point of controversy and a demsiid for a large sample, say 
of 500 or more, Is quite reasonable. But the question of 
*a small sample' In the present Investigation Is not very 
relevant In view of the prescriptions made by Vernon (1993) 
and the evidences of researches cited above. 
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table « II a 
ShoTftog DIstrlljation of 288 cases according to 




•S.No. • Percentage 
1. Brahmin 24 8,33 
2. Valsh 24 8.33 
3. Ra;jput 24 8.33 
4. Khatrl 24 8.33 
6. Kayastha 24 8.33 
6. Schedule & Back- 24 8.33 
ward 
Shla 72 25,00 
• 
•8, Sunnl 72 25.00 
• 





1. 14 Years 48 16.67 
2. 16 Years 48 16.67 
3. 16 Years 48 16.67 
4. 17 Years 48 16.67 
5. 18 Years 48 16.67 
6. 19 Years 48 16.67 
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TABLB - I I C 





1. Urban 144 50SJ 
2. Bural 144 60% 
3, Hindu 144 50% 
4. Kualiia 144 50% 
XlBLE - I I D 
Sex - Distribution 
Js.No. Perc«3tage J 
1* Boys 144 60.00 
2. Girls 144 50.00 
TABLE - I I B 
Mucatlonal Distribution 
1 S.No. Percentage | 
1. IXth Class 48 16.67 
2. Xth Class 48 16.67 
3. 1st Year 48 16»67 
OR 
Pre-Uny. 
4, Ilnd Year 48 16,67 
5. B.iujlPrevI 48 16.67 
6. B.A.llFtoal| 48 16.67 
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Howdvar, the selection of the subjects referred 
earl ier In this section requires special precautions to make 
the sampling free from the errors of the Influences of 
socio-economic factors ( c f . Nef f , 1938) t (Loevlnger, 1940)» 
regional factors ( c f . K l l^berg , 1931; Leahy, 1936; Burks, 
1928} Duff at 1923; CaTlsson, 1964; Vemon, 1940; Burt, 
Tt) 
1937; an^tt, 1954; Fleming, 1968, e tc . ) , sex ( c f . Sweeney, 
1953; Bigg, 1940; Xrajcler, 1954, e tc . ) , Institutional 
factors (c f . Gllll land, 1949; Freeman flt_al» 1928, e t c . ) , 
and age factors ( c f . Bayley, 1933, 1955, etc . ) * Jnastasl 
(1958) has wonderfully summarized various research evidences 
In connection with the Influence of these factors on Inte l l i -
gence. Hence, I t was thought desirable to match the boy^ 
In the following variables* (1) age; (2) Sex; (3) Soclo-
economlc-rellglous-reglonal and other variables ( c f . Fig.2) 
Age; 
In the present Investigation, boys seid g i r ls aged 14 
to 19 constitute the sample. First ly , I t Is necessary to 
give reasons as to why we selected a sample ranging from 
14 to 19 years* Secondly, I t Is necessary to just i f y the 




RegaJJdlng the f i r s t quer^y of the selection of the age 
groups, i t may be m«»itioned that there were three reasons. 
First ly, our mato aim was to study the boys and gir ls of 
the above age rsfige so that we could cover the period of 
adolescence, and according to the accepted period of aloles-
cence ( c f , Fleming, 1968, Lovell , 1958), our age groups 
satisfy the conditions. Secondly, according to the develop-
mental pattern the age groups selected might show the pre-
sence of al l the abil ity . (cf. Vernon, 1940) factor^^the 
present Investigation. Lovell (1955, pp. 207) selected 14 
to 20 year olds and his explsnatlons are as fol lowsi-
''Verbal abi l i ty tends to rise between 14 to 20 years of age, 
largely because vocabulary and reading abi l i ty Increases. 
This confirms the data presented by the Ministry of Muca-
tlon (1960)t" On this Issue of the changing composition of 
Intelligence with age, Jtoastasl (1958|, pp. 225) fSnds narked 
X 
changes practically up to the f i r s t 18 years. She writes) 
"A major complication In the interpretation of most 'growth 
curves of Intel l igence, ' arises from the fact that d i f ferent 
combination of abi l i t ies may be measured at various age 
levels. In long-range follow-up studies. I t has usually 
proved necessary to edmlnlster di f ferent tests as the sub-
jects grew older. Both the Hazard Growth Study snd the 
Berke]^ Growth Study, for example, followed this practice. 
I f a l l 'Intelligence tests ' measured a stogie, underlytog 
function, then the substttutlon of alternative tostrum^ts 
would be only a mtoor source of error. But such a view Is 
not bome out by sKalyses of test scores Ccf. Bayley, 1933, 
1955) or by research on the organization of ab i l i t i es . There 
is evidence that what is regarded as ' Intel l igence' and 
measured by curr^it totelligence tests changes radically in 
nature with age* One analysis ( c f « Hofstaetter, 1954) of 
the Berkeley Growth Study data for the f i r s t 18 years 
suggested that the functions measured during the f i r s t 2 
years cso be described largely as 'sensorimotor alertaiess'; 
those measured between 2 and 4 years, as 'persistence'; and 
those measured after age, 4, as 'manipulation of symbols'. 
Nor does the use of a single Intelligence test through-
out the age range provide an adequate safeguard against such 
a chaiglng coverage of abi l i t ies . When a complex scale such 
as the Stanford-Bin et is employed, i t is l ike ly that di f ferent 
abil i t ies are measured at di f ferent age leve ls . At the 
upper ages, most totelligence tests are heavily logded with 
Verbal function said other abstract and symbolical tests. 
At the other extreme, tofant tests are largely based upon 
sensorimotor development.** The last two sentonces of ^^as-
tasl support both Lovel l 's selection of subjects between 14 
and 20 years, as well as the selection made in the present 
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Investigation ( I . e . between 14 and 19 years). Thirdly, 
from the point of the f a c i l i t y of administering the group 
tests, Vernon (1940) advises that though at the age of 9 
boys cgo manage group tests, 14 year olds are very desirable 
groups from various aspects. Hence, our sample of 288 boys 
gnd gir ls Is composed of 14 to 19 year olds Included in a 
bigger sample worked on by Ray-Chowdhury 1962 a? 
1962 b} 1962 c) In connection with the standardization of 
various abil ity tests In Indian situation. 
(2) SexI 
Opinion d i f f e rs on the Issue of the Influence of sex on 
abil ity factors, itoastasl (1968) has summarised the views of 
/ 
past workers dealing with the Issue. Interesting research 
evidences have been put forward by number of eminent psycholo-
gists, such as Pressey (1918), Lewis (1946), Bigg (1940), 
Sweeney (1953), Traxler (1954), etc. 
On the basis of these past records obtained In Psychologl< 
cal literature I t was considered desirable that sex as a 
factor in matching the subjects should not be Ignored at a l l . 
I t would be very relevant here to prof it In the present In-
vestigation from the remarks of Lovell (1956) • While Inter-
preting the results, Lovell was In trouble as he mixed up 
the sexes together. Ofcourse, he couM clear out the d i f f i -
culties by giving separate stat ist ical treatments to the 
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normaXls^ scores. We included both the sexes In our 
sample and expected a significant sex-difference, i f any, 
in abil ity and attainment factors» 
3, Socio-economic (including religious-regional) and other 
variables> 
(a) Religious variable? 
The boys were selected from two rell#>us groups* 
namely Hindu and Muslim. But to neutralise to my parti-
cular Caste, the subjects were chos^ in equal number from 
each of the main castes, such as Brahmin, Valsh, Rajput, 
Kaistha, Backward-class and Khatrl among the Hindus, and 
Shia and Sunnl among the Muslims. Ray-Chowdhury (1968) 
and Ray-Chowdhury at al (1963) found religious group 
differences sjaong college g i r l s snd high school boys at 
iaigarti with the help of Allport-Vemon's Study of Values 
60d Allgarh V.I.T, (1961 edition). From the studies 
mentioned above, i t seemed quite logical to take pre-
caution of the influence, i f my, of religious groups 
on the performance of the boys sod g i r l s . 
(b) Locality (Rural and Urbai)» 
I t has alresdy been mentioned that several workers 
have found In the past the rural or urban or regional In-
fluences on the performances of the testees. Fleming (1958, 
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pp. 134) 111 ttils connection writes, " i^ l te relevant to tbls 
are the findings of Inquiries into the differences between 
children in larger and smaller schools In urbm and rural 
dlstrictse Socio-economic levels are in general paralleled 
by differences In average performance In tests of in t e l l i -
gence and attainment; but there Is wide overlapping on the 
part of individual pupils; and relatively high scores are 
obtained In the smallest rural schools where teaching 
ski l l Is high sod parental co-operation Is effective'*, 
Again emphasising the need of matching the boys at the 
socio-economic and the rural-urban levels from the angle of 
normalising the raw scores, Vernon C19^, pp. 8i ) writes* 
"Many tests have been adequately standardized In London or 
Glasgow; but are not appropriate for use in the proninces 
or in rural areas where the educational l eve l , and possibly 
also the intelligence l eve l , are l ikely to be d i f ferent , 
probably I t would be better to provide more than one set.of 
norms for such di f ferent system of schools, so that a chlld*j 
test performance could be referred to the most suitable sat. 
J^pparently even the size of school has some e f fec t upon 
educational level ( c f , Mowat, 1938). Perhaps s t i l l more 
Important Is socio-economic status, since this Is known 
to have a marked e f fect upon educational and intellectual 
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l eve l . Thus If a test has been atandardlzed by being applied 
only to children In a rather poor area> Its norms wi l l not be 
appropriate for schools In a relatively superior area. 
Mequate nonns for , say, children age 11 would be obtained 
only I f all types of schools containing pupils of this 
age were edequately represented In the standardization 
group. Norms derived only from one type of school may s t i l l 
be of some use, but the tester must then ranonber to Inter-
pret his testees results with reference to this type. "In 
this very connection I t would be vise on our part to note 
the observation of Burt (1937) who writes "The reasons for 
this ef fect (on normal distribution) are probably partly 
fflivlronmental ^d partly hereditary. Poor surroundings and 
upbrtagtog undoubtedly have rngny adverse Influences upon 
education. But In addition there Is Indisputable evidence 
of a connection, albeit a small one, between Intelligence ftr-
and social class, quite apart from environmental Influences, 
Similarly Hay-Chowdhury (I960 a) has also observed group 
differences with/reference local i ty with the help of the 
1958 modification of Alport-Vemon-Llndz^ Study of Values 
(1951 edition). In the present Investigation the Influence 
local i ty ( I . e . rural and urban) on Intelligence was studied 
In experimental design No. 1. For that purpose 144 rural 
students and 144 urban students were included In the sample 
as given In table I I C, 
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( ) Father's Income and status t 
Similarly, father's Income and status of the boys and 
gir ls were also equally matched. As ve are concerned with 
the study of the boys' and g ir ls abil ity factors, this income 
level or parental occupational level Is a very Important 
factor. Bult (1948, pp. 19), Fleming (1968), Jordan (;933), 
ppgd« at fll (1939) Ray-Chowdhury (I960 a ) , Ray-Chowdhury 
et al (1963 a) and many others have found research evidences 
of the Influences of the father 's Income or parental occu-
pation on the Ijntelllgence of the children. Again, Haggard 
(1954) and Havj^ghurst at «1 (1944, 1947), have observed 
the Influence of father's economic status or social status 
on the Intelligence of the childrenf Hence, I t was deslralile 
to m^ch the subjects chosen In this Investigation with their 
father's'Income and social status. Consequently boys and 
g ir ls coming from femllles approximately of equal socio-
economic status were Included In the sample« However, m 
l ike Lovell (1965) and Vernon (1957) no standard socio-econo-
mic scale was used with a view to cut short the experimental 
procedure due to the limitations of time and other factors 
at the disposal of the present investigator. I t was arbit-
rari ly decided to select the boys and girls coming from the 
families whose professions were farmtag, business, college 
or university teaching,law, etc. In any case the Income 
level was predomljiently the guiding factor In matching the 
boys and g ir ls with their parental status. 
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About Institutional factors, I t may be montloned that 
especially India ve do rot have appreciable number of sucb 
problans because of jo tot families both in Htadu and Muslim 
communities. Hence, in our Jjivestigation the size of th© 
family, the nurstog members of the family, and the ^opted 
children were the three main considerations. As there# is 
dearth of Information In these areas, i t was thought reason-
able for the presont investigation to exclude such cases 
from the sample. 
Testing Sessiont 
The present Investigator experienced several 
d i f f i cu l t i es in the administration of the tests. First of 
a l l , the nature of the ssBiple required was such that applica-
tion of tests over a large group of subjects at a time was 
not possible. I t is pretty clear from the plan illustrated In 
Figure I I that according to our scheme of selecting the 
subjects, each and every individual was to rtpresent a parti-
cular sex,religion,age,caste,locality ^d educational standard, 
etc. I t Was, therefore, decided to arrange testtag sessions 
consisting of boys md gir ls In batches, say 12 subjects to 
each age group, to their classes. Authorities, where the 
testing was done, co-operated whole-heartedly to our venture. 
After the summer break to the second weak of July I t was 
decided to sdmtolster the tests to the f i r s t month of the 
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commencement of the nev session* I . e . , August and i t 
lasted in October 1961. As the abil i ty tests were al l 
group tests the plstn or the administration of the test for 
experimental design No, 1 is shovm in Table I I I • 
B 2, Experim^tal design No.2. 
The present sample consists of 306 (men only) made 
out of a wider sample collected by Ray-Chowdhury ^d Ganguly 
( c f , Ray-Cho»dhury, I960). I t was not possible to col lect 
a fresh sample on 306 (men) for the present investigation 
due to extreme financial d i f f i cu l t i es and due to limitations 
of short-term research programme as that in the present 
investigation, my attempt to have collected the desired 
sample for this present investigation might have made the 
students under-training in di f ferent courses of the Aligarh 
Muslim University, conscious of the tests already given to 
them by Ray-Chowdhury (I960) in 1969-60 when the data -
collecting campaign for the present investigation was going 
on. 
However, this sample found to be m ideal one for the 
present investigation due to reasons stated belowj 
( i ) In this sample, i t was not possible to get the desired 
number of women subjects In most of the occupational groups, 
because Indisn women do not come to all professional training 
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courses. Obviously I t was thought desirable to pSn our 
sample on to the men grsduates alone to avoid a confusing 
state of af fairs by mixing up few women with too many men 
selected In the present Investigation. 
(11) Further, since the stat ist ical treatment, l ike 
factorial approach, given In the present Investigation were 
not rendered In the above project of Ray-Chowdhury (1960), 
the present investigator found the sample not only Ideal 
but also almost l e f t out due to lack of resources not 
available for Ray-Chowdhury (I960). 
Regarding other variables discussed In experimental 
design 1^ 0. 1 the subjects were matched as far as possible 
though the cases were not at a l l equally propotlonal. 
S t i l l we did not mind to sacri f ice the too much desn^d of 
the variables for fear of dengerous error of sampling statis-
t ics we might have made 3ji selecting too few cases from 
each Variables which might have led us to obtain a very 
small number of cases In each occupational group. Also , 
I t might be mentioned that the present sample represents 
27^ of the post-graduate students at iaigarh Muslim Univer-
sity studying In the follontog occupational tratolng courses: 
As the number of female students In occupational training 
courses was very small, so only the male subjects were 
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ctioson from ten occupational training courses at the 
college level such as Physical Science ( N 30); Business 
Studies ( N 30); Natural Science ( N 30); Social Science 
( N 30); Legal Studies ( N 30); Humanities (N 30); 
Bhglneering Course (N 30); Medical Science CN 30); 
Library Science (N 30); and Teaching profession (N 36). 
Normalisation of Raw Scoress 
The test scores were not converted into I*Q« as In 
India there Is a peculiar tendency of the parents to put 
the low age of their children In the school register . 
Even, they teach their children not to t e l l their true 
age ( c f . Bhatla, 1958). Hence, I t was necessary to 
r«&ove the question of age by normalising the raw scores 
( for further criticism c f , Ray-Chowdhury, 1962). 
jaso, for coniveolence In stat is t ica l treatment and In 
presaitatlon of results, the raw scores of a l l the abi l i ty 
eL^Jfiyft 
tests given to ±8$ boys/were converted Into a uniform scale 
of standard scores. Several distributions were s l ight ly 
skewed or Irregular; hence I t was desirable to normalise for 
purposes of calculating correlations, significance of 
differences between groups, and factor ia l analysis. I t 
w i l l be useful also In studying and comparing the results of 
d i f ferent tests or In showing them to the subjects to have 
a l l scores expressed on a standard scale, imd so, normality 
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of the underlying variables was assumed. Moreover, at many 
stages in the Investigation, I t was desirable to have a 
simple method of comparing and combining the scores of 
di f ferent tests. 
Some system of normalisation Is esssit lal for the 
purpose of combining and comparing distributions of marks 
(or raw scores) obtained from dif ferent tests although 
even upto 1930 this useful precaution was widely neglected. 
Vernon (1940, pp. 63) whBLe warning against this neglect 
edvlses '*none of these processes ( I . e . combining and compa-
ring) can be carried out direct ly unless the raw scores to 
be combined or compared occur In clearly similar frequency 
distributions. This Is a fundsmental stat ist ical principle 
very elementary in nature, yet very widely neglected.'* 
In support of the system of normalising the raw scores 
as a preliminary measure for further stat ist ical purposes, 
for exact and scienti f ic Interpretation, we may quote Gull-
ford (1950, pp. 134) who confesses that "no set of data ever 
obtained, whether they may be measurements of a group of 
Indlvlduaiba with respect to some biological, psychological, 
social, or educational traits or whether they be repeated 
observations of a single phenomenon, eVer confirms exactly 
to the normal distribution pattern." 
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In stiort, we need a hypothetical scale vith equal 
units to iron out the ef fects of a scale vith inequality 
of units obtained from the raw scores. This Idea is well 
expressed In the following lines of toastasi and Foley (1948, 
pp» 88), "As applied to psychological characters, the 
normal distribution curve should be regarded more as a 
methedological pro Bern thsn as a factual observation. 
Strictly speakingt i t is Impossible to determine the actual 
distribution of a variable unless an equal unit scale of 
measurement is employed 
Moreover, the samples studiei in the present investiga-
tion were rather small and they were also partial ly selected, 
in respect both of abil ity factors consisting as i t did of 
adolescents aged stai 14 to 19. H^ce, i t would be unlikely 
to yield normal distributions o f , say, ' g ' test or vocatnlary 
test scores for the ssiine reasons referred to by Vernon (1940, 
pp. 20} in connection with the conditions which upset the 
tendency of normality. Thus i t was decided to convert the 
raw scores of each test Into a scale of eleven equal units 
'zero* to ' t en ' . These standard scores were obtained not 
from x/o direct ly , but jLla percentile scores. "The x/0~ 
score system is restricted to normal, or practically normal 
d istribution^ whereas the percentile system wi l l apply to my 
shape of distribution," ( c f . Vernon, 1940, pp. 46), Table 
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IV Illustrates the normal scores obtained via percentiles 
and table V shows the limits of the percentile rank posi-
tion to assume the normalised scores from zero to ten. 
TiBLE - 17, 
TTormallzatlon of the raw scores of R a v e n ' s Progressive 
Matrices in Experimental Design No. 1. 
R.S. Male Female N.S 
52 1 10 
60 3 2 .7 
48 8 9 8 
46 19 15 7 
44 25 20 6 
42 18 16 6 
40 22 13 6 
38 14 10 4 
36 14 13 4 
34 12 10 4 
32 7 6 3 
30 1 8 3 
28 0 5 2 
26 1 3 2 
24 8 2 
22 3 1 
20 2 0 
18 
Mean 41-10 38,56 
S.D. 4.90 7.6 
Ql 38.14 34.40 
Q3 46.90 43-10 
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TilgLE - V. 
Limits of percentile rank corresponding to respective 
normal scores: 
P.R. Wonnallsed Scores 
.44 10 0 
2.1 - .45 9 1 
7.1 - 2.2 8 2 
18.9 - 7.2 7 3 
38.4 - 19.2 6 4 
61.5 - 38.5 6 6 
The above technique whfch Is very convenient end 
easy to calculate has been devised by Professor P.E. Vernon 
Ray-Chowdhury (1956) was the f i r s t student of Professor 
P.E. Vernon, who worked out the normalised scores with the 
technique. According to Ray-Chowdhury, the technique gives 
almost identical results to the more fsmlllar technique of 
obtaining centrolds from differences in normal curve 
ordtnates. Another very similar technique can be found 
In the preparation of ' C scale described by Guilford (1950), 
pp, 303), but i t appears more clumsy md time consuming than 
the technique ^ust described. 
GHjypTER - I I I 
Description of the abil ity teats? 
SectloDt I , Ability tests as a measure of ' Intell lgenceM 
Vemon (I960) viewing the correspondence of 
Intelligence to the general level of complexity and f l e x i -
b i l i t y of a person's schemata, which have been built up 
cumulatively In the course of his l i f e time, commented that 
no sharp distinction shouM be drawn between Intelligence 
and attainments, nor should we think of the former as one of 
the main casual factors In determining the lat ter . 
Since our variables are such that In India I t Is 
d i f f i cu l t to have a common continuum from students of high 
school to those of the f ina l years of University education, 
mainly due to lack of standard tests, i t was very necessary 
to divide the present Investigation Into two parts which we 
shall henceforth call experimental Design No, 1 meant for the 
Variables of sex, age, and loca l i ty , and experimental design 
No. 2 meant for our study of variables, occupational training 
A courses. We have discussed this In the former chapter I I , , 
> section of sampling arrangement made by us, 
^ However, In the experimental Design No. 1 oar battery 
Included Cl) Ray-Chowdhury»s Allgarh 
(2) Vernon's Non-Verbal ' g ' ; (3) Yemom's i>rawliig-Pattein$ 
(4) Vernon's Pattern Bsproductlonj (5) Vernon*a Orsdefl 
Arithmetic-Mathematics; (6) Raven's Progressive Matrices; 
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(7) Lovell 'a hlddfln-Gottschgadt Shapes; TrIst-Hargreaves' 
Concept-formatIon Test; (9) Lovel l 's Concept-formatIon Test, 
Such, a battery vilth varied tests was selected with a view 
to testing the commonly- known abi l i ty factors ^ong the 
High School to under-gr^ttate boys ( for the discussion 
of the abil ity factors see Vernon, 1950; El Kousay, 1936; 
idexander, 1936; Spearmso, 1927 end Kelley, 1938), 
jmd In our Experimental Design No. 2. We find 
to match our second battery of 13 test by faicludlng two 
very Important stgodard tests such as Vernon's Non-Verbal 
'g' and VernonPattern Reproduction. Other I I tests are 
practically the sub-tests of Ray-Chowdhury modified fonn 
of Venjon-Bay-Chowdhury's General Knowledge (G,K.) Test 
(c f , Ray-Chowdhury 1956; 1967, I960), In this experimental 
Design No. 2, 13 tests were Included. (1) Vernon's Non-
verbal »g' (2) Vernon's Pattern Drawing (3) A (Artistic) 
(4) B. (Business) (5) C. (Constructional-mechanical), for 
men only) (6) G, (Gregarlous-soclal) (7) H, (Handicraft) 
(8) L. (Literary) ; (9) M. (Musical) (10) 0.(Out-door and 
Physical activit ies (11) S. (Scient i f ic ) (12) T. (The^rl-
t l ca l and Dramatic) (13) W, (Welf are-hum guitar Ian), 
Section 1.1. 
Ray-Chowdhury'g Allgarh V.I.T. 
(a) Source and Descrlptloni 
- 9 -
The ^Igarh V . I . I , was originally constructed by 
Ray-Chowdtory In 1959 gsid then I t was agate thoroughly 
revised by him with the assistance of Ganguly (1962) and 
the present Investigator ( o f « Ray±=Ohowdhury, 1S62). "In 
the 1961 revision", writes Ray-Chowdhury (1962), »»tt was 
found that M al l the Items of the V.I.T. (1959 edition) 
had to be re-arranged according to order of d i f f i cu l t y . 
In addition, the sub-test 8 (simple reasonlng)was thorough-
ly reshuffled aid quite a number of new Items In each 
sub-test were Included In the 1961 revision with a few 
items borrowed from Josht's (I960) Omnibus test . General 
Mental Abil ity Test 34/55 (1955 M i t ion) administered on 400 
cases chosen from school and college population. The 
split-half re l iab i l i ty figure of the Allgarh V.I.T. (1961 
Edition), obtained by Mlsra (1962) on a sample of 288 
from fourteen to nteeteen year old boys chosen from high 
school snd college population at iU.lgarh was as high as 
.88, The figure is not b^ for iaigarh V.I.T. (1961) 
to claim a proper revision of iUlgarh V.I.T. (1969 Edition) 
Further, describing the Allgarh V.I.T, Ray-Chowdhury 
(1962) continues J "The Allgarh V.I.T. alms to measure the 
Verbal Intelligence of an Individual. I t Is an Individual 
as well as a group test. I t Is a f i f t y - f i v e minute battery, 
and not omnibus ( for discussion of omnibus type c f . 
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Freemen 1960),-type test whlcli Includes eight sub-tests, 
namely (1) Classification (3 minutes); (2) ^a log les (6 
minutes); (3) Synonyms (4 minutes); (4) Extra number test 
dominates) ; (6) Completion (7 minutes) (6) Paragraph 
(4 minutes); (7) Best Reasons (4 minutes); (8) Simple 
Seasoning (18 minutes). Xhe tfvantage of this battery 
type jaigarh V.I.T, is that i t ceH be used to measure eight 
types of abi l i t ies , mentioned above In connection with the 
eight sub-tests of the test , and may be used In relevant 
research topics to cover the eight areas of verbal In t e l l i -
gence although In an onaalbus type test, having similar areas, 
the Items are mixed together In order of d i f f i cu l t y from 
the most d i f f i cu l t to the least. The Allgarh V.I.T. Is a 
point scale and not an age scale, as observed In Blnet -
Simon test ( c f . Terman - Merri l l 1965). In a test of age 
scale we get the I .Q. 's i „,. Me ) , loo) 
^ C.A. (Chronological Age) * ^^^^ 
vfhereas In these point scale tests we get some points as 
a measure of an Individuals Intelligence. Obviously, In 
these point scale tests we have an advantage to total these 
points of an individual's performance into raw scores, 
convert these raw scores Into normalised scores or we may 
have I.Q. by using the Bellevue ( c f . V/echsler, 1949) 
prJnciple ( i . e . I.Q. « AgtBal W9lgbt94 SffQCQ x^ 100) 
Mean Weighted Score for age 
Which d i f f e rs from the above mentioned St an ford-Bluet , 
I.Q. principle." 
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(b) Instructions for giving the t e s t ; scoring md 
deductions} 
As given in the manual of Allgarh V.I.T. (c f . Ray-
ChDwdhury, 1962), "The instructions for giving the test 
are printed at the top of each subtest of the t e s t . The 
t e s t may be given to an Individual or a group. The 
investigator must have a stop-vfatch te his hand to control 
the time by asking the subject or the subjects to start at 
a particular moment and stop when t he t lme - l lEi it g i ven in 
each subtest Is covered 
As regards instructions for scoring and deductions, 
Ray-Chowdhury (1962) further aidsj "One point for each 
correct response Is given to the subject. Hence, in 
sub-test No. 1 the total score Is 16; subtest Mo. 2, 16j 
subtest No. 3, 20; subtest No. 4, 12; subtest 5, 13; 
subtest No. 6, lO; subtest No. 7, 10; subtest No. 8, pt 
I , 55 and subtest No. 8, pt I I , 
Deductions or corrections are necessary in a l l the 
subtests except subtest No. 6 and No. 8 Part I ( for principle 
of corrections, see Yemon, 1940). In subtests No. 1, 
(Classification)* No. 2, (jtoalogles), No. 3, (Synonyms), 
No. 5, (Completion), and No. 7, (Best Reasons), there are 
four-choices and so deductions wi l l be according to th6 
following table. VI. 
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TABLE VI 
Showing the corrections for subtests No. 1;2;3;5 and 7 
in Allgarh V.I.T. 
No, V/rongs 0-2; 3-6: 6-8: 9 - l l t 12-14! 15-1?5 iS^ a^O 
Corrections 0; 1; 2$ 3; 4} 6; 6j 
That Is , i f a subject has correctly done 3 answers 
and Incorrectly attempted 4 others In any of the above 
sub-tests his corrected score wi l l be t 3-1 : 2. 
Again, his corrected score in sub-test 8 part I I 
(simple-reasoning) wi l l be 3-2 • 1 according to the 
following table i i i of corrections* 
TABLS - VII 
No, Wrongs 0-1} 2-3} 4-6} 6-7 
Corrections Oj 1} 2} 3} 
(c) Normalising the raw scorest 
Table VIII shows the distribution and the normalised 
scores: Cs«e Pa^ 103.3 
Section 1*2, Vernon's Non-Verbal (g) Test: 
(a) Source and Descriptions 
I t was hoped to obtain the spatial , Verbal 
(v) (n) , numerical and concept-formation ( v ) abi l i t ies 
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Shoving the dlstrilmtlon and normalised scores of 
Allgarh V.I.T. 
K.S. Hale Female 
144 1 10 
140 0 10 
136 7 9 
132 3 3 8 
128 7 8 7 
124 9 6 7 
120 18 7 6 
116 20 6 6 
112 13 11 6 
108 16 14 6 
104 12 14 6 
100 10 16 4 
96 10 19 4 
92 2 13 3 
88 3 12 3 
84 6 6 3 
80 6 4 2 
76 1 3 2 
72 0 2 1 
68 1 0 1 
64 0 1 1 
60 1 1 1 
66 1 1 0 
Mean 114,4 102.08 106,90 
S.D. 16.32 14.28 16.43 
Ql 102.80 94.46 97.66 
QS 122.00 113.81 119.53 
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of the bo^ by using a battery and for this purpose i t was 
desirable also to Include In the battery a relat ively pure 
' g ' test free from spatial, educational said verbal Influences. 
Hence, to this battery was also included Professor P.B, 
Vernon's (1949, 1947 b) non-verbal *g» test (with Jhgllsh 
and Hindi versions of Instructions standardized on a saiple 
of 919 cases In Indian condition ( c f . Ray-Chowdhury 1962 a ) . 
This test was constructed by Professor P.E. Vemon 
as a high level ' g ' test somewhat along the lines of Raven's 
(1938) progressive matrices test and N. I . I .P group test 70 
which was occasionally used In the British Amy and Wavy. 
I t incorporates an additional principle, that of having to 
change over rapidly from one type of function to another 
throughout the test , since experimental work has Indicated 
that f l e x i b i l i t y was an important component of totelllgence. 
I t Is a high level *g' test meant for the British 
subjects* The time limit for the test Is 28.80 mtoutes, 
which we obtained during the process of stsndardlzatlon of 
the test In Indian situation ( c f . Ray-Chowdhury, 1962 a). 
The pres®it test Is a multiple choice test of ' f lgure-
nal lg lesS "classif ication* and 'arrangtog-ln-order' Items. 
In this test there are 48 Items arranged In order of 
d i f f i cu l ty Into 16 sub-tests. On each sub-test there are 
three rows of figures to which one figure is miss tog. iLLso, 
there are nine choices of f igure reponses. 
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(b) Scoring* 
There are 48 problems and 9 choices for each problem. 
The key for scoring Is attached In the appaidlx. Each Item 
scores one mark, so that the total possible score Is 48 
marks. As the subjects were allowed to guess their respon-
ses, correction was made by the formula ( c f . Vernon, 1940)» 
Correction J R» ^ 
n - 1 
Cc) Normalising the raw scores 
Table shows the distribution and the normalised 
scores. Page losj 
Section 1. 3. Vernon's Pattern Drawing Tests 
(a) Source and Description* 
- —aoMig v«au ijjaa aiso included In 
our battery with the expectation that I t wouM help us detect 
factor. I f not anything more. This test Is a perception 
of designs test constructed by Vernon on the basis of a 
test In W. Stephens/on's (1931) GVK battery ( c f . Vernon and 
Perry, 1949, 1947 b) . A similar test appears also In 
McQuarrle's mechanical aptitude test (published by Cali for-
nia Test Bureau), and slater 's (1940) Investigation. I t 
requires a testee to copy straight line figures on to a 
space marked out with dots. !ntils principle Is extaided In 
Vernon*s Pattern Drawing, where some of the figures have to 
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Table - IX, 
Showing the distribution and normalised scores of 
Vernon* s ' g' Test. 
R.S. Male Female N.S 
34 1 ' 10 
32 3 9 
30 5 1 9 
28 9 3 8 
26 10 11 8 
24 21 10 7 
22 21 13 6 
20 19 22 6 
18 20 35 5 
16 13 26 4 
14 10 12 4 
12 7 9 3 
10 3 2 2 
8 1 0 1 
6 0 0 0 






be reversed mlrror-^rtlse or turned through 90® before 
being copied. In this test there are 24 Items ranged to 
order of d i f f i cu l t i e s and put In three sections. I t may 
mentioned inter alia that the test has yielded high 
re l iabi l i ty and valid.Ity figures In Indian sltuatlmi as 
well ( c f . Ray-Chowdhury, I960, pp 609; 1962 a) . 
In Brltato this test was given In Navy during the 
lastworW War to preference to N . I . I .P . 'Form Relations 
Test' which was seldom employed mainly because of i ts heavy 
paper consumption, itoother drawback is that the scortog was 
somewhat subjective, particularly with testees of average 
tetelligence level aid below average. Naturally, oma would 
not advise any Indian tovestlgator to administer this test 
or High School boys. The instructions of the test were 
translated in Hindi by Ray-C!howdhury (1962 a) according to 
the needs of the High School boys In India. Moreover, to 
avoid the language d i f f i cu l t y the test bears tostructions 
for al l the three parts, to both the languages, namely^ 
£hglish and Htodi* The tostructions given to &iglish 
weret 
Instruction for Part I i 
not draw anythtog on this sheet, nor turn 
this sheet round until you are told. The draw tog on the 
l e f t , to Q, (A) has been copied exactly on the dots to the 
right of i t . Copy <Q. (B) to the same way on the dots. 
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Now start from the dot which has a circle round It,** 
Instructions for part 11$ 
"The drawing question (c) has been turned over 
l ike the page of a book and then copied on the dots. That 
Is right and l e f t are changed over. Do questions 13-18 In 
the ssnne way. Always start from the dot with the circle 
round I t .^ 
Instructions for part Il ls 
**The drawteg In question C)} has been turned a 
quarter way round to the right l ike a sheel, and then 
copied ,on the dots. 
Do questions 19-24 In the same way* Start from the 
dot with the c irc le round I t . " 
Ray-Chowdhury (1967 a, 1958 a) has emphasised else-
( 
where on the need for double versions of Instructions while 
adopting tests of westerjjorlgln. However, the test Is some-
what subjective. Yet I t seejned to be very promising Instru-
ment to di f ferentiate the brighter boys from those of 
average or near average-Intelligence. Hence,, the test wasa 
Included In our battery. Tha total time l imit for the or i -
ginal test was 10 minutes, 5 minutes for part I and 2i 
minutes each for parts I I and I I I respectively. However, 
in the process of standardization of the test In Indian 
situation the average total time recorded was 13.37 minutes* 
that Is 6.76 minutes for part I and 3.19 and 3.42 minutes 
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foT part I I and I I I respectively ( c f . Ray-Chovdhury 
1962 a) . The time limit followed In the present Investi-
gation Is what Ray-Ctoowdhury (1962 a) has obtained In his 
standardization sample referred to earlier In this section. 
(b) Scoring* 
There are three sections In the test . First 
section Includes 12 Items, second lO and third 6 Items 
respectively. The key for scoring Is attached In the 
appendix. Each Item scores one mark, so that the total 
possible score Is 28 marks. 
(C) Normalising the raw scores) 
Table X shows the distribution and the normalised 
scoress Cs«e vio; 
Section 1. 4, Vernon's Pattern Reproduction Test? 
(a) Source md Description* 
(This test Is Included In our battery with the 
expectation that It would yield at least a factor 
loading In addition to » g ' ) . 
This Is a constructive as well as creative response 
version of the paper form-board test, the f i r s t trace of 
which Is obtained In iirmy Beta and lihlch developed as one 
of the Minnesota tests by Paterson and El l iot (1930). The 
selective response - verdbn of this ps^jer fonn-board test . 
. Ho . 
Table « X. 
Showing the distribution and normalised scores of 
Drawing Pattern Test. 
B.3. Male remale N.S 
24 1 10 
23 1 1 9 
22 4 4 8 
21 6 4 8 
20 10 19 7 
19 21 6 6 
18 14 13 6 
17 26 22 5 
16 19 11 5 
15 14 8 4 
14 14 16 4 
13 5 16 3 
12 6 9 3 
11 1 8 2 
10 3 3 2 
9 1 3 1 
8 1 1 0 
Mean 16«69 15.97 
2.99 3.23 
Qi 15.35 13.75 
Q3 19»21 18.92 
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sometlmesus6d In ond iUastirsillay sppdsirsd rd.t<l!i€r 
ar t l f l ca l ; sod this version was constructed and standardized 
for use to the Navy In the Last World War, But It was 
ultimately discarded because of the subjectivity of the 
scoring inspite of the great advantage that this test 
could be "got accross" to dull recruits more readily than 
any other tests ( c f , Vernon et a l , 1949, 1947 b). 
Inispite of the disadvantages met with by the psychologists 
Jn Great Britain in connection with recruits In the Last 
World War, this test was chosen ta the battery of tests 
selected for the present Investigation due to various 
reasons. One of the reasons was maitloned to connection 
with Vernon's Pattern Drawing Test, That i s , this test was 
expected to di f ferent iate between the more Intel l igent and 
less totelligent boys scattered In three d i f ferent schools. 
Another Important reason is that the test was found to be 
satisfactori ly reliable and valid in Indian situation ( c f . 
Ray-Ghowdhury, 1960)» However, the instructions of this 
test too have been given both In IhgUsh and in Hindi, The 
ihgllsh version of the Instructions given were, "look at 
/ • 
this square. / It was cut along the middle line. It would 
give the two black pieces . 
You are to draw lines in each of the shapes below, 
to show how they would have to be cut upto give the small 
black pieces. 
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Draw tbe lines quickly $ very careful drawing Is not 
needed." 
There are 20 Items in the test arranged in order of 
d i f f i cu l t y . In the original test the time l imit was 10 
minutes, however, in the process of standardization of the 
test in Indian situation the average time recorded was 
found to be 12.38 minutes ( c f , Ray-Chowdhury, 1962), 
The time limit followed in the prese t investigation is 
what Ray-Chowdhury (1962 a) has obtained in his standardi-
zation sample referred to earlier in this section. 
N 
(b) Scorings 
This test includes in a l l 28 items. SIhere Is no 
choice in the test. The key for scoring is attached in the 
appendix* Sach response scores one mark, so that the total 
possible score is 28 marks. 
(C) Normalising *the raw scoress 
Table XI shows the distribution and the normalised 
scores, (sae nx) 
Section 1.5. Vernon's Graded Arithmetic-^lathapatics Test, 
(a) Source and Descriptions 
This test was included in the battery with 
the expectation that I t would possibly measure numerical 
(n) or Induction abi l i ty. The arithmetic tests do not 
highly correlate with Progressive Matrices. Vernon at « ! 
• 112. -
Table ~ XI 
Showing the distribution and normalised scores of 
Pattern Reproduction.Test. 
R.S. Male Female N.3 
28 4 2 9 
a? 10 6 8 
26 3 6 7 
25 4 6 7 
24 4 6 7 
23 U 3 6 
22 7 3 6 
21 10 10 6 
20 10 0 6 
19 4 1 6 
18 1 5 5 
17 3 8 6 
16 7 5 5 
16 9 10 6 
14 18 3 6 
13 13 4 4 
12 12 6 4 
11 13 8 4 
10 9 5 3 
9 3 6 3 
8 10 6 3 
7 4 1 2 
6 3 2 2 
6 2 0 1 
4 3 1 
Mean 17.66 17.59 
S.D. 6.67 5.76 
Ql 11.37 12.16 
03 22.00 20.50 
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(1949) report that ttie correlation between Progressive 
1 
Matrices and Arithmetic test Is only ; Raven's 
Progressive Matrices has also been Included In this battery 
and I t was hoped that besides ' g ' the battery, being strange 
thened by the Inclusion of Vernon*s Graded Arlthsetlc-
Mathematlcs Test, would also possibly guide conveniently to 
measure the *n* factor. Burt*s forty-nine minute Arithmetic 
test (group or Individual, 7-14 years) has got the following 
points} (1) iddltlon (speed and accuracy, but also knowledge 
of method In most compound systems); (2) Substractlon (speed, 
accuracy and knowledge of methods as In 1) j (3) Multiplica-
tion (speed, accuracy and knowledge of methods); (4) Division; 
(5) Mental Arithmetic; (6) Rules (knowledge); (7) Reasoning 
(imowledge of method, plus speed ski l l and intelligence)* 
S t i l l better a 15 minute arithmetic test constructed by 
Ballard (1949) Is available and could be quite suitable 
for the Indian students. Ballard's test correlated with the 
Junior Country Scholarship Test as much as .9 (P.E, I -
•02)* Stanford Achievement Test (Kelley at « ! . 1952) also 
Includes one arithmetic computation. But Vernon's Arithme-
tic test has got certain fac j^ l t l es . Firstly^ I t Is a 
graded test and not much concerned with age factor. Secondly, 
I t has varlt les of problems which not onlyy Include) the sub-
divisions as mentioned above In connection with Burt's 
/ test but also few others concerning geometric and algebrlc 
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prlnclples. Thirdly, Ray»Chov)dhury (I960) has reported 
satisfactory re l iabi l i ty and validity figures of the test 
In Indlm situation* Originally* this test Is a 20 minute 
test , but In the process of standardization of the test In 
Ibid Ian situation I t was decided to record the average time 
that the subjects took to vorkout the test . The average 
time thus observed for Indian subjects was found to be 
3l'#26'* minutes ( c f , Ray-Chowdhury, 1962 a). The time 
l imit followed In the present Investigation Is what Ray-
Chowdhury (1962 a) has obtained In his standardization sejnple 
referred to earlier In this section. There are 76 Items 
In the test . The Qigllsh instructl.oRj! have been tr®«slated 
Into Hindi by Ray-Chowdhury (1962) for use In Indian situa-
tion. The ihgllsh Instructions given were as followss 
"Write your answers underneath the sums or on the 
dotted l ines. Make any alterations In your answers clearly. 
You are not expected to do al l the sums. Work as 
quickly and accurately as you can, snd do as many as possi-
ble. minutes are allowed. I f a sum seems too 
d i f f i cu l t do not waste time on I t j miss It out end try the 
next. 
I f you finish one page, go straight to the next. 
There are three pages altogether." 
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(b) Scorings 
This test consists of 75 Items. There Is no choice for 
each problem. Each Item scores one mark, so that the total 
possible score Is 75 marks. 
CO Normalising the raw scores» 
Table Xll shows the distribution and the normalised 
scores. C'^ f in 
Section 1.6. Raven's Progressive Matrices* 
(a) Source and Descriptions 
This test Is a hlgh-povjered saturated 
test. I t Is l ike ly to measure I ( I . e . Induction), or 
concept-formation or spatial abi l i t ies too. This test 
has been Included In the battery because, Raven (1938) 
writes, " for comparative purposes the staadard 1938 scale 
Is now usei Internationally, and no general revision of 
I t has yet appeared necessary." This test has been des-
cribed by Vernon at (1949) as a high level *g' test. 
Raven (1938) has discussed several advantages of the test 
In the following words» "Progressive Matrices (1938 
edition) Is a test of a person's capacity at the time of 
the test to apprehend meaningless figures presented fo r his 
observation, see the relations between them, conceive the 
nature of the figure completing each system of relations 
presented, and, by so doing, develop a systematic method 
of reasoning." Further he aids, "Everyone, whatever his 
age. Is given exactly the same series of problems In the same 
- IVT « 
Table - XII , 
Showing the distribution and normalised scores of 
Graded Arithmetic Test, 
Male Peiaale N.S. 
64 1 10 
62 0 10 
60 1 9 
58 3 9 
56 6 8 
54 1 8 
52 6 8 
50 3 8 
43 5 7 
46 8 7 
44 11 2 7 
42 5 0 7 
40 9 3 6 
38 18 0 6 
36 11 6 6 
34 10 5 6 
32 9 9 5 
30 10 13 5 
28 3 20 5 
26 7 23 4 
24 7 16 4 
22 3 14 3 
20 2 16 3 
18 3 10 2 
16 0 7 2 
14 2 0 1 
12 1 0 
Mean 38.40 26.67 
10.30 6.07 
Qi 31.80 22.28 
% 45.63 30.31 
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order and Is asked to work at his ov>n speed, without 
Interruption, from the beginning to the end of the scale. 
As the order of the problem provides the standard training 
In the method of -working, the scale cgn be given either as 
an Individual, a self-administered or as a group test. 
A person's total score provides an Index of his Intel lec-
tual capacity, whatever his nationality or education." 
Moreover, the test may be used with some time l imit 
or without some time l imit . In connection with these Issues 
Raven (1938) Is again quoted herej "In practice as an 
untlmed 'capacity' test and even as a 20 minute'apeed* 
or 'e f f ic iency ' test (also c f , Vernon 1949 b) , the results 
have been found to be more reliable and psychologically 
Valid than one might expect from sixty problems arranged 
In f i v e sets of oveHapplng d i f f i cu l t y . I t must, however, 
be kept In mind that the scale Is Intended to span the 
whole range of intellectual development, rather than to 
dif ferentiate clearly between Individual persons.** 
From the above lines of Raven i t Is f a i r l y clear that 
the test (especially 1938 edition) may be used for Indivi-
duals of my rationality, any educational l eve l , and of any 
age whatsoever (liLso c f . Vernon 1947 a). Hence, for Indlsn 
school boys the test was expected to be an ideal instrument 
to measure the Intellectual development which Is the main 
querry In this Investigation. There Is one more point. 
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That Is, certainly a l i t t l e bit of cultural Influence there 
might be In the test. Of course there Is no reason to 
suspect any cultural influence when Raven (1938) has fu l l y 
discussed culture-freeness In the test with a number of 
published and unpublished research works carried out with 
the test In di f ferent nationalities. Even If there Is any 
such Influence, the Indian boys who are f a i r l y educated in 
Ehgllsh schools, according to the evidences obtained by 
Ray-Ghowdhury (1968 b, 1958 c , 1959) in some other context, 
can conveniently solve the problems which have their origin 
In iltoglo-itoerlcan culture pattern. The re l iabi l i ty and 
validity of progressive Matrices for Indian boys and g i r ls 
ranging from 14 to 19 years have already been reported to 
be quite high ( c f . Ray-Chowdhury, I960, 1962 a). 
However, although we are highly expecting a 'g* satura-
tion In the test, Raven (1938) often Is inclined to describe 
"the scale as a test of observation and clear thinking." 
Further he adds, "by Itsel f I t Is not a test of general 
intelligence and I t Is alway a mistake to describe I t as 
such. Each problem in the scale Is really the 'mother' 
or 'source' of a system of thought - hence the name ' 
'Progressive Matrices'. The scale has retest re l iabi l i ty 
(also c f . Vernon, 1942) varying, with age, from 0*83 to 
0.93. I t correlates 0,86 with the Terman - Merril l scale, 
and has been found to have a ' g ' saturation of 0.82." 
rlSO* 
Hence, from al l angles right from Its re l iab i l i ty and va-
l id i ty down to Its applicability In Indian situation, the 
test fu l l f I l i ad a l l the necessary conditions to merit a 
place In the battery. The test has also quite a lot of 
overlapping vjlth Vernon's ' g ' test , MUl-Hl l l vocabulary 
scale and other standard tests Included In the selection 
of British forces ( c f , Vernon, 1949), while describing 
the Test Raven (1938) writes "The scale consists of sixty 
problems divided Into flv® sets of 12. In each set the 
f i r s t problem Is as nearly as possible self evident. Ifee 
problems \itolch follow become progressively more d i f f i c u l t . 
The order of the test provides the standard training In the 
method of working. The f i v e sets provide f i v e opportunities 
for grasping the method In f i v e progressive assessments of 
a person's capacity for Intellectual act iv i ty. To assure 
sustained Interest and freedom from fatigue, the figures 
In each problem are boldly presented, accurately drawn and, 
as far as possible pleasing to look at. The scale Is 
Intended to cover the whole range of Intellectual develop* 
ment from the time a chlM Is able to grasp the Idea of 
finding a missing piece to complete a pattern, and to be 
suff iciently long to assess a person's maximum capacity to 
form comparisons and reasons by analogy without being unduly 
exhausting or unwleMly. The scores obtained by sdults tend 
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to cluster In the upper half of the^cale, but there are 
enough d i f f i cu l t problems to d l f ferwit late satisfactori ly 
betwe^ them.** 
(b) Instructions for using Progressive Matrices (1938), 
Hie test may be used In tvo vrays: 
( I ) as an Individual test and (11) as a self-adminis-
tered and group test: 
(1) MlYldHaX tgats I f i t is used as an Indivi-
dual test . Haven (1938) advises the following} First , the 
particulars of the testee are to be noted dovm on the re-
cord form, and then the tester opens the book at the 1st 
Il lustration, A. l , and says "Look at this (pointing to the 
upper f igure)* I t Is a pattern with a bit taken out. 
Each of these bits below (he points to each in turn) Is 
the right shape to f i t the space but they do not al l comp-
lete the pattern*** 
Ihe tester further explains why numbers 1,2 and 3 are 
wrong and why number 6 is nearly right* He then says* 
**Polnt to the piece which Is quite right*** I f the testee 
does not potet to the right piece he continues his explana-
tion until the nature of the problem to be solved Is clearly 
grasped. 
The person giving the test explains that on every 
page there Is a pattern with part l e f t out, and says» 
•»All you have to do Is to point each time to the bit which 
•S22' 
Is the right one to complete the pattern.** As he turns to 
Illustration A.2, he sayst **!rhey are simple at the begin-
ning sticl get harden as you go on. I f you pay attention to 
the way the easy ones go, you wi l l find the later ones 
less d i f f i c u l t . Just point to the piece which completes 
the pattern. Now carry on at your own pace. See how many 
you can get right. You can have as much time as you l ike . 
There is no need to hurry. Be careful. Remember each time 
only one bit is quite right." 
Cii) Self-administered or group test? For use Ravenna 
Matrices as a "self-administered or group" test , Raven ( 
(1938) advisess "a set of test books is required," These 
can be used repeatedly. Sach person requires a record 
form and pencil. Illustrations of the record form and 
test A.1, drawn twice the original size, can be used for 
demonstration purposes. 
The test can be given to a group of any size according 
to accommodation. Approximately one hour must be allowed 
for each group tested. Persons to be tested are seated 
comfortably at tables with room for books and record forms 
and suff iciently apart to prevent copying. Space is l e f t 
so that supervisors can pass easily between people with 
out disturbing them. They should al l face the person in 
charge. When a person does the test by himself, he should 
be seated comfortably at a table In a quite room." 
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Cb) Scortegi 
There are f i v e sections A,B,C, D and E. In each 
section there are 12 problems and 6 chAlces for each 
problem. The key for scoring Is attached in the appendix. 
Sach Item scores one mark, so that the total possible a 
score Is 60 marks. As the subjects were allowed to guess 
their responses, correction vas made by the following 
formula ( c f . Vernon, 1940)* 
Correction I R - ^ 
n - 1 
(C) Normalising the raw scorest 
Table XII I shows the distribution and the normalised 
scores. cs«« 
Section 1.7. Lovel l 's hidden Gottschaldt shapes, 
(a) Source and Descriptions 
In aidltlon to ' g ' and vjedjn factors 
expected to be measured by the tests already listed In 
our battery, we decided to Include this test to measure 
probably with more certainty, the 'k ' factor. In a study 
on Intelligence and Intellectual desterloratlon ( c f . 
Lovell 19665 Vernon I 1957) included this test In his 
battery. The test was made by Lovell (1955) from 42 of 
Thurstone's revision of GottschaMt's f igures, the f u l l 
description of which wi l l be available from Thurstone's 
"A Factorial Study of Perception", itoother reason for 
- -
Showing the distribution and Normalised score of Raven's 
Progressive Matrices. 
R.S. Male Female N. 
52 1 10 
50 3 2 9 
48 8 9 8 
46 19 15 7 
44 25 20 @ 
42 18 16 5 
40 22 13 5 
38 14 10 4 
36 14 13 4 
34 12 10 4 
32 7 6 3 
30 1 8 3 
28 0 5 2 
26 1 3 2 
24 8 2 
22 3 1 
20 2 0 
18 
Mean 41,10 38.56 
SJ). 4.90 7.56 
38.14 34.20 
Qs 45.90 43.10 
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selecting the ^best in the present battery is that Ray* 
Chowihury (1962 a) has tentatively standardised in Indian' 
conditions the test with Hindi and original £hgllsh inst-
ructions, though the sample consists only of 428 boys and 
g i r l s ' from 13 to 19 years. 
I t Is a test of observing hidden shapes, meant 
for the British subjects, the time-limit for the test 
Is 5 minutes* But during the process of st^dardlzatlon of 
the test,in Indian situation the average time recorded was 
found to be 8 minutes ( c f , Ray-Chowdhury 1962 a) . The 
tlme-llmlt followed In the present Investigation Is what 
Ray-Chowdhury (1962 a) has obtained in his stgndardlzatlon 
sample referred to earlier in this section. 
"In this test there are 42 pairs of drawings. In 
each pair the f i r s t figure Is contained in the second 
figure. Look at each of the pairs of figures and mark 
that part of the second figure which Is the s ^ e as the 
f i r s t f igure. 
Here are two ex^pples done for your. In each pair 
those parts of the second figures which contain the f i r s t 
figure have beai overlined in pencil. Work through the 
remaining examples. You have 6 minutes." Also the Hindi 
trmslatlon of the above instruction was done by Ray-
Chowdhury (1962 a ) , ^we^er, a copy of the test Is enclosed 
in the append ex and the 1st two pairs of the drawing meant 
for example as shown In the test . 
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(b) Scorings 
One mark awarded Is for each design correctly identi-
f i ed . As there are only 40 figures to be worked out by the 
subject, the Eaxteam possible score is 40. No marks are 
scored for partial Identification. The key for scoring is 
attached 5a the appendix. 
(C) NoriEallslng the raw scores» 
Table XIV shows the distribution and the normalised 
scores J itJ-y) 
Section 1 *8» Trist-Hargreaves Conoept-forg.ation Testt 
(a) Source and D esc rip t ion t 
Lovell (1965) and Vernon (1967) have highly 
spoken of the test as a good detector of concept-formation 
abil i ty. Also, Vernon (1960) has discussed the ex ist^ce 
of concept-formation abil ity among adolescents. Since our 
pres«it Investigation includes a sample representing 
sdolescoit period, we thought this particular test would be 
of an immense help to us to detect the concept-formation 
(or Induction) group factor in our large battery of 17 
tests. 
The time limit for the original Etaglish version of the 
test was 20.minutes* However, the average time recoxded 
for the test in the process of standardization in Indian 
condition was found to be 29'.84" minutes and 22*'I^"^mlnutes 
for Parts I & I I respectively, ( c f , Ray-Chowdhury 1962 a). 
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Table - nv> 





R.S. Male Female 
40 3 . 9 
38 6 3 8 
36 14 6 7 
34 26 32 6 
32 37 6 5 
30 23 36 6 
28 22 21 4 
26 9 10 3 
24 9 6 2 
22 4 3 2 
20 1 1 1 














The tSme-lImIt followed Iji the present Investigation Is 
what Ray-Chowihury (1962 4) has obtained In his standardi-
zation ssjnple refsrred to ear l ier In this section, snd 
for both the parts the instructions given to the subjects 
vere as follovss 
"Look at the colour eel sheat and you w i l l see 12 
coloured pieces made up ot six squares and six triangles. 
Note that the centres snd the edges of these pieces are 
either green red or white* Bach piece has a number. In 
this test you are asked to do a number of di f ferent things 
with the pieces. 
(b) ScorlngJ fo part I , one mark was given for each 
likeness or a difference pointed out; In Part I I each group 
correctly classif ied had one mark. The total so awarded 
was known as the score on the I Part of the test* Every 
time a more primitive typQ of classif ication was given 
( I . e . the testee would nominate by specif 10*^00lours a » 
shapes Instead of using a generalization) half marks were 
awarded. Again In Part I » one mark was given for each co-
rrect 'pair* written down5 while In Part I I one mark for 
each of four pieces correctly classif ied ( I . e . one 
quarter mark per piece) w s^ awarded. This total was 
known as the score of Part l l . Thus the maximum possible 
totals on parts I and I I were 33 and 25 respectively. 
- J2«! -
Table - 3CV. 
Showing the distribution and normalised scores of 
Tri st-Hargreave's.Te s t , 
R.S. Hale Female N. 
56 
m 3 1 9 
52 11 10 8 
60 7 18 7 
48 2 19 6 
46 8 19 6 
44 11 9 6 
42 13 7 6 
40 14 14 6 
38 19 7 4 
36 20 10 4 
34 12 13 4 
32 4 6 3 
30 4 6 3 
28 4 4 2 
26 6 1 2 
24 2 1 1 
22 2 1 1 
20 1 1 
18 0 0 
16 0 
14 0 0 
12 0 0 
10 0 0 
Mean 39»79 42.81 
S.D. 7.66 7.22 
Ql 35.83 37.00 
Q3 44.91 49.26 
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(G) Nomalislng the rav scores{ 
Table XV shows the distribution and the normalised 
scorest 
Section 1.9« Lovel l 's Concept-format Ion lestt 
(a) Source and Dlscrlptlont 
For the same reasons stated in the source no 
description of TrIst-flargreaves, this test too was selected 
In our present battery. !nie test would probably help us 
to detect more easily a concept-form at Ion factor, Vernon 
(1957) and Loveil (1967) have shown the Ingenuity and 
strength of this test to measure the concept formation 
group fac tor ' . Vernon (I960) of course puts a wider 
symbol (v) Including al l verbal abi l i t ies plus *concept-
formatlon' group factor. Whereas, Vernon (1950) In his 
earlier writing has discussed the possltffLlty of using ' I * 
for Induction a£ concept-formation group-factor. However, 
I f we can find a separate group factor, we would think of 
using a special symbdl for I t , 
Since our Investigation concerns abil ity factor. 
I t was very necessary to Include both TrIst-Hargreaves 
and Lovell 's concept-formatIon test . 
The original test has a tlme-llmlt of 25 minutes but 
In Indian standardlssatIon of the test the average time 
recorded on a ssBple of 428 cases was found to be ,37',19** 
minute ( c f , Ray-Chowdhury 1962 a) . The time-limit followed 
- 3 1 -
In the present Investigation Is what Ray-Chowdhury (1962 a) 
has obtained In his standardization asnple referred to 
earlier In this section. Ihe exanple of the test, \;hich 
Is to be rescl before wording the actual test , Is as 
follows; '•At the top of the actual test sheet there are 
12 pieces made up of three shapes (squares, triangles and 
rectangles), two colours (white and green) while some of 
the pieces have red dots on them and some have blue 
squares. Al l you have to do Is to sort these pieces into 
dif ferent boxes (Imaginary ones) and In various ways. 
Also put the correct label on the box so that we can see 
exactly how you did the sorting. 
Question 1. Sort the pieces Into two boxes so that each 
contains pieces of the s^e colour. 
There can be only one way of doing this stece there 
are only two colours. ThusJ-
Label on box Number of pieces 
Box 1. White pieces 2,3,5,6,11,12 
Box 2. Green pieces 1,4,7,8,9,10 
Question 2. Sort out the pieces Into three boxes so that 
each box contains pieces of the same shape* There cssi be 
only one way of doing this since there are only three 
dif ferent shapes. 
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Label on bos: Numbers of pieces 
Box 1. Squares 2,6,7,8 
Box 2. Rectangles 3,9,10,11 
Box 3. Triangles l j4 ,6 , 12 
Question 3. Sort out the pieces teto four boxes so that 
to each box there are pieces that have the same number of 
blue squares on them. 
Label on box Numbers of pieces 
Box 1» No blue square 5,6,9 
Box 2, 1 blue square 1,3,8 
Box 3, 2 blue square 2,10,12 
Box 4, 3 blue squares 4,7, 11 
Question 4, Sort out the pieces toto six boxes so that 
the pieces to each box have the same number of red dots on 
theia* 
Label on box Numbers of pieces 
Box 1, No red dot 7,11 
Box 2. 1 red dot 2,12 
Box 3. 2 red dots 4,10 
Box 4. 3 red dots 1,9 
Box 6. 4 red dots 3,8 
Box 6. 5 red dots 5,6 
The actual test begins with the remain tog 24 pieces. 
The tostructlons (c f . Lovell, 1959) given are as follows! 
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"There are 24 pieces mjfie up of c irc les and triangles 
and the pieces have either dots or strokes inside them. 
These dots or strokes we vrlll ca l l signs and they are of 
three d i f ferent colours. You have to sort the 24 pieces 
in di f ferent ways, each ttoe putting the labels on the 
boxes Into which you sort the pieces. Note that each piece 
has a ntmber. Here is an examples 
Bxamplej Sort the pieces Into three boxes so that 
in each box the pieces have the same colour signs on them 
Label on box Numbers of piece 
Box 1. Pieces with blue signs 2,7,9,10,11,13,17,22 
Box 2. Pieces with red signs 4,6,6,14,18,20,21,24 
Box 3. Pieces with green signs 1,3,8,12,16,16,19,23 
(b) Scorlngt 
The test was scored in two wayss ( I ) one mark for each 
label, eg. for each group c lass i f ied; (XI) one mark for each 
four pieces placed correctly in each classi f ication or one 
quarter mark f o r each piece sorted correct ly. 
These two scores were known as 5L (L, i . e . label as 
given In b l ) and 6 P (P, i . e . pieces as given to b l l ) 
respectively. A half mark was given for a label or 
classif ication which was considered to be of a more primitive 
type. The maximum possible score for part 5 L was 30, end 
f o r part 5 p, 42. 
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(C) NormaXlslng th« raw scores. 
Table ZVI shovfs tbe distribution and the normalised 
scores. 
Sections 2. 
Eyperlmental design No. 2. 
We have Included 3 tests In this battery of experi-
mental design No. 2. Vernon's and Vernon's Pattern 
Reproduction tests have been described earl ier In the 
experimental design No. 1. 
Vernon-Ray-Chovdhury's General Kno^wledge lestt 
(a) Descriptions 
The description of the British Version of the test 
Is found .to Ray-Chovidhury (1956, 1967). The Indian adapta-
tion Is found to Ray-Chowdhury (I960). This General 
Knowledge test Is an Information test . This test covers 
eleven areas, Including a separate domestic category for 
women and a mechanlcal-constructlon category for men. Other 
Categories In the test deals with the following areass 
(1) A (Ar t is t ic ) ; 2. B (Business), 3. C (Constructional-
mechanical); 4. D (Domestic), 5. G. (Gregarlous-soclal), 
6, H. (Handicraft), 7. L (Literary), 8. M (Musical), 9. 0 
(Out-door aid physical ac t l v l t l e i ) , 10. S (Sc ient i f i c ) , 
11. T (Dramatic and Theatrical)* 12. W (Welfare-humanitarian). 
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Table - XVI« 
Showing the distribution and normalised scores of 
Lovel l 's Concept-formation. 
Male Female M.S. 
62 3 9 
60 1 12 8 
48 11 12 8 
46 28 7 7 
44 26 2 6 
42 30 18 5 
40 17 38 4 
38 5 38 4 
36 6 12 3 
34 5 1 3 
32 4 1 2 
30 4 2 
28 4 1 J m 
26 1 1 
24 0 1 
22 1 1 
20 1 0 
Mean 41.75 41.92 
S.D. 6.61 3.76 
Qi 40.58 39.12 
Q3 46.28 44.00 
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Ojn the average, number of I t ^ e are about 16 in each 
of the above areas. £ach item has f i v e chdses of answers. 
Hence, deduction of marks Is possible on the principle of 
multi-choice tests. Although 190 questions are given la 
the test, actually every test^^has to snswer only 175 Items 
due to separating C snd D categories for di f ferent sesres. 
(b) Scoring^ 
There are 175 items carrying f i v e responses in each 
Item, one mark Is given for each correct ansver. Obviously 
the total score for each area Is roughly l6 end for the 
test as a whole 175 . Since guessing Is possible, the 
usual correction was applied according to the following 
Table -
Table » XVII 
Shorwlng the limit of correction on deduction of marks. 
No. Wrongs 0-2 3-6 7-10 11-14 etc. 
Correction or 
deduction of marks 0 1 2 3 
(c ) Normalization was done on a ssisple of 306 cases 
Included In the present sample of Experimental Design No. 2 
by Ray-Chowdhury (I960) with the assistance of Ganguly . 
Hence the limits end distributions of tests scores are not 
given here to avoid the tables. 
CHAPTER * IV, 
Statistical itaalysla of the d^t^ 
Section 1. Rel iabi l i ty and Validity of Abi l i ty Tests, 
In the present section the re l iab i l i t y (l-e® the 
internal consistency) and the val idity ( l « e . vith external 
cr i ter ia ) of the tests ^i^lch vere selected in the battery 
of the present investigation to measare the Intellectual 
factors wi l l be discussed. 
Section 1.1. Bel labi l i tyi 
As has been mentioned earl ier ( c f . Chapter I I I , 
Section 1) the nine abi l i ty tests wuleh were included in the 
battery to measure the abi l i ty factors were suff ic iently 
Carefully selected to yield f a i r l y clearly good measures 
of *g*, 'v»edin' , and *k;m,' I and other factors, i f any# 
In experimental design No. 2 Includes a battery that is 
llicely to yield factors such as ' g ' , km and other attain-
ment factors such as,- l i terary, art ist ic , constructional, 
occupational, practical and Interests concerned with people. 
However, i t was desirable to study the Validity end especially 
the re l iabi l i ty of the tests as i t has been mentioned earlier 
that the Inter-correlation matrix of the battery of the tests 
was to be factorised. Without the knowledge of the rel ia-
b i l i ty of these tests, the speci f ic i ty and the unreliability 
of the tests could not be calculatei from the obtained commu-
nallt ies ( c f . Dr. K. Ray-Chowdhury's class note on factor 
analysis by the centrold method, which he attributes to his 
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teacher. Professor Vernon). HoweVer, re l iabi l i ty 
of the tests has been calculated by split-half technique 
Ccf, Vernon, 1940, pp 145) and corrected by Speamsn-
Brovm-Prophecy Formula (c f . Vernon, 1940, Ray-Gho\jdhury, 
1958), The particular technique wouM only assure us of 
the Internal consistency of the test for the particular 
group studied here In the prese t Investigation or In other 
words I t w i l l give us an Index of power of the test and 
certainly not of the speed. Except V.I.T. snd Its categories 
al l the other tests Included In the battery have their 
origin In Britain and their validity co-eff Iclents have 
been reported at times without number of various ralevent 
literature for Trlst-Hargreave's ( c f , Semeonoff, 1955; for 
Gottschaldt & Lovel l 's Concept-formation, c f , Lovell , 1955 
sDd for the other tests, c f , Vernon et al, 1949; Vernon, 
1948; Raven, 1938). The val idity co-eff Iclents have also 
been found to be very high and are considered to be stgndard 
tests for British subjects^*? s t i l l a few words about the 
edaptatlon end standardization of these tests in Indian 
situation may be of Interests. Since 1957, Ray-Chowdhury 
(1962 a,b,c) has been working on these tests with ingenious 
methods under the ausplcles of Indian Psychological Bulletin 
and has reported the works of four doctorates and two post-
graduates who have done various researches so far under the 
guidance of the above author. V/hlle quoting the Internal 
consistency of a l l the British abil ity-tests Including 
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those of V.I.T, which have been obtained for two sssnples 
one of 150 high-school boys collected during 1968-69 (Gupta 
1969 and Mathur 1959) and the other of 180 cases collected 
during 1961-62 (Ganguly, 1963), Ray-Chowdhury (1962) gives 
the following re l iab i l i t y co-ef f lc lents as follows ( c f . 
Table XVII. 
IABLE-XVII 
Showing the split-half re l iab i l i t y co-ef f lc lents (corrected 
by Spearmen-Brown prophecy formula). 
gggfAiglenl^a 
f^r ;^ 5Q,bpyg fygp 
13 t? 18 y^arg 
a s U a i m i j : 




( I ) V.I.T. 
( I I ) Vernon's irlthmetlc-
Mathematlc Test 
( I l l j l Vernon's Drawing Pattern 
Test 
(IV) Vernon's Non-Verbal 'g ' 
(V) Vernon's Pattern Repro-
duction 
(VI) Raven's Progressive 
Matrices 
(VI I ) Gottschaldt hidden shape 
CVIII) Trlst Hargreave's Concept Formation 




















( l ) Split-half re l labl l l tyt 
The conditions necessary for the application 
of the split-half re l iab i l i ty technique have been very 
lucMly discussed by Vernon (1940) te the following msnnerj 
" I f a test or examination Is applied a second tJjne under 
similar conditions, and the testees' scores d i f f e r widely 
from those previously obtained, the test Is obviously a 
poor one. I t Is said to be reliable only If the two sets 
of scores correlate highly with one another. Further, If 
dif ferent testers apply end score a test or exsmtoatlon, 
they should arrive at the s ^ e , or nearly the same, scores® 
Bepetltlon of a test may, however, give m unfair picture 
of Its re l iab i l i ty , since the testees may remember their 
previous responses. Many tests are therefore supplied In 
two or more parallel forms, so that I f re-test Is desired, 
dif ferent questions may be set which should, nevertheless, 
yield much the same results as did the questions of the 
f i r s t test. When no alteiTnatlve form Is available, a • 
single test Is often split Into two equivalent halves. 
For Instance, the scores on odd-and ev«i numbered questions 
of Items may be totalled separately, and then Inter-corre-
lated. But i t Is known that test re l iab i l i ty depends on 
the test, hence the correlation between one half and the 
other half Is unduly low, and usually corrected by formula» 





tbe coeff icient to be expected had I t been possible to 
compare the whole of the test with smother similar test . " 
In the present investigation the lt«ns of each 
test were divided Into 'odds' ««id 'evens*. The correla-
tions of these 'odds* fend 'evens' were found out. 'B' ( I . e . 
the re l iabi l i ty as predicted by Spearman-Brown prophecy 
formula) has also, been calculated for the separate sections 
of V.I.T. ( c f . Table XVII). A mention may be mgde here 
regarding the size of the sample used for studying 'R*. 
(11) SlgniflcsDce of the re l iab i l i ty figures* 
As the size of the ssinple was ISOj from Table D 
In the appendix of Guilford (1950) i t is clear that the 
moment correlation of coeff icients obtained with the 
split-half re l iab i l i ty technique are al l signlflcgDtj but 
Professor P,E, Vernon, while advising Ray-Chowdhury (1959), 
has clearly pointed out that la finding the re l iab i l i ty of 
a test, significance level is not so Important as the size 
of the figure due to the evidence obtained in the past from 
«npirical studies* Vernon (1940) suggested earl ier that 
at least 0»90 would be expected from this split-half tech-
nique. However, the correlation must be very high to 
accept the re l iab i l i t y figures as suff ic iently strong. 
From Table XVII i t sa)pears that almost al l of the tests 
approach near to .90. 
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lAgLE XVni (a ) 
Showing the split-half re l iab i l i ty co-eff icients 
(corrected by SpearmEH-BroMi prophecy formula) for a sample 
of 288 boys and girls? of 14 to 19 years, in experimental 
Design. Ho. 1. 
Abil ity Tests Rel iabi l i ty coefficients 
1. V.I.T. .88 
2. Vernon's Drawing Pattern ,91 
3, Vernon's Pattern Reproduction ,93 
4, Vernon's Non-verbal ' g ' ^90 
6. Vernon's grsded Arlthmetlc-Mathematlc Test.902 
6, Raven's Progressive Matrices .84 
7m Gottschaldt hidden shape ,89 
8, Lovell 's concept-formation ,82 
9» Trlst-Hargreave's concept-formation .918 
TABLB-XVIII (b) 
Showtog th« re l iab i l i ty coeff icients by sp l l t -h^ f method 
(corrected by Spearman Brown Prophecy formula) on a sample 
of 300 boys from 19 to 36 years in experimental Design No.2, 
Ability Tests Reliabil ity Coefficients 
1. Vernon's Non-verbal ' g ' ,78 
2. Vernon's Pattern Reproduction ,837 
3. 'A' (Art ist ic ) ,765 
4. 'B' (Business) ,773 
6. ' C (Constructional-mechanical) ,762 
6. 'G« (Gregarious-social) ,787 
7. (Handicraft) .803 
8. ^L' (Literary) .827 
9. (Musical) .776 
10, '0 ' (Out door and physical act iv it ies) ,780 
11, 'S ' (Scienti f ic ) .763 
12, *T' (Theatrical and dramatic) ,76 
13, 'W' (Welfare-Humanitarian) .782 
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Section 1.2. Validity; 
While putting forward the technical recommendations 
for psychological and educational tests prepared by the committee 
on test standards of the British Psychological Society under the 
Chalrmsffishlp of Professor P«E. Vernon (I960) I t vas observed 
> thats " I* The essence of validation Is association. I . e . 
must have empirical evidence of the degree of association between 
the particular form of measurement and the particular behaviour 
which Is supposed to be measured. Mlstal^es are l ikely to be 
A^ made If a test Is used for any specific purpose without exaxt 
Information on the validity of the test for that purpose. This 
/ applied even to tests which seem to have a very strong face 
Validity, or whose underlying processes and correlates have been 
subjected to Intensive Investigation. 
irt The one exception to the requirement of association Is 
to be found In certain tests of attainment. Such tests are 
said to have content val id i ty . I .e . their Validity csn be demons-
trated by showing how well the chosoi tests Items sample the 
^ sub;]ect matter of behaviour concerned. However, even tests 
of this type must not be assumed, without appropriate evid€«ce, 
to be associated with wider forms of 'behaviour (e .g . a test of 
accuracy of enunciation of Isolated words must not be assumed to 
be a Valid test of reding ab i l i ty ) . 
2« The characteristic of the criterion used In validation 
studies should be fu l l y described. 
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3« The test constructor should report al l the constants 
which vould enable the user to arrive at a precise 
measure of the criterion behaviour which is being estimated, 
and a precise measure of the error of that estimate. 
For exessple, i f a verbal test is supposed to measure level 
of potential scholastic abi l i ty and to predict level of 
scholastic achievement, the norms for the verbal test are 
not suff ic ient. One needs, in sedition, to be given su f f i -
cient data ( i ) to estimate the level of scholastic achieve-
ment implied by any given score on the verbal test and ( i i ) 
to derive the error of that estimate, 
4« Baclcground information concerning the characters 
of the samples used in validation studies must be given, 
e.g. age, sex, date of Validation and any other conditions 
which would materially af fect the test performance or the 
criterion performance. 
5» In order to f ac i l i t a te the further investigation and 
Interpretation of the test results, a l l the importeitt 
outcomes of experimental and correlational studies of the 
xiest'should be dated, together with the relevant data 
and / or .bibliography. Of special importance are* 
( i ) Correlations between sub-tests, and between the test 
in question and other related measures which are in use. 
Where psychological significgjice is attached to discrepan-
cies between sub-test scores, the data necessary for evalua-
ting such discrepancies must also be provided. 
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( I I ) Correlational studies which provide evidence concerning 
the degree of generality of the characteristics which sa?e 
supposed to be measured, together with data necessary for 
estlmattag the amount of any underlying factor which Is 
being measured, and the errors of estimate. 
(III)Experimental studies which Indicate the nature of the 
processes underlying the performance of the test. 
( I v ) Differences between the performances of groups with 
known characteristics, together with estimates of their 
stat ist ical significance. 
6, I t Is preferable to avoid expressing the val idity of 
tests in terms of.numbers or proportions correctly classi-
f ied at certain cut-off points. However, I f this t3rpe of 
information is supplied I t Is essential to make clear the 
"Selection Ratio" or the "base rates" In the population 
concerned. For exgjaple. In educational or vocational 
selection, the significance of any proportion of correct 
or Incorrect classifications varies with the proportions 
selected and with the proportions who are normally successful 
without special selection. Likewise In c l in ica l work the 
significance of proportions of "brain-damaged** versus 
"functional" patients correctly classif ied varlev with the 
proportion of brain-dam aged patients normally occurring 
In a hospital population. 
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In generalt probabilities of correct classif ication 
at di f ferent score levels are preferable to cut o f f points. 
However, for such probabilities to be rel iable, large N's 
are needed." 
While adapting the itaglo-Anerlcan abil ity and persona-
l i t y tests In Indian situation, Ray-Gho\idhury (1959) summ-
arises In the following lines the general views over the 
acceptance of iftPA recoHunendatlonsJ "In U.S.A. or U.K., a 
test must f u l f i l certata cr i ter ia before It Is published. 
As our main purpose Is to adapt the study In Indian situa-
tion, It Is perhaps not very irrelevgait to compare the 
situation In U.S.A. Cronobach and Mechl. (1955), while 
discussing construct val idity In Psychological Tests, 
write "Validation of psychological tests has not yet been 
€«iequately conceptualised, as the A«P«A. committee on 
Psychological Tests learned when I t undertook (1950-54) 
to specify what qualities should be investigated before a 
test is published. In order to make coherent recommendation 
the committee found It necessary to distinguish four types 
of val idity, ( I . e . predictive va l id i ty , concurrent va l id i ty , 
content val idi ty , etid construct va l id i ty ) , established by 
di f ferent types of research and requiring di f ferent 
Interpretation. The chief Innovation in the committee'^s 
report was the term construct va l id i ty " . The authors 
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have brought home their point from varloua research 
results such as Jenkin's (1946) "Validity for what?", 
Gulllksen's (I960) "Intrinsic val id i ty" , Goddenough's 
(1949) separation of ' logical* and 'anperlcal' val idi ty, 
Gullfoid's (1946) ' factorial Validity*. Hosier's (1947, 
1961) ' face validity* and 'va l id i ty generalisation' e tc , " 
However, a few l ines as explanation of four types o f 
Va l id i ty may be of in t e r es t . 
The predictive aid concurrent type of val idit ies 
may be understood as "crlterlon-orlented"-valldatlon 
procedures, or external validation procedures. Under the 
extemal or criterion-oriented validation, the test is 
edminlstered upon a sample for whose subjects another set 
of independent criterion measures are also maae; the two 
measures are correlated. The correlation gives an Index 
of predictive validity I f the criterion measures are obtained 
some tljue after the test administration, while the same 
correlation may be called m Index of cfmcurrftnt val idity 
I f oriterlon gcorasi are determined at the s a m e time. 
Content val idity tr ies to show that the test Items 
are a good sdnple of the universe of abi l i ty In which the 
tester Is Interested. I t Is also called the logical val id i -
ty* This Index Is used In achievement tests. According to 
Cronbach & Mechl (1965), "We can distinguish between the 
four criterion by nothing that each involves a di f ferent 
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emphasls on the criterion". In predictive or concurrent 
validity* the criterion behaviour Is of concern to the test-
er, whfl-e In content val idity I t Is the type of behaviour 
Involved In the test performance which Is studied. Const-
ruct Validity Is studied when no def inite measure of c r i -
terion Is at hand. Kie rational behind 'construct va l id i ty ' 
Is to see whether the construct Is highly systematized or 
loose. Construct validity Is studied when the test Is 
proposed to be a substitute of the other, or I t Is showi 
to correlate with some cont^porary criterion, e.g. 
psychometric diagnosis ( c f . Cronbach and Mechl, 1965)." 
However, we wi l l now c i te several research findings 
obtained in Indian situation to just i fy that the external 
criterion of validity for the tests has been found to be 
appreciably high, in several studies by Ray-Chowdhury (1962 
b} 1962 c ) . I t has been found that Intercorrelation of 
these tests are al l significant suggesting high val idity 
for the tests. Also, I t might be of great Interest to 
record here the relevant factor patterns observed by him w 
with the assistance of some of his doctorate students. 
First ly , Hay-Chowdhury (I960 f ) factorlsed the battery of 
six ability test ( c f . Table XIX), applied by Gupta (1959) 
on 160 boys of thirteen to eighteen years already referred 
to by Ojha In I960 In his thesis under the guidance of the 
above author and Identified from the orthognal rotation 
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three factors; the f i r s t one obviously as 'g* though very 
veaK, the second one as a group factor of verbal numerical 
( I . e . educational) though also measuring spatial abi l i t ies* 
and the third probably a bl-polar group factor of concept 
formation abi l i t ies enntraflte^ by numerical Sacnndlv^ 
Ray-Chowdhury (1962) has cited the factorial validity of 
these tests Included In Ganguly's battery of 17 tests 
( c f . Table XX), I t Is observed that Ray-Chowdhury, 
under the Instructions of his former tutor Professor P.E. 
Vernon, detected from the orthogonal rotation three factors, 
the f i r s t one obviously as 'g* factor, the second one as a 
group factor of Induction and concept format Ion. under the 
third as a spatial group factor. 
TABLE.XIX. 
Showing rotated Factor Loadings of six abi l i ty tests* 




3. Drawing Pattern 
4. Vernon's ' g ' 
5. Pattern Reproduction 
6. Raven's Matrices 
I I I I I I 
.422 ,873 • 206 
.176 .581 -•208 
.234 .446 
.904 • 225 
.264 .289 .849 
.368 
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Ij^LE - XX. 
Showing rotated Factor Loadings of 17 abi l i ty tests. 
Factor Loadings* 
Ability Teats — 
1. Classification .6868 
2. Analogies .8100 
3. Synonyms ,7427 
4. Completion .8001 
5. Paragraph .6940 
6» Best reasons .7478 
7m Simple reasoning .7360 
8. Extra-number .7789 
9, Vernon's Graded Arith-
metlc-Mathematlc Test. .7815 
10. V.I.T. .6827 
11. Vernon's Non-Verbal ' g ' .6603 
12. Raven's Progressive Mat-
rices .7157 
13. Pattern Reproduction .7645 
14. Gottschaldt hidden shape,7367 
15. Vernon's Drav?tag Pattern .7515 
16. Lowell's Concept-forma-tion . 6475 
17. Trlst Hargreave's 
Concept-form at ion Test .6535 



















T IABLE - X X I . 
Showing element validity of ' g ' saturation J 
Elements ' g ' Saturation 
1. Classification .6573 
2. ^a log les .8031 
3. Synonyms .7642 
4. Extra number .7925 
5. CompelItIon .7177 
6. Paragraph .7707 
7. Best Reasons .7714 
8. Simple Reasoning .8515 
The above citations have encouraged us to Include 
these tests which are found to have high external val idity 
both for British and Indian s^p les . However, In later 
section on factorisation of the battery of tests Included 
In the present Investigation, the factor ia l validity of 
these tests for our sample of 288 boys ( N 144) and 
gir ls ( N 144) from 14 to 19 years, w i l l be discussed. 
Section 1.3« study of the overlapping between 9 abil ity 
tests as given In experimental Design No. 1 and 13 
Intelligence and attainment tests as given In experimental 
Design Ho. 2. The r ' s have been obtained by Thomson's 
diagonal method of P e arson-Br evals product moment correla-
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tlon technique (c f , Vernon, 1940)« From 
Table D to the Appendix of Guilford (1950) 
i t is learnt that for 150 cases ' r ' must be 
.208 to be significant at ,,05 lever and for 
200 Cases ' r ' must be .181 to be significant 
at .01 level and for 300 cases 'r* must be 
' .178 to be significant at .01 leve l . Hence, 
al l our inter«»correlation coef f ic ients are much 
above the t w figures just quoted. Obviously 
we are justi f ied to comment that al l our 
inter-correlation co-ef f ic ients shovm in Table 
XXII a,b are significant much beyond .01 level 
of significance. Therefore they have much in 
common and we have to discover how much / 
common ara they to each other and the reply 
wi l l be obtained only with the help of 
factorisation. With factorisation only, we can 
logical ly interpret the nature of the test, 
particularly the re l iabi l i ty and the speci f ic i ty 




Section 2. Factorisation of Tables XXII (a) Cb) of 
Inter-correlatlon Matrix of 9 abi l i ty tests and 13 Inte-
lligence end attainment tests. 
In a previous section of this chapter, while 
discussing the ertsmal validity of the tests, I t v;as 
mentioned that factorisation of such a battery might 
lead to a ' g ' factor, however, weak or strong. In this 
section formal factor analysis have been carried out by 
(a) Thurstone's (1931) Centrold Method, (b) Spearman's 
C1927) tetred difference (also c f . Burt, 1960). I t was 
decided that the Gentrold Method should be applied f i r s t 
mifLyi,!. tCiiv'oca f-^. a /jy 
according to the si vice of Professor P.3. Vernon (c f . 
Unpublished class notes on factor enalysls available 
through Dr. K. Ray-Chowdhury). ^The Centrold method, 
which Is almost Identical with Burt's simple summation. 
Is adequate fo r most factor analyses, and shouM always 
be applied f i r s t , even If Its results Indicate that other 
more elaborate techniques are needed." 
Section 2. a« Centrold Methods 
2. a. ( l ) Extraction of the factors» 
I t Is hoped that factorisation wi l l 
be more accurate I f It can be repeated several times 
with a revision of the guessed communal I t les. In the 
present investigation Tables XXII a,b were factorlsed 
six times by the centrold method following Vernon's 
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suggestions that "British Workers ——— usually 
guess communal i t les for Insertion In the diagonal ce l ls 
^d repeat the analysis several times until the guesses 
approximate to the correct values; instead of l ike 
Thurstone and his followers-inserting the correlations in 
each column at each stage. Ihurstone's shortcut is 
l iable to exeggerate the communallties — - — and there-
fore the size of the number of later factors ( c f . Burt, 
1938) 
V Table;XXIII a and b, show the third and sixth revised 
guesses together with the f inal obtained figures, i t may be 
noted that the obtained communallties do not d i f f e r from 
the guessed one by more thgn - .02. Next the question 
arises as to why the factorisation was stopped after the 
extraction of third factor los^llngs. Here again there Is 
a slight difference between the cr i ter ia preferred In 
Britain snd those followed by Thurstone and most of the 
itoerlcan factorlsts. Vernon (1950) has thoroughly dis-
cussed that British factorlsts have a rigid criterion of 
significance level of the factor loadings whereas the 
isnerleans are too loose and do not follow any such rigid 
criterion. However, In the present Investigation, Burt 
and Banks's (1947) fomula for the standard error was 
considered to be the guiding principle. 
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Professor P.S, Vernon (n.^) has advised that I f a 
fourto factor Is to be extracted, we must Justify several 
conditions* The f i r s t one Is that the number of tests 
and the subjects must be very large. Ho-wever, he has 
advised a check by several techniques* e.g. Guilford's 
and Lecay*s,Burt and Bgfiks*s calculating the S.S. of 
Zero 'r* to the present table of third factor. Is .0589 
and for battery of 13 tests S.B. .05716. The product of 
tvo highest K3 lostllngs ( for the battery nine tests Is 
.1719 and other of 13 tests .1434) just higher then the 
S.S, This shows that although our K3 loadings are 
significant probably It Is not advisable to go for an 
extraction of the fourth factor. According to Burt and 
Banks's formula the S.S. of a Zero loading Is .079 and 
,068 for both the batteries respectively. Seven of the 
'I 
K3 loailngs for battery of nine tests and ntoe K3 loadings 
for 13 tests are higher than the S.S. extraction of the 
fourth factor was attempted but I t was not found to be 
very meaningful and significant. 
Hence, we cai accept the third factor as significant, 
iatematlvely, McNemar's (1942) and Guilford's (1960) 
cr i ter ia generally give closely comparable todlcatlons of 
Burt and Banks's formula. 
The f ina l factor residuals with their proper signs are 
shown In Tables XXIII a,b. Tables XXIV a and b show the 
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Sectlon 2. a ( U ) Total variances of the testsi 
In ttilg particular sub-section It would be perhaps 
more profitable ve discuss the varlence of the factors, 
the error-Variance, and the variance of the factor specific 
to the test alone. From the table XXIV a,b^of unrotated 
factor matrix we find f i r s t factor. I . e . ' g ' has a 
67,3935 Variance, and K2, the second factor, quite 
probably Induction or say concept formation factor 
and K3 quite probably apparently spatial group factor 
JDd the total variance Is 66.90JS, Obviously, we 
find ' g ' saturation Is quite strong. No explanation Is 
probably necessary before we go over to rotation. However, 
we have found out the speci f ic i ty of the tests snd the 
error variance we find Aritbmetlc has largest speci f ic i ty 
whereas I r i s t Hargreaves and Pattern Reproduction show very 
low speci f ic i ty . In addition to this we have also dls-
Crf 
covered the unreliabil ity of error variance of the tests 
along with the variance of factor specific to the test 
alone. From the re l iab i l i ty figures discussed in former 
section of this chapter, we find the error variance of the 
test likewise V.I.T. ,12, *g* .10, Raven*s Progressive 
Matrices .16, Vernon's Pattern Reproduction .07, Trist 
Hargreave's concept formation test .082, Lovel l 's concept 
formation test .18, Gottschaldt hidden shape .11, Vernon's 
Drawing Pattern Test .09, and Vernon's Grgded Arithmetic-
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Mathematics Test .OSS. 
Again the variance of the factors specific to the 
test alone are found to be as follows* 
iaigarh V.I.T. ,3 l6i , Vernon's »g ' ,3655, Raven's 
Progressive Matrices -14448 Vemon's Pattern Reproduction 
test •0521, Trlst Hargreave's Concept formation test .0805, 
Lovell 'a Concept formation, testa' %L976, GottacfciaMt hidden 
shape .3981, Vernon's Drawing Pattern test .2184, Vernon's 
Graded Arltlmetlc»Matiaematlcs test .4471. 
our battery of experimental design No. 2 -we find 
59.98Sg of variance attributable to ' g ' or f i r s t factor and 
second and third are obviously true the group factors 
showing only the contrasts. Kg, probably artistic md 
leisure i a practical occupational (Including Pattern Re-
production) has a Variance of 7,57%, Whereas K3 probably 
abil i t ies (construction, l i terary , etc . , test end 2) 2a. 
Interest concerned with people, has a variance of 4.07^. 
Over a l l variance Is 71.625 .^ Here, we find speci f ic i t ies 
are not very high In any of the tests except In 'g* ar t is t ic , 
business, l i terary , dnd gregarious tests. However, the 
unreliability or error variance of the tests Is as follows1 
Vernon's Pattern Reproduction .163, Vernon's ' g ' .22, 
A (Art ist ic ) .235,B (Business) .227, C (Constructional 
Mechanical) .248, G (Gregarious Social) .213, H (Handicraft) 
.197, L (Literary) .173, M (Musical) .226, 0 (Out-door and 
Physical act iv i t ies) .22, S (Scienti f ic ) .247, T (Theatrical 
and Drsmatlc) .24, W (Welfare-Humanitarian) •218, jtad 
ths varlsaace of the factors specifIc to the tests Is as 
followss 
Vernon's Pattern Reproduction Test •0271, Vernon's 
•g» ,1106 A (Art is t ic ) .1044, B (Business) .16S0, 
0 (Constructional-Mechanical) .0298, G. (Gregarlous-
Soclal) .1900, H (Handicraft) .1073, L (Literary) .2168, 
M (Musical) #0221, 0 (Out-door-Physlcal act iv i t ies ) #02l7, 
S (Scienti f ic ) .0138, T (Theatrical and Dramatic) .0491, W 
(Welfare-'HomanltarlsD) •0168. 
Section 2 . a ( l l l ) Rotation of the orthogonal Reference 
Me as' 
The Rotation Is actually unnecessary 
for the logical classif ication of tests of ^ t battery of 
13 tests. l *e . experimental design No. 2. The extracted 
factor-loadings have so much large saturation that a l l 
our orthogonal rotations fai led to yield any meaningful 
pattern, itad according to the advice of Professor P.E. 
Vernon, the fonner tutor of thepresent writer 's supervisor, 
we thought to stop further attempts to rotate on extracted 
factor loading. However, we were sdvlsed to take Into 
account ( the contrasts of the tests as apparent In unrotated 
K2 and K3 factors) while drawing up a picture of variable 
group differences In our later chapter. These Factor 
contrasts aret I , ( I . e . Artistic and Leisure i a Practical, 
Occupational (Including Pattern Reproduction) and I I (ab i l i -
t ies , Constructive, Literary etc. jta Interest concerned with 
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people. 
Regarding our factor-los^Llngs of nine test battery -we 
find a very satisfactory orthogonal rotation ( c f . Table 
XXV). Professor P.E, Vernon has nsmed the rotated i^l'as 
a *g* factor, asad Kg* as induction or concept formaton 
group factor and K3« spatial group factor, suggesting sn 
almost similar findings obtained by Lovell (1956). 
CHAPTER-V. 
Vartatton of nUalnagnt irfUh 
Sex, Locality and Training cour^eat 
Sections 1. Statistical Methods followed» 
Now that we have factorlsed the batteries of abil i ty 
smd attainment tests and have logical ly classif ied the 
abil i t ies and attaJiments the measured by tests, I t Is 
necessary to stady the variation of the abi l i ty test scores 
smong the subjects with reference to Ag^, Sex, Locality, sod 
training courses. In Chs^tar I I while discussing the pro-
mising methods applicable in similar problems i t has been 
stated, with the evidences of various research methods adopted 
by previous workers l ike Vernon (1957), Lovell C1958), 
Oockrell (1959), etc . , that either the stat ist ical principle 
of 'agreement' (or overl^plng) or that of 'd l f f e r « i ce* 
between the groups, could be applied, Emce, Fisher's ' t ' 
Values comparing di f ferent the best snd the worst scorers 
pooled from the groups classified under the di f ferent 
variables, were calculated by a simpler formula modified 
by Professor P.E. Vernon ( c f . Ray-Chowdhury 1956), 
In this Chapter the present Investigation wi l l be 
concluded by studying the 'difference* between the high & 
low scorers of the variables groups ( c f . Chapter I I ) as 
mentioned earlier while discussing the samples wJitl reference 
to the tests of abi l i t ies and attainment which have also been 
factorlsed. 
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Sectlon 1. (a) Testing the variation of Aee. Sex. Locality. 
and training courses -with reference to 
Intelligence and attainment tests. 
As oar aim ILn the present section Is to study the 
Variations of above mentioned variables with reference to 
Intelligence and attainment tests. I t Is, therefore, 
desirable for clear understanding of the situation that 
we shouM record our hypotheses we hgd in our mind. 
Our aim In the present experimental design TTo. 1 
Is to study the following hypotheses with reference to 
dif ferent abil ity tests, 
( I ) Ages I t Is expected that we should observe group 
difference among 6 age groups with reference to nine abi l i ty 
tests. 
( I I ) dex$ I t Is expected that we should observe group 
difference between boys and gir ls with reference to 9 
abil ity tests. 
( I I I ) Locality; I t Is expected that we should observe 
group difference between rural and urban subjects with 
reference to 9 abil ity tests. 
Similarly, the aim In the present experimental deslng 
No. 2 Is to study the following hypothesis with reference to 
13 Intelligence and attainment tests. 
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OccupatlonaX training coursest I t la expected that we 
ahoQld observe group dlfrerence ejnong 10 occupational 
training courses with reference to 13 Intelligence and 
attainment tests. 
Hence with the above hypotheses the plgm adopted Is as 
follows* 
(a) Experimental design No, 1. 
CI) Ag9» 
For al l the age groups 14 cases (highs) and 14 cases 
(lows) were chosen, 
( l i ) Sexs 
For male and female groups 39 cases (highs) and 
39 cases (lows) were chosen, 
(111) Locality; 
Even for rural and urban groups 39 cases (highs) and 
39 Cases (lows) were chosen 
(b) Experimental design No. 2. 
( Iv ) Occupational groups? 
The number of highs and lows In di f ferent occupational 
training groups for experimental design No. 2 are as 
follows? 
For al l the occupational training groups ( I . e . Physical 
Science group» Business group. Natural Science group. Social 
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Sclence group. Legal Studies, Humanities, ^glneering, 
Medical group, Library Science, and Teaching group) 10 cases 
(highs) and 10 cases (lows) were chosen. 
I^is section wi l l deal, as has been mentioned above, with 
the study of the difference between the high and low scorers 
chosen from di f ferent , age, sex, locality and training courses* 
The plan of each pair of high and low scores, as given above, 
in each abil ity and attainment tests were tabulated. The 
difference of these two group totals were put to a statist ical 
test to see their significance. Is the means are uncorrela-
ted. Fisher's ' t ' test of significgoce served appropriate ( c f . 
Guilford, 1950). 
But as the size of the two ssjnples for high and low 
categories is same namely 14, in age groups, the formula may 
be simplified as followst 
ft-1 - w , 1 ( XI - 1X2) 
N i T x i ^ - y j^ ) - ( XI ( X2 
n/ ^ -
Where^xi and2x2 are the totals in these two sanples, and 
I 
^Xi^ and TX2^are the sum of the squares of the two samples 
Table XXVI A,B show the » t ' values with their 'p ' 
(probabilities) obtained and the levels of significance of 
these H ' values in the experimental design No. 1 for 26 
degree of freedom and in the experimental design No. 2 for 
18 degree of freedom are given in tables XXVI A,B ( c f . 
Guilford, 1936), 
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Table - 3QCVII-a.5, 
Showing the level of slgnlftcance of ^t' values for 26 
degree and 76 degree of freedom In experimental design No. 1 
t p degree of freedom 
2.779 .01 26 
2.056 ,05 26 
2.642 .01 76 
1.9916 .05 76 
Table > XXVI B 
Showing the level of significance of ' t * values for 18 
degree of freedom in experimental design No. 2. 
t p degree of freedom 
2.873 .01 18 
2.101 .05 18 
Table - XXVII (a X) (a 2) (a 3) Ca'4) (a 5) (a 6) (a 7) 
(a 8) ( a 9 ) . 
Shwoing Fisher's » t ' values with regard to 9 
abi l i ty test scores while picking up Highs 
(14 casest i »6 . roughly 21% cases of 48) and 
and Lows (14 cases, I . e . roughly 27^ cases of 48) 
for each age group ranging from 14-19 years . 
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lable - XXYII a -^. 
Showing the H ' vaXues with regard to Bay-Chowdhury's 
Verbal Intelligence Test Scores while plcklng-ap Highs 
(14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14 - 19 years. 
H Yfs 16 Yrs 17 Yrs 18 Jvs ig Xrs X o ^ 
Scoreg Order 
14 Yrs .099 6.92 7,03 9.88 9.87 63 5 
p .01 p .01 P .01 p .01 
15 Irs 2.70 2.81 4.05 5.45 62 6 
p »05 p .01 P .01 p .01 










18 Yrs 3.9 
p .01 
102 2 
19 Yrs 117 1 
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Table - 3 Q C V I I - a . 5 , 
Showing the * t ' values with regard to Vernon* s 
Drawing Pattern Test Scores while plcklng-tip High Scores 
(14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14-19 years, 
14Yys ISgys . IQYys. ^Y^ USSS. 
14 Yrs 1.69 . 68 1.64 4.84 5.47 78 6 
p .o l p . o l 
16 Yrs 2.98 4.2 7.6 8.23 66 6 
p . o l p . o l p .o l p . o l 
16 Yrs .539 6.92 8.17 82 4 
p .o l p .o l 
17 Yrs 6.56 8.16 87 3 
p .o l p .o l 
18 Yrs .92 106 2 
19 Yrs 109 1 
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Table - 3 Q C V I I - a . 5 , 
Showing the H ' values vith" regard to Vernon's 
Pattern Reproduction Test Scores while picising-up High 
Scores (14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14-19 
years. 
17 Xrp Yrs-lg Trs tQ%sl 
i s s z i s Q x ^ 
14Yrs 2.18 7.37 15,43 18.9 26.27 60 6 
p .06 p »o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
15 Yrs 2.62 12.19 21.48 20.93 63 6 
p .©6 p .o l p . o l p . o l 
16 Yrs 4.45 13.84 16.87 76 4 
p .o l p . o l p .o l 
17 Yrs 4.43 18.78 84 3 
p . o l p .o l 
18 Yrs 4.83 100 2 
p .o l 
19 Yrs 120 1 
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Table-Xmi-a 4> 
Showing the * t ' values with regard to Vernon's Graded 
Arithmetlc-Mathematlcs Test Scores plcld.iig-.up High 
Scores (14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14-19 
years. 
§FIJ2X£SL S£D§X 
14 Yrs ,77 3.11 4.28 4.92 2.32 82 6 
p . o l p .o l p .01 p .05 
16 Yrs 2.42 2.33 2.49 4.00 75 6 
p .05 p .05 p .05 p .o l 
16 Yrs .162 .17 .98 99 2.5 
17 Yrs .233 . 94 99 2.5 
p .05 
18 Yrs 2.104 98 4 
19 Yrs 110 1 
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Table - 3QCVII-a.5, 
Showing the *V values with regard to Vernon's 'g* 
Test Scores while picking-up High Scores (14 cases) from 
each age group ranging from 14-19 years, 
li Yrg Ig Yrs le Yfg 17 Yr? Yy? Yr? 
14 Yrs 2.77 1,98 3.61 3.36 13.09 77 6 
p .OS p .01 p .01 p .01 
16 Yrs 1.19 6.47 4.29 13.99 70 6 
p .01 p .01 p .01 
16 Yrs 4.26 2.62 10.2 83 4 
p .01 p .06 p .01 
17 Yrs 10.74 7.63 89 3 
p .01 p .01 
18 Yrs 1^63 103 2 
19 Yrs 117 1 
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Table - XXVII-a 6, 
Showing the values with regard to Progressive 
Matrices Test Scores while picklng-up High Scores (14 cases) 
fpom each age group ranging from 14-19 years, 
14 Yrs 15 Yrs 16 Yrs 17 Yrs 18 Yrs 19 Yrs Total 
14 Yrs 4.70 .38 2.11 .88 .92 101 2 
p .o l p .05 
15 Yrs 2.18 4.56 2.18 3.44 66 6 
p .06 p . 0 1 p .06 p . o l 
16 Yrs .658 .07 2.71 96 4 
p . 0 5 
17 Yrs 1.85 1.99 88 5 
18 Yrs ,92 95 
19 Yrs 114 
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Table - 30CVII-a 7> 
Showing the ' t ' values with regard to Gottschaldt's 
Test Scores while plckiiig-up High Scores (14 cases) from 
each age group ranging from 14-19 years. 
A&J^c& lOt& l? Yr§ Yrs 3g m Hol^ a Mak, 
QuOsx 
14 Yrs .39 4.11 3.09 4.77 4.92 78 6 
p . o l p . o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 5.20 4.32 7.20 6.09 80 5 
p . o l p . o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 1.72 .68 .42 96 4 
17 Yrs 1.17 2.33 101 3 
p . 05 
18 Yrs ,39 102 2 
19 Yrs 103 1 
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Table - 3QCVII-a.5, 
Showing the ' t * values \d.th regard to Trist-Hargreave* s 
Test Scores irtiile picking-up High Scores (14 cases) from 
each age group ranging from 14-19 years, 
Yrff Yr^ I g Yfff . 17 Yy^ IQ Y^^ yyg Xolral S sy^ 
14 Yrs 4.89 10.00 15.63 20.45 27.31 59 6 
p .o l p . o l p . o l p . o l p .o l 
15 Yrs 7.21 9.71 14.4 20.2 73 5 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 4.85 9.37 14.8 88 4 
p .o l p .o l p .o l 
17 Yrs .178 13.7 98 3 
p . o l 
18 Yrs 3.43 117 2 
p .o l 
19 Yrs 131 1 
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Table • XXYII^a 
Showing the ' t * values vdth regard to Love l l ' s 
Concept-formation Test Scores while plcklng-up High Scores 
(14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14-19 years. 




14 Yrs 4,89 5.88 8.41 10.94 3.46 62 6 
p .o l p . o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 4.40 7.67 10.87 2.79 71 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l P . o l 
16 Yrs • 86 2.68 
p .oS 
1.38 88 4 
17 Yrs 2.58 
p .06 
1.13 91 3 
18 Yrs . 47 100 
19 Yrs 106 
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Table-XXVII-b 1. 
Showiiig the *V vslues regard to Lowell 's 
Concept-fomatlon Test Scores while plcking^p Lows (14 cases) 
from each age group ranging from 14-18 years. 
Yr?. Yfs Ig Yy? 17 IP Yrp.l? y^s T o ^ l 
QriSter 
14 Yrs 4,06 1.98 3.86 9.29 18.98 21 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 2.36 .26 3.23 9.32 46 6 
P -oS p ,o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 2.60 1.86 10.63 63 3 
p .06 p .o l 
17 Yrs .36 11.20 46 4 
p .o l 
18 Yrs 4.87 60 2 
p . o l 
19 Yrs 76 1 
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Table-xmi-b 2, 
• Showing the ' t ' values with regard to Aligarh V.I ,T. 
Scores while picking-up the Lows (14 oases) from each age 
group ranging 14-19 years. 
14 Yr? Yf? Yffs 17 m Yr^ 19 Yffi Igij^l S&i^ 
14 Yrs ,673 3,67 4.11 8,12 10.70 31 5 
p .o l p ,01 p ,01 p .ol p ,01 
16 Yrs 6,46 6.25 11.#12 14.17 28 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs .32 10.69 9.14 47 4 
p .o l p .o l 
17 Yrs 6.ol 9.73 48 3 
p .o l p .o l 
18 Yrs 2.76 66 2 
p .06 
19 Yrs 78 1 
.183. 
Tat)le«XXVII-b 3, 
Showing the » t ' values with regard to Vernon's 
Drawing Pattern Test Scores while picking-up the Lows 
(14 cases) from each age group ranging 1-^19 years. 
Trp Xrff-lg Yfg 17 Tr? Xr? 19 m d m . 
14 Yrs 2,08 2.70 12.26 18.64 14.22 34 6 
p .06 p .05 p .o l p .o l p . o l 
15 Yrs 2.33 14.02 28,30 11.18 36 6 
p .o5 p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 5.96 7.03 13.35 43 4 
p .o l p .o l p .o l 
17 Yrs .75 .85 66 2.5 
18 Yrs .89 68 1 
19 Yrs 66 2.5 
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lable^XXVII-t) 4, 
Shoving tbe ' t* values with regard to Gottschaldt*s 
Test Scores tdille plcking*up Lows (14 cases) from each age 
group ranging from 14-19 years,' 
14 1.30 6.33 4.81 7.29 7.39 28 6 
p .01 p .01 p .o l p .o l 
15 Yrs 6.84 4.00 6.92 7.03 34 6 
p . o l p .o l p ,o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 4.55 1.95 2.22 3 
p . o l p . 05 
17 Yrs 2.85 3.10 49 4 
P >01 
18 Yrs 1.00 58 2 
19 Yrs . 59 
-185. 
Table • XXVII-b 5. 
Showing the H* values with regard to Vernon's 
Graded Arithmetic-Mathematics Test Scores while picking-Tip 
the Lows (14 cases) from each age group ranging 14-19 years. 
ilIes, I L S e s l I S l J e s , 11 Yfs Yr^ .aa ygs pisl JBaoL. 
QndSJ: 
14 Yrs .96 .16 6.03 4.73 3,93 34 5 
p. o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 1.26 10. 42 10.33 8.68 28 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 6.01 7.76 4.72 36 4 
p .o l p .o l p .o l 
17 Yrs .81 2.32 61 1 
p .06 
18 Yrs 1.67 69 2 
19 Yrs 65 3 
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lable - XXVII-b 6> 
Showing the values with regard to Vernon's 
Pattern Reproduction Test Scores while picking-up the Lows 
(14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14-19 years. 
H J C S 3AJ£§. 26 rrg 17 Yrs 18 Irs I f l Yrs Total g g ^ 
14 Yrs 5.63 7.96 12.81 16.82 5.39 29 6 
p .01 p .o l p ,o l p .o l p .o l 
15 Yrs 6.14 8.46 11.87 4.73 35 5 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 1.52 10.56 3.28 52 4 
p .o l p .o l 
17 Yrs 1.13 1.97 66 3 
18 Yrs .96 79 
19 Yrs 87 
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Table - 3 Q C V I I - a . 5 , 
Showing the ' t* values with regard to Raven's 
Progressive Matrices Test Scores while picking the Lows 
(14 cases) from each age group ranging from 14-19 years. 
14 Yrs 15 Yra Ifl Yrs 17 Yra IR Yra 19 Yra Tntal 
I f i a m fizasE 
14 Yrs 6,41 8.73 6.61 9.63 7.04 26 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
« 
15 Yrs 7.00 5.86 4.75 6.42 33 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 2.27 1.49 1.94 66 4 
p .05 
17 Yrs . 79 1.36 60 3 
18 Yrs .66 64 2 
19 Yrs 88 1 
-1S8-
Table « m i l « b 8. 
Showing the *t* values with regard to Vernon* s Non--
verbal Test Scores while plcking-up the Lows (14 cases) 
from each age group ranging from 14-19 years, 
14 Yys 1$ Yf? 3.$ Yys .3.7 Yps. Yys.„3.9 Yr^ 
§SSi£Si^ Order 
14 Yrs 1.69 6»29 6.87 3.83 11.09 30 5 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p ^ol 
15 Yrs 1.88 14.40 3.13 20.25 26 6 
p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 1.15 1.64 8.92 60 4 
p .o l 
17 Yrs 1.87 7.66 64 3 
p . o l 
18 Yrs .82 64 2 
19 Yrs 71 
-189-
Table - 3 Q C V I I - a . 5 , 
Showing the H* values with regard to Trlst-Hargreave's 
Concept-form at Ion Test Scores while plcklng-up the Lows (14 
cases) from each age group rangteg from 14-19 years. 
l i yrfl Yra Yra 17 I r s Yra Total BmisL 
Scores Prter 
14 Yrs 2.47 9.57 14.11 13.11 12.08 26 
p .05 p .o l p .o l p .ol p ,o l 
16 Yrs 17.3? 10t91 4.35 4.94 67 
p .o l p .o l p .o l p .o l 
16 Yrs 2.21 4.32 6,96 63 
p .o5 p .ol p .o l 
17 Yrs 4.89 3.24 70 
p .ol p .o l 
18 Yrs 1.33 79 
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Section 2, Interpretation of the results obtained 
by Fisher*3 d i f ferent ia l technique used 
in the previous section} 
A. Significspt *t* values* 
From ^Cables XXVII Al-013 we can record the following 
observations dealth with ajcordlng to the factor patterns, 
of experimental design No, 1 and factor structures of ex-
perimental design No. 2, of the tests. 
(a) Experimental design No. 1. 
Accepting a 't® value significant up to .05 
level ( for discussion of the significance level of the *t ' 
Values, see Vernon 1956$ Guilford 1960? Maxwell, 1958), we 
may note the following significant observations of f i f teen 
treatments in each test under Factor Structure (Group factor) 
i . e . induction or concept formation). 
Part I . Factor Structure : K2 (Induction or concept forma-
t ion) . 
Vernon's Pattern Reproduction Tests 
A. 1 Significant YnlHea for high agorarai 
Al l the ' t ' Values of 16 treatments have been found 
significant. 
(a) Aget (1) High scorers of 14 years have yielded f i v e 
significant patterns of difference with I6, i7, l8 and 
19 year groups (at .01 level ) and with 15 year group 
(at ,05 l eve l ) . 
-218-
( I I ) High scorers of 16 years have yielded three significant 
patterns of difference with 17, 18 and 19 years groups at 
.01 level . 
( I I I ) High scorers of l6 years group have yielded three 
significant pattern of differences with 17,18 end 19 year 
groups at .01 level . 
( I v ) High scorers of 17 years group have yielded two signi-
ficant patterns of difference with 18 and 19 year groups at 
.01 level . 
(v) High scorers of 18 yeaC group have been observed to 
have a significant pattern of difference at .01 level with 
19 years group. In this test al l the f i f teen ' t ' values have 
be^ observed significant, 13 out of them were at .01 leve l , 
and 2 at .05 leve l . 
^ significant pattern of difference between high scorer 
boys and g ir ls has been observed at .05 leve l . 
c* Locality: A significant pattern of difference has been 
observed between Urban and Rural groups at .o l level , 
A.2: Slgnlflcegit *t* values for Low scorerst 
a. Aget jvg much as 11 significant ' t* values have been observed 
out of 15 treatments. 
(1) Low scorers of 14 years have yielded al l the f i v e 
significant patterns of difference with 16,16,17,18,19 year 
groups respectively, at .o l leve l . 
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( I I ) Low scorers of 16 years yielded al l the four patterns 
of difference respectively with I6, i7 , l8 , i9 year groups 
at .ol leve l . 
(III)Low scorers of 16 years yielded tvo significant 
patterns of difference with l8 and 19 year groups at .ol 
leve l . 
( I v ) Between Low scorers of 17 and 18 and 19 year groups 
no significant difference was observed. 
A significant pattern of difference betve^i Low scorer 
boys and Low scorer g ir ls was obtained at .ol leve l . 
c, Lncfllltvs Low scorers of urban Locality yielded a significant 
pattern of difference with Low scorers of rural local i ty at 
.ol level . 
B» Relative gain or loss of score-points between the variable 
mW' 
Regarding the gain or loss of point scores, there Is a 
graiual Increase of total scores of the hleU;^  scorers according 
to the Increase of age we find that the high scorers of 15 
age group have gained 13 points over those of 14 years, 16 
years 12 points over l5 years, 17 years 9 points over 16 
years, 18 years, 16 points over 17 years, 19 years 20 points 
over l8 years. 
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In addition the gain of boys Is 10 points more than 
that of g i r l s . Similarly the gain of the Urban high scorers 
Is 26 points more thsn that of Rural high scorers. 
Moreover, regarding the gain sod loss of low scorers 
I t Is observ@i that there is a gradual Increase even in the 
total scores of the low scorers according to the Increase of 
age. There we find that the low scorers of 15 years group 
have gslned 6 points over those of 14 years, 16 years 17 
points over 16 years, 17 years 14 points over 16 years, 
18 years 13 points over 17 years, and 19 years 8 points over 
18 years. 
b« Sexs The gain and loss between boys low scorers and g ir ls 
low scorers was that of 25 points g i r ls gained these points 
over boys. 
c. LoGalltvs Similarly Urban low scorers gain 7 points over 
Rural low scorers. 
Raven's Progressive Matrices* 
Only 7 significant ' t * values have been observed out of 
15 treatments* 
A. (1) Sign If leapt * t ' values for High scorers* 
a. Aeat ( I ) High scorers of 14, olds yielded two significant 
patterns of difference with, 15, 17 year groups (at .ol 
level ) and (at ,o5 levels) respectively. 
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( I I ) High Scorers of 15 years yielded all the four 
significant patterns of difference with 17 and 19 year-
high scorers (at .o l leve l ) and with 16 aid 1 8 year high 
scorers (at .o5 l eve l ) . 
( I I I ) 16 year high scorers yielded only one significant 
pattern of difference with 19 year high scores (at .05 l eve l ) , 
No slgnlflcent pattern difference was observed between 
17,18 and 19 high scorers, neither consecutively between 18 
and 19 year high scorers. 
b. A significant pattern of difference was observed 
between boys and gir ls (at .05 l eve l ) . 
c« Lftcalltvt Urban high scorers yielded a significant pattern 
of difference with Rural high scorers (at .o l l e v e l ) . 
A.(11) Significant Values for Low scorers. 
As much as 10 significant ' t ' values have be^ observed 
out of 15 treatments. 
Agei 14 year low scorers yielded al l the f i v e significant 
patterns of difference with 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 year low 
scorers respectively, at .ol leve l . 
15 year Low scorers yieMed a l l the four significant 
patterns of d i f f e r nee with 16,17, 18 and 19 year Low scorers 
at .ol level respectively. 
16 year Low scorers yielded only one significant 
pattern of difference with 17 year Low scorers at ,05 l eve l . 
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. No significant difference was further observed consecu-
t ive ly between 17,18, and 19 year lov scorers. 
b. SffiSJ Lov scorer boys yielded a s l gn t f l c^ t pattern of 
difference (at .ol level ) with g i r l s . 
c, Locfllitvt Low scorers of Urban region yellded, a significant 
pattern difference (at .ol level ) with the low scorers of 
rural region. 
B.l.RQlatlVQ ga^n 9r Ipgg Qf gcpre points between th^ 
gypHpat 
CD i&ai iSmong High Scorers of the Age groups?, 14 year 
group gained 35 points over 15 years, 5 points over 16 years, 
13 points over 17 years, 6 points over 18 years; 16 years 
gained 30 points, 8 points, and 1 point over 15,17 snd 18 
years respectively; 18 years 7 points over 17 years; 19 
years 19 points over 18 years. 
(11) Sassln regard to the gain of the total high scores we find 
that the boys have gained 44 points more than those of g i r ls . 
(lit^Lnflfilttvt Similarly the Urban high scorers gained 58 
points more than those of Rural high scorers. 
fliTji Losa of to agorara* 
(1) I t has been recorded that there Is graudal 
Increase of totals of the low scorers. According to the 
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tocrease of age, we find that the low scorers of 
15 years have gained 7 points over 14 years; 16 years 23 
points over 15 years; 17 years 4 points over 16 years; 18 
years 4 potots over 16 years; 4 points over 17 years; 19 
years 24 points over 18 years. 
( i i ) Sayj the boys, as has been recorded, gained 30 points 
more than the low scores of g i r l s . 
(ti i )LnQalttvt Urban low scorers gained 43 points more 
than the Rural low scorers. 
B.S.Tylgt-Har^reav^'g Cpncept-fprmatipB t^gt: 
Out of 15 treatments given in table XXVII a 8 14 ' t ' values 
have been detected signif icant. 
A.1. Significsnt ' t * Values for High Scorers? 
Age; High scorers of 14 year olds yielded a l l the f i v e 
significant patterns of di f ference with the hjgh scorers of 
16,16,17,18 and 19 year olds (at .o l l eve l ) respectively. 
High scorers of 15 year olds also yielded a l l the 
four significant patterns of di f ference with 16,17,18 and 
19 year olds (at .o l l e v e l ) . 
16 year-old-high scorers yielded three significant 
patterns of dif ference with 17,18 end 19 year-high scorers 
(at .o l l eve l ) . 
17 year high scores yielded only one signif icant pattern 
of dif ference with 19 year-high scorers (at .o l l e v e l ) . 
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18 year high scorers yielded significant pattern of 
difference with 19 year high scorers at .ol l eve l . 
b. SaxJ A significant pattern of difference was observed 
between boys and girls high scorers at,o5 level . 
c, Localltyi Urban high scorers were observed yielding a 
slgnlflcsnt pattern of difference with rural high scorers 
at .ol level . 
A.2, Slgnlflcent *t* values for Low scorerst 
14 significant ' t ' values out of 16 treatments have been 
observed In Table XXVII a 18. 
a. M&i 14 year old low scorers were observed havbig all the 
f i v e significant patterns of difference at ,o l level respec-
t ive ly with 16,17,18 and 19 year old low scorers, aid 15 
year old low scorers at .o5 leve l . 
15 year low scorers yielded al l significant patterns 
of difference with, 16,17,18 and 19 years at .ol level , 
16 year low scorers also yielded al l the three 
significant patterns of difference with 18, and 19 year low 
scorers at .ol and 17 year group at .o5 leve l . 
17 year low scorers yielded as much as significant 
patterns of difference with 18 and 19 year low scorers at 
,ol level . 
No significant pattern of difference was detected between 
18 and 19 year low scorers. 
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b, Sflx* A significant pattern of dif ference at .o l leve l was 
observed between boys and g ir ls low scorers. 
c. LoGfllityt Urban low scorers were also observed having a 
significant pattern of dif ference with Rural low scorers 
at .o l l eve l , 
B. 1,Relative gain or loss of score-points between the 
Variable groapst 
^ ^ ^ Gain and Loss between High scorers $ 
igSii Regarding the gain and loss I t has been observed 
that there Is a gradual increase of total scores of the 
high scorers. According to the Increase of age we find 
that the high scorers of 15 years gained 14 points over 
14 years; 16 years 16 points over 15 years; 17 years 10 
points over 16 years; 18 years 19 points over 17 years; 
19 years 14 potats over 18 years. 
Seyi High scorer g i r ls gained 7 points more than the total 
high scores of the boys. 
Lnnfliltvt Urban high scorers gained 11 points over Rural 
high scorers. 
B.2.Relatlv? GfllQ and Lpg^ ,, 9f gcgrerg: 
j ^ i There Is a gradual Increase of total scores of the 
high scorers. According to the increase of age we find 
that the low scorers of 15 years old gained 31 points over 
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14 years? 16 years 6 poJjits over 16 years; 17 years 7 
points over 16 years; 18 years 9 points over 17 years; 
and 19 years 6 points over 18 years. 
Low scorer g ir ls gained 25 points more than the low 
scorer boys. 
Locality^ Urban low scorers scored 65 points more than 
that of low scorers of fiural local i ty , 
4. J^QYgXl'a gQncept"fpnation 
A.Is significant *t* values for high scorerst 
I t has been observed that there are as much as 
10 significant ' t ' values out of 16 treatments. 
(a) ififls 14 year high scorers were detected having all 
the f i ve significant patterns of difference with 15-,16, 
17-,18-, and 19- year old high scorers at .o l leve l . 
High scorers of 15 year olds also yielded four signi-
flcsnt patterns of difference (beyond .o l level ) with 
high scorers of l6-,17-,18-, and 19- years olds. 
16- year old high scorers yielded only one signiflcsjit 
difference with 18 year high scorers at .06 leve l . 
No significant pattern of difference was further alter-
natively observed between 17,18 sod 19 year high scorers. 
(b) fiaxs A significant pattern of difference was observed 
between the high scorers of the two sexes (beyond .o l 
l eve l ) . 
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(c) Loofllttvi A significant pattern of d l f f e r ^ c e 
(at ,ol level ) was observed between the Urban high scorer 
and Rural high scorers. 
Significant *t ' values for Low scorerst 
Hiere are 10 significant values out of 15 treatments. 
(a) mSj. 4s much as three significant patterns of 
difference of 14 year old Low scorers were observed with 
the Low scorers of 17,18 and 19 ye^ ar olds (at .ol l eve l ) . 
15 year low scorers yielded three significant patterns 
of difference with 18 and 19 year low scorers at .ol 
leve l , and with 16 year low scorers at .06 leve l , 
16 year low scoreis yielded two significant patterns 
of difference with 17 and 19 year low scorers at .05 and 
at .ol level respectively. 
17 year low scorers were observed having a significant 
pattern of difference at .ol level with 19 year low scorers. 
18 year low scorers also yielded as much as one 
significant pattern of difference at .ol level with 19 
year low scorers. 
(b) Sfiii A slgnlflcsiit pattern of dif ference at .ol level 
was observed between boys low scorers and g ir ls low scorers. 
(c) Locfllltv: Low scorers of Urban region were observed 
having a s lgnl f lcai t pattern of difference at .o l level 
with Rural low scorers. 
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B.li Rfllfltive gain or loss of tast gcores between the 
YaClabi^ e KroHpsi 
( I ) Gate aid losa between/sonong High soorerst 
(a) There la, also a gradual increase of total scores 
of the high scorers. According to the Increase of age we 
ftad that the high scorers of 15 years age gained 11 points 
over 14 years; 16 years 17 points over 15 years; 17 years 
3 points over 16 years; 18 years 9 points over 17 years; 
and 19 years 6 points over 18 years. 
(b) Say! Glrls-hlgh scorers gained 29 points over high 
* 
scorer boys, 
(c ) LoGalltvt Urban high scorers gained 22 points more 
than the Rural high scorers. 
B,2j Gain and loss apong/between low scorers* 
(a) Regarding the gain and losa of the total scores 
of the low scorers I t was recorded that 15 years gained 24 
points over 14 years, 16 years 8 points over 15 yeara and 
17 years respectively; 18 years 14 points over 17 years; 19 
years 16 points over 18 years. 
(b) Sext Low scoring g i r ls gained 26 points more, than 
the low scoring boys. 
(c ) Lqcalltvt Rural low scorers gained 18 points more than 
the low scorers of Urban loca l i ty . 
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I I . Fifteen Treatments to each test under third Factor 
StruLcturetK'itCSpatlal group factor km) 
I . Vernon*3 Drawing-Pattern Test; 
A»(I) Significant ' t* values for High scorerst 
As much as 10 significant values for High 
scorers could be detected from Table XXVII-a 2. 
(a) ig£S High scorers of 14 year olds were found having 
only two significant patterns of difference with high 
scorers of 18 and 19 year olds (at .ol l e v e l ) . 
15 year high scorers yielded all the four aignJflcsint 
patterns of difference with 16,17,18,19 year high scorers 
respectively at .ol l eve l . 
16 year high scorers yielded as much as significant 
patterns of difference (at .ol level ) with high scorers of 
18 and 19 year olds. 
17 year old high scorers also yielded two significant 
patterns of difference with high scorers of 18 aid 19 
year olds (at .ol l e ve l ) . 
No significant pattern of difference was observed 
between 18 and 19 year high scorers. 
(b) SflZ* A significant pattern of dif ference was observed 
between boys high scorers and gir ls high scorers at .o5 
leve l . 
(c) Localltvt The high scorers of Urban and Rural regions 
were observed having a significant pattena of difference at 
.ol level with each other. 
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A. (11) Significant ' t* values for Low acorers: 
As much as 12 significant ' t ' values have 
been observed out of 15 treatments$ 
(a) igfii 14 year high scorers yielded a l l the f i v e 
significant patterns of difference with 17,18 and 19 
year Low scorers at .o l l eve l , and with 15 snd 16 year 
Low scorers at ,05 level . 
15 year high scorers were observed keeping four 
significant patterns of difference with 17,18, and 19 
year Low scorers at ,ol level and with 16 year Low scorers 
at ,o5 level , 
16 year Low scorers yielded al l the slgnlflocant 
patterns of difference with 17,18 and 19 year Low scorers 
at .ol leve l . 
No significant pattern difference was observed in 
between 17,18 and 19 year Low scorers alternatively. 
(b) fifizJ A significant pattern of difference was observed 
between boys low-scorers and g ir ls low-scorers at .o l level . 
(c) LnGalltvi Urbgn Low scorers were detected having a 
significant pattern of difference with rural low scorers 
at .ol level , 
B, Relative gain or loss of score-points among/between the 
Variable groups» 
Hlehat Regarding the gain and loss of score-points 
I t has been detected that 14 years group gained 12 points 
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over 15 yeafs; 16 years 16 points over 15 years; 17 
years 5 points over 16 years*, 18 years 19 points over 
17 years; 19 potots 3 points over 18 years. 
Sax; With reference to sex, the f l r l s high scorers gained 
22 points more than the boys high scorers. 
Locality: Urban high scorers have been observed havljig 
gain of 43 points over Rural high scorers. 
Lowst 
In regard to the gain of low scorers i t is observed 
that there is a grg^ual increase of total scores of low 
scorers. According to the Increase of age we find that 
low scorers of 15 years gained 2 points over 14 years; 
16 years 7 points over 15 years; 17 years 23 points over 
16 years; 18 years 2 points over 17 years and 19 years. 
Boys low scorers have been observed having 3 points 
more thai the girls low scorers, 
tognlltyt 
Rural low scorers gained 67 points more than the Urban 
low scorers. 
Sfijy. Boys low scorers have been detected to have gained 
30 points more than the g i r l s low scorers. 
jPpcQlitvt Rural low scorers gained 67 points more than 
the Urban low scorers 
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2, Gottsctialdt hidden shapess 
A , ( l ) Significant *t ' values for high scorers: 
From Table XXVII a 7 9 slgnfflcant ' t ' values could 
be observed out of 15 treatments. 
(a) Asei 14 year high scorers have been found havSng 
four significant pattern of difference with 16,17,18, 19 
year high scorers at .ol leve l . 
15 year high scorers have y i e lds al l the four signi-
ficant patterns of difference with 16,17,18 and 19 year 
high scorers at .ol level . 
No significant pattern of difference was detected 
between 16 and 17 year, and 16 and 18 year high scorers 
alternatively. 
17 year high scorers yielded only one significant 
pattern of difference with 19 year high scorers at .05 
level . 
No significant pattern of difference could be detected 
In between 18 and 19 year high scorers. 
However, in al l the f i f teen treatments roughly eight 
were found slgnlflcgnt at ,ol aid one at ,o5 level . 
(b) fiifiiS A significant pattern of difference was 
detected between boys and g ir ls high scorers at .06 level, 
(c) Localitvt Urban and Rural high scorers yielded a 
significant pattern of difference at .ol level with each 
other. 
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AXU) Significant Values for lov> scorers* 
Out of 15 treatments given to Table XXVII a 13 
12 significant ' t ' values have been observed. 
(a) Aget Low scorers of 14 year yielded four 
significant patterns of difference at .o l level with 
16,17, aS and 19 year-lovf scorers. 
16 year lovi scorers were detected to have a yielded 
a l l the four significant patterns of difference .o l level. 
16 year lov scorers yielded two significant patterns 
of difference with 17 and 19 year low scorers at .o l and at 
,o5 levels respectively. 
17 year low scorer? were found having al l the two 
significant patterns of difference with 18 and 19 year low 
scorers at .o l level . 
No significant pattern of difference couH be observed 
In between 18 and 19 year low scorers. 
(b) ffext NO significant pattern of dlfferonce could be detected 
between boys and g ir ls low scorers. 
(c) Locfllltys A significant pattern of difference at .ol 
level was recorded between Urban and Rural low scorers. 
B. Relative gain or loss of score points gpioyig^between variable 
groups> 
(1) Hl^h; There Is a gradual Increase and In the total 
scores of the high scorers. According to the age, we find 
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that the high scorers of 15 years have gained 2 points over 
14 years; 16 years 16 points over 15 years; 17 years 5 points 
over 16 years; 18 years one point over 17 years, and 19 
years one point over 18 years. 
SflXJBoys high scorers gained 15 points more than that of 
g i r l high scorers. 
Localltvi I t has been detected that the high scorers of 
Urban region gained 35 points more than that of Rural low 
scorers. 
( I I ) ItQM Regarding the gain and loss of six age group 
I t has been observed that 14 year low scorers obtained 
6,25,21,30,31 points less respectively than that of 16 
years, 16 years, 17 years, 18 years and 19 years. 
Sext Girl low scorers obtained 8 points more than the low 
scorer g i r l s . 
Locality^ The low scorers of Rural local i ty gained 35 
points over Urban local i ty . 
3, Raven's Progressive's Matrlcest 
Significant ' t ' Values for high and low scorers with 
regard to Age, Sex and Locality have already been described 
In the previous section 2 A of this chapter, 
(b) Experimental Design Ho. 2. 
From tables XXVII c l and c2 we may note the following 
significant observations of 45 treatments In each test with 
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reference to occupational training courses under factor 
contrasts ( l « e . iirtlatlc and leisure VS Practical, 
occupational includtag Pattern Reproduction). 
Slgnlflcsait H ' values of Factor contrast Cl.e, 
Artistic and Leisure YS Practical, occupational (tecludlng 
Pattern Reproduction). 
I . G.K. Test (Ar t is t ic ) . 
A, ( I ) Significant values for High Scorerst 
Prom table XXVII D 3 I t has been observed 
that there are only 19 significant H ' values between 
Occupational Training Courses: 
High scorers of Physical Science group has 
yielded only one significant pattern of difference with 
M^lcal group (at .o5 l e v e l ) ; High scorers of Watural 
Science group has shown as much as six significant patterns 
of difference with Business; Social, Humanities, Teaching 
Trai«lng Courses (at .o5 l e ve l ) ; Legal Studies and Medical 
Science, at .o l leve l ; 
Business Trainee hlgh»scorers have yielded only 
two significant patterns of difference with Legal studies 
and Medical Studies respectively (at .ol l e ve l ) ; 
High scorers of soGla;|. Science Studies have yielded 
only one significant pattern of difference with Medical 
studies at .ol leve l ; 
Legal Studies has been detected to have yielded as 
much as f i ve significant patterns of difference with Humanl-
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t les , Engineering, Library Science, md Teaching Training 
Courses (at .ol leve l ) and vlth Medical Studies (at .06 
level )• 
Humgnltles group yielded (sily one significant patterns 
of difference with Medical Studies at .o l l eve l . 
Medical Studies is observed having two significant 
patterns of difference with Library Science and Teaching 
Training courses at .ol l eve l . 
In addition to the high scorers of Medical Studies 
have been found having al l the nine significant patterns 
of difference with other training courses. 
No other significant pattern of difference among high 
scorers has been observed. 
A. (11) Significant H* values for low scorerst 
I t Is clear from the table XXVII D3 that there 
are twenty-two significant ' t ' values & 
Low scorers of PlaYstffftl Sglsngfi yielded only 4 
slgnlflcsnt patterns of difference with Legal Studies, 
Humanities, Medical Studies, and Teaching Training Courses 
at .ol level . 
Low scorers of Natural Science yielded four 
significant patterns of difference with the low scorers 
of Natural Science at .ol l eve l , and with that of Soolal 
Science, Shglneerlng, aid Library Science Courses at .o5 
level . 
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Low scorers of Business Studies yielded f i v e 
significant patterns of difference with Legal Studies, 
Humanities, Medical Studies, TeachJjig Training Courses 
at .ol level , and with the low scorers of L i b r a ry Science 
at .05 level . 
Low scorers of Social Science group yielded four 
significant patterns of difference with the Low Scorers 
of Legal Studies and Humanities at .ol l eve l , and with th4t 
of Medical Studies and Teaching Training Courses at .06 
level . 
The low scorers of Legal Studies have been observed 
keeping two significant patterns with that of Jhglneerlng 
and Library Science Courses at .ol leve l . 
Low scorers of Humanities yielded two significant 
patterns of difference with Ihgtoeerlng at .ol level and 
with Library Science at .o5 leve l . 
Ehglneerlng Course has yielded only one significant 
pattern of difference with regard .to the low scorers of 
Teaching Training Courses at .o5 level . 
No other slgnlflcsnt pattern of difference has been 
further detected, 
B.(I) galtL,Qr Ipsa gf sgoce points 
varlnble groups vlth regard %q High Sgprers ffia lov Sgorer^  
Seerer 
Here only slgnlflcgnt differences are tak®n into 
consideration. 
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RegaTdlng the gain and loss of test scores, 
physical science group gained 41 test scores over medical 
science group; Natural Science group 6,6,9 and 6 scores 
less than those of Business, Social Science, Humsoltles 
and Teaching groups, and 9 and 14 scores over legal studies 
^d Medical Science groups; Business group 15 and 20 
scores over Legal Science and Medical Science groups; 
Social Science group 20 scores over Medical Science group; 
group of Legal Studies 18,16, 13 and 15 scores less than 
those of Humanities, Shglneerlng, Library Science and 
Teaching groups, and 5 scores over Med led- Science group; 
group of Humanities 23 scores over Medical Science group; 
fihglneerlng group 21 scores over Medical Science group; 
Medical Science group 18 and 20 scores less than those of 
Library Science end Teaching groups. 
Similarly the gain and lossof scorers of Physical 
Science group 13,10,12 and 9 scores over groups of Legal 
Studies, Humanities, Medical Science group and Teaching 
Training Courses; Natural Science group 13,11, 11 and 7 
scores less than those of Business, Social Science, 
Snglneerlng and Library Science groups; Business group 
14,11,13,6 and 10 scores over groupssof Legal Studies, 
Humanities, Medical Science, Library Science and Teaching 
Courses; Social Science group 12,9,11 and 8 scores less thm 
those of Legal Studies, Humanities, Medical Science and 
Teaching Training groups; Legal Studies 12 and 8 scores 
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less than those of Ihglneering aid Library Science groups; 
Humanities 9 and 5 scores less than those of Siglneerlng 
and Library Science groups; aiglneerlng group 8 scores 
more than that of teaching group. 
Test ' C (Constructive) t 
A , ( I ) Significant ' t ' values for High Scorest 
From Table XXVII D 5n I t has been detected that 
there are 31 slgnlflcgnt ' t ' values of high scorers. 
The high scorers of Physical Science group have 
yielded 8 significant patterns of difference with Natural 
Science, Business Studies, Social Science, Legal Studies, 
Humanities, Medical Studies, l ibrary Science, and Teaching 
Tratolng Courses respectively, 
Natural Science group has yielded 5 significant 
patterns of difference with. Legal Studies, Qiglneerlng, 
Library Scienoe^ and Teaching Training Courses at ,ol level 
and with Social Science at ,o5 leve l . 
High scorers of Business Studies have yielded 5 
significant patterns of difference with Legal Studies, 
Qiglneerlng, and Teaching Training Courses at .o l level and 
with Social Science and Library Science at .o5 level . 
Social Science group has yielded three s lgnl f lcmt 
patterns of difference with Legal Studies, Etaglneering at 
.ol level and with Medical Studies at ,o5 leve l . 
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Hlgh scorers of Legal Studies have yielded 5 s igni f i -
cant patterns of difference with Humanities, SJigJneerlng, 
Medical Studies Library Science, Teaching Training Courses 
at .ol leve l . 
Humanities group has yielded one significant patterns 
of difference with Siglneerlng at .ol l eve l . 
High Scorers of ihglneering group yielded two 
s l gn l f l c^ t patterns of difference with Medical Studi,es 
at .ol level m^ with teaching Training Courses at .o5 
level . 
High scorers of Medical Studies have yielded two 
slgiSflcant patterns of difference with Teaching Training 
Courses at .ol level aid with Library Science, at .o5 level . 
No more significant pattern of difference was further 
observed. 
A* ( I I ) Significant values for low scorers» 
There are 19 significant ' t ' values of Low 
scorers of Physical Science Course has yielded as much as 7 
s lgnl f lcmt patterns of difference with Natural Science, 
Legal Studies, Humanities, Shglneerlng, Medical Studies, 
Library Science, Teaching Training Courses at .o l level . 
Low scorers of Natural Science have yielded only three 
significant patterns of difference with that of Social Science, 
Legal Studies, and Humanities at .ol leve l . 
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Low Scorers of Business group have yielded 
two significant patterns of difference with Qiglneerlng 
at .05 level and with Teachljig Training Courses at .o l 
level . 
Low scorers of Social Science have yielded one 
significant pattern of difference with Legal Studies at 
.o5 level . 
Low scorers of Legal Studies yleMed three significant 
patterns of d l f fero ice with Qiglneerlng, Library Science, 
and leaching Training Courses at .ol l eve l . 
Low scorers of Humssiltles have yielded three 
significant patterns of difference with Qiglneerlng, 
Library Science, gnd Teachers Training Courses at .o l 
level . 
No significant pattern of difference has been 
further detected. 
B. ( I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores for High 
4 scores . Only the significant differences are 
talcen Into consideration end accordingly the 
Variations of gain and loss are noted. 
Regarding gate or loss Physical Science Group gained 
9,10,10,32, 16 and 19 scores over Natural Science, Business, 
Social Science, and Legal Studies, Humanities and Medical 
Science group; the gate and loss of Natural Science are 
23,7,10,10 and 13 scores with Legal Studies, Humanities, 
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ihglneerlng, Mai leal god leaching Training Courses; 
Business studies gained or lost 22,6,19, and 14 scores over/ 
against Legal Studies Humanities, Ebglneering, Medical 
Studies and Teaching Training Co"Urses; Social Science group 
also gained and lost the scores as in Business Studies. 
Legal Studies lost 16,33,13,22 and 36 scores against 
Humanities, Ehglneering, Medical Science, Library Science, 
and Teaching Training Courses; Humanities lost 17,6 and 20 
scores against Shglneering, Library Science, end Teaching 
Training Courses; ihglneerlng gained 20 scores over Medical 
Studies group; Medical Science lost 23 points against Teach-
ing Training Courses. 
In addition the gain and loss of low scorers, Physical 
Science group gained 19,31,29,18,23,17, 14 points more than 
those of Natural Science, Legal Studies, Humanities, 
aiglneerlng. Medical Studies, Library Science, snd Teachers 
Training Courses; Natural Science gained and lost 2,12 end 
10 over scores. Social Science, Legal Sti:^les and Humanities; 
Business group lost 8, and 12 points against Qigineerlng 
and Teaching Training Courses; Social group 14 scores over 
Legal Studies; Legal Studies lost 13, 14 and 17 scores 
against ihglneerlng. Library Science and Teaching Training 
Courses; Humanities 11,12 and 16 points against Ehglneerlng, 
Library and Teaching Training Courses. 
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I^st (Handicraft) t 
A.(I )Significant ' t ' values for high scoresi 
Occupational Training Courses at the College.Leveli 
I t has been observed In the Table XXVII c 7 that there 
are 23 slgnlflcssQt ' t ' values for high scorers, out of 45 
treatments. 
The high scorers of Physical science group have 
been observed having 4 s i gn i f l c ^ t patterns of difference 
with Social science aid Humanities groups at ,05 leve l , 
and with Legal studies and Medical studies at ,ol level ; 
Natural science has yielded 3 significant patterns of 
difference vith Legal science sod Medical studies groups 
at ,ol level and with Qnglneerlng group at «o5 leve l ; 
Business group yielded 2 slgnificsnt patterns of difference 
at .ol level with Legal studies ^d Medical studies; Social 
4 significant patterns of difference with Legal studies 
at .oS level and with Ehglneerlng, Medical, and Library 
science Training Courses; Legal studies 4 significant 
patterns of difference with Engineering, Library science 
at .ol level and Medical science and Teaching Training 
Courses; Humanities 3 slgniflcsnt patterns of difference 
with Ehglneerlng, Medical science and Library scioice Training 
Courses; Engineering group only one significant patterns 
of difference with Medical studies at .o l leve l ; Medical 
studies group 2 significant patterns of difference with 
Library Science and Teaching TraJjilng Courses at .ol leve l . 
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A . ( I I ) Significant 't^ values for lov scorers? 
I t has been observed In the Table XXVII d 7 
that there are 24 significant ' t ' Values for lovi scorers 
out of 45 treatmenfei. 
In Physical science group the high scorers have yielded 
only four significant patterns of difference with Business 
group, Ebglneering, Medical studies at .ol level and with 
Humanities at .o5 level^ Natural science group 2 significant 
patterns of difference with Business and Ehglneerlng Training 
Courses at ,o l level ; Business studies 6 significant patterns 
of difference with Social science. Legal studies. Humanities, 
Medical studies and Teaching Tralnteg Courses at ,ol level 
and with Library science group at .o5 leve l ; Social science 
group two significant patt « s of difference with ihglneertog 
at ,01 level and with Library science Courses at .o5 leve l ; 
Legal studies three significant patterns of difference with 
Humanities, Shglneering and Medical Training Courses at .o5 
leve l ; Humanities three slgnlflcsmt patterns of dif ference 
with fihglneering and Library science courses at .ol level and 
with Teaching Traljatog course at .oS leve l ; Engineering group 
two s lgnl f lcmt patterns of difference with Medical studies 
and Teaching Training Courses at .o l leve l ; Medical studies 
two significant patterns of difference with Library science 
aid Teaching Training Courses at .ol l eve l . 
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B. ( I ) Relative gain or loss of high scorers snd only 
the s lgnl f lcmt differences are taken Into eonsldera-
tlpn* 
Regarding the gain and loss of high score points, 
Physical science group gained 9,16,12,24 test scores over 
Social science, Legal studies, Humailtles and Medical 
studies-training Courses; Natural science group 11,19 over 
Legal studies stid Medical studies courses, and 8 test scores 
against Shglneerlng group; Business group 13, 21 acores 
over Legal studies and Medical studles-Training Courses, 
Social science group 7,15 points over Legal studies and 
Medical studies, and 12 and 11 test scores less than those 
of Engineering and Library science Training Courses; Legal 
studies 8 points over Medical studies and 19,18 and 18 
against Ehglneerlng, Library science, and Teaching Training 
Courses; Humanities 12 scores over M®ilcal science group end 
15,14, and 14 test scores gainst aigineering. Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses; Sngineerlng 27 scores over 
Medical studies. Medical science 26 and 26 scores over 
Library and Teaching Training Courses. 
B , ( I I ) Relative gain and loss of low test scores and only the 
significant differences are taken into considerations 
Similarly the gain and loss of low scores of Physical 
science group I t has been observed that I t secured 10,9 
scores less than those of Business and Ehglneerlng, and 9 
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and 7 scores over Humanities and Medical science groups; 
Natural science group 12 and 11 scores, less than Business 
and Engineering Courses; Business group 12,10,19,17,6 and 
9 scores over Social science, Legal studies. Humanities, 
Medical studies, Library science and Teaching Training 
Courses; Social science group 11 and 6 scores less than 
ibglneerlng and Teaching Training Courses; Legal studies 9 
and 7 scores over Hum^ltles and Medical studies, and 9 
scores less than Inglneerlng group; Humanities 18, 13 and 
10 scores less than that of Siglneerlng, Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses; Ehglxieerlng 16 and 8 scores 
over Medical studies and Teaching Training Courses; Medical 
studies 11 and 8 points less than Library science and Teaching 
Training Courses. 
Test ^HLl terary ) 
( I ) S igni f icant Values f o r high scorers with 
reference to occupational training courses at the co l l ege 
l e v e l . 
I t Is clear from the Table XXVII C 8 that there are 
28 significant ' f values for high scorers out of 46 treat-
ment s» 
High scorers of Physical science group has been 
observed yielding as much as 6 significant patterns of 
difference with Business, Legal studies, Humanities and 
Medical science groups at .o l l eve l , and with Natural science 
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and Social science groups at .ol leve l ; Natural science 
group 4 patterns of difference with Social science, Hum^l-
t ies , Medical studies sod Teaching Training Courses; Business 
studies group 4 patterns of difference with Humanities, 
ihglneering and Teaching Training Courses at .o l leve l , 
and with Social science group at .06 leve l ; Social science 
group 4 patterns of difference vjlth Humanities sJicl Medical 
studies at .ol leve l , and with Legal studies and Teaching 
Courses at ,o5 level ; Legal studies 3 patterns of difference 
with Humanities, Ehgteeerlng ^d Teaching TraJJcilng Courses 
at .ol leve l ; Humanities 4 significant patterns of difference 
with ihglneering, Medical studies. Library science and Teach-
ing Training Courses at .ol leve l ; Qiglneerlng group one 
patterns of difference with Medical studies at .ol leve l ; 
Medical studies two significant patternsof difference with 
Library science and Teaching Training Coursea at .ol level . 
A. ( I I ) Significant values for low scorers? 
Only 15 significant patterns of difference have 
been detected out of 45 treatments. 
Low scorers of Physical science group have been 
observed to have yielded only 2 significant patterns of 
difference with Medical studies at .o l level and with Legal 
studies at 0^5 leve l ; Natural science only one significant 
pattern of difference with Social science at .o5 level ; 
Business 2 significant patterns of difference with Legal 
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studies and Medical studies at ,06 level and at ,ol leve l 
respectively; Social science 4 significant patterns of d i f f e r -
ence with Legal studies, Medical studies and Teaching 
Training Courses at .ol level and with Library science 
group at .05 leve l ; Legal studies only on© significant 
pattern of difference with Qiglneerlng group at .ol l eve l ; 
Humanities one significant pattern of difference with Medical 
studies at .ol leve l ; ihglneerlng 3 s lgnl f lca i t patterns 
of difference with Medical studies at .o l , and Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses at .o5 levels respectively; 
Medical studies only one with Library science group at .o5 
level . 
B, ( I ) Relative gain or loss of test high scores and only 
the slgnlflcsnt differences are taken Into considera-
tion. 
Physical science group regarding the gain and loss 
scored 7,12,6,13,18 test scores more than those of Natural 
) 
science, Business studies. Social science end Legal studies 
and Medical studies, and 16 test scores less than that of 
Humanities group; Natural science 1,23, and 11 test scores 
less than Social science. Humanities and Teaching Train teg 
Courses, and 11 scores over Medical studies respectively; 
Business studies 6,23,4 and 11 test scores less than those of 
Social sclehce. Humanities, Ehglneerlng and Teaching Courses; 
Socl^ science 7 and 12 test scores over Legal studies and 
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Medlcal studies, and 22 and 10 scores less thgri those of 
Humgnltles and Teaching Training Courses; Legal studies 
29,10 and 17 test scores less than those of Humgolties, 
aiglneerlng and Teaching Training Courses; Ham®ities 19, 
34,17 and 12 test scores over Ehgineering, Medical studies. 
Library science and Teaching Training Courses; Qigineering 
group 15 scores over Medical studies; Medical studies 17 snd 
22 test scores less than those of Library science and Teaching 
Training Coursesf 
B. CII) Only the significant difference of low scores are 
tak^ into consideration. 
With reference to gain and loss of Physical Science 
group 12 £Od 13 scores over Legal and Medical studies; 
Natural science 8 scores' less than Social science; Business 
group 13 and 14 scores over Legal and Medical science 
groups; Social sciaace group 17,18, 10 ^d 12 scores over 
Legal studies. Medical studies. Library science and Teaching 
Trainteg Courses; Legal studies 16 scores less than Engineer-
ing group; Humsoities group 10 scores over Medical studies 
group; aigineerteg group 17,9 and 11 scores over Medical, 
Library science and Teaching Training Courses; Medical science 
group 8 scores less than Library science group, 
G.K, Test 'M' qiualcapt 
A , ( I ) Significant ' t ' Values for high scorers with reference 
to occupational training courses at the college leve l . 
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I t has been observed In the Table XXVII C 9 that 
there are 23 ' t * significant values out of 46 treatments. 
High scorers of Physical science group has yielded 
4 significant patterns of difference with legal studies, 
Humanities and Medical studies groups at .ol level and with 
Librejpy science group at .o5 l eve l j Natural science group 
4 significant patterns of difference with legal , Meilcal 
and Teaching Training Courses at .ol level and with 
Humanities at .o5 level ; Business group 2 significant 
patterns of difference with Legal and Medical Science 
group at ,ol leve l ; Social science group 2 significant 
patterns of difference at .ol leve l ; Legal studies 4 s ign i f i -
cant patterns of difference with Qiglneerlng, Library science 
gjid Teaching Training Courses at .o l level and with 
Humanities at .06 leve l ; Humanities 3 significant patterns 
of difference with Ehglneering and Teaching TraSjiteg Courses, 
and with Library science at .o5 leve l ; QiglneerSjig 2 
significant patterns of difference with Medical and Library 
science groups at .ol leve l ; Medical science group 2 
significant patterns of difference with Library and Teaching 
Training Courses at .ol level respectively. 
A . ( I I ) Significant Values for low scorers; 
Out of 45 treatments 22 significant patterns of 
difference have been observed. 
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Low scorers of Physical science group have 
yielded 3 s igni f lcai t patterns of difference with Legal 
studies, Humsnities, and Kedtcal science groups at ,01 
leve l ; Natural sc3.6nce 3 significant patterns of difference 
with Legal studies, Humanities and Medical science groups 
at .ol leve l ; Business group 3 significant patterns of 
difference with Legal studies snd Humanities at .o5 leve l , 
and Medical science group at ,ol leve l ; Social science group 
4 significant patterns of difference with Legal studies and 
ESngJjrjeering Courses at .o5 leve l , and Huinsnltles Medical 
science groups at .ol leve l ; Legal studies 3 slgniflcgpt 
patterns of difference vith Qigineering, Library science and 
Teaching Training Courses at .ol leve l ; Humanities 3 signi-
ficant patterns of difference with aigineering. Library 
Science ^d Teaching Training Courses at .o l leve l ; 
Jiigineering group one significant pattern of difference 
with Medical science group at .o l leve l ; Medical science 
group 2 significant patterns of difference with Library and 
Teaching Training Courses at .o l leve l . 
B.(X) Rfllattoa fialn and agores Qt htsh-asprera 
find only sjgnlfigfint dAffsxeng^n nre taKen Into 
CCD a lae rat Ion* 
Regarding the high scorers of Physical science 
group gained 29,20124 and 12 test scores over Legal studies, 
Humanities, Medical science and Library science groups; 
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Natural science group 21,12, 16 over Legal studies, 
Hummltles and Medical science group, and 2 test scores 
against Teaching Training Courses; Business group 18,13 
scores over Legal studies and Medical science groups; 
Social science group 18 and 13 test scores over Legal 
studies, and Medical science groups; Legal studies group 
9,24,17 and 23 test scores less than that of HuFianities, 
aigineering. Library science "and Teaching Train tag Courses; 
Humanities 15,8 and 14 test scores less than those of 
Shgineering, Library science and Teaching Training Courses; 
aigineering group 19 and 7 scores over Medical and Library 
science groups; Medical science group 12 and 18 test scores 
less than those of Library science and Teaching Tra3j?ing 
Courses. 
B , ( I I ) Relative gain and loss of low scorerst 
Physical science group gained 13, 16 and 16 test 
scores over Legal studies. Humanities and M®ilcal science 
groups; Natural science group 9,11 and 12 scores over Legal 
studies, Humgnltles and Medical science groups; Business 
group 10, 12 and 13 scores over Legal studies, Hummltles 
and Medical science groups; Social science group 8,10,1 
and 11 test scores over Legal studies, Humanities, Qtiglneerlng 
and Medical science groups; Legal studies 9,7 and 9 scores 
less than those of Ehgineerlng, Library science and Teaching 
Training Courses; Humanities 11, 9 and 11 scores less than 
those of aigineertog. Library science and Teaching Training 
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Gourses} Qiglneerlng group 12 scores over Medical 
science groupj Medical science group 10 end 12 scores less t 
ttxm thosQ of Library scJ.ence and !r9aching Training Courses. 
6. Vernon's Non-Verbal 'g* 
A-(I)Significant H ' values for high scorers with reference 
is QC9ut?jlpn 
As much as 31 significant values have been observed 
out of 45 treatments. 
The high scorers of Physical science ^roup yielded 
8 s l gn l f l c^ t patterns of difference with Natural science, 
Bustaess group, Social science, Legal studies, Huinmltles, 
Medical science. Library science Teaching Training 
Courses; Natural science group 5 significant patterns of 
difference with Legal studies, QiglneerJng, Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses at .ol l eve l , and with Social 
science group at ,05 level } Business group 5 significant 
patterns of difference with. Legal studies, Ehgtae^rlng snd 
leaching Training Courses at .o l l eve l , and with Social 
science end Library science groups at ,o5 leve l ; Social 
science group 3 significant patterns of difference with 
Legal studies, Shglneerlng at .o l leve l ^d with Medical 
studies at .o5 leve l ; Legal studies 6 significant patteiB 
of difference with Humanities, Ehgineerlng, Medical studies. 
Library science, and Teaching Tracing Courses; Humanities 
group one significant patterns of dif ference at .ol level 
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with Engineering} aiglneerlng 2 significant patterns 
of difference with MedlcaX science at .ol level and with 
Teaching Training Courses at .o5 leve l ; Medical science 
group 2 significant patterns of values with Library science 
at .06 level and with Teaching Training Courses at .ol l eve l . 
A. ( I I ) Significant ' t* valueg fo r low scorerst 
As much as 27 ' t ' significant values have been 
observed out of 45 treatments. 
The low scorers of Physical sclaice group have 
yielded 6 significant patterns of difference at ,ol level 
with Natural science. Business group. Legal studies, 
Humanities, Medical sclaice and Teaching Training Courses*, 
Natural science 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Ebglneerlng, Medical science £(nd Library science groups at 
.ol level and with Legal studies at ,o5 leve l ; Business groups 
two significant patterns of difference with Ehglneerlng 
and Library science groups at .ol levels; Social science 
groups 3 significant patterns of difference with Legal 
studies, Engineering and Library science groups at .ol l eve l ; 
Legal studies 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Ehglneerlng, Medical science. Library science and Teaching 
Training Courses at .ol leve l ; Humailtles 4 significant 
patterns of difference with Ehglneerlng, Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses at .ol level and with Medical 
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studies at ,05 leve l ; aiglneering group 2 s lgnl f lca i t patterns 
of difference with Medical science end Teaching Training 
Courses at ,ol leve l ; Medical science group one significant 
pattern of difference with Library science group at .ol 
leve l ; Library science one significant pattern of dif ference 
with Teaching Training Courses at ,ol leve l , 
B« ( I ) Relative gate aid loss of test scores for High 
scorerst 
Regarding the gain and loss. Physical science group 
has gained 25,19,12,42,16,19,12 and 9 test scores over a l l 
the occupational Training Courses; Natural science 13,22,13 
and 16 scores less than those of Social science, Ehglneerlng 
group. Library science, Teaching Training Courses and 17 
scores over Legal studies group; Business group 17,17, 7 
tttiu iu test scores less than those of Social science, 
ihglneering, Library science and Teaching Training Courses, 
and 23 scores over Legal studies group; Social science group 
30 and 7 test scores over Legal studies and Medical science 
groups aad 9 scores less than those of Ihglneering group; 
Legal studies 26,29,23,30 and 33 test scores less than those 
of Humanities, fihglneerlng, Medical science, Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses; Humanities 13 scores less 
than that of Bhglneering group; ihglneering group 16 scores 
over Medical science group and Teaching Training Courses; 
Medical science group 7 and 10 scores less than those of 
Library science and Teaching Train tog Courses. 
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Bt ( I I ) Belatlve gain and loss of test scores for low aeorersi 
Physical science group gateed 16,21,26,24,13 and 12 
test scores over Natural science, Business group, Legal 
studies, Humanities, Medical science ^d Teaching Training 
Courses; Natural science 10 scores over Legal studies and 
22, 3 and 22 scores less than ©iglneerlng. Medical science 
and Library science groupsj Business group 27 and 27 scores 
less than those of Jhglneertog and Library science groups; 
Social science group 13 over Legal studies group and 19 
and 19 scores less thm those of Ibglneerlng and Library s 
science groups; Legal studies 32,13,32 and 14 scores less 
than those of ihglneerlng, Medical science. Library science 
and Teaching Training Courses; Humanities group 30,11,30,12 
scores less than those of Jbglneerlng, Medical science, 
Library science and Teaching Training Courses; engineering 
group 19 and 18 scores over Medical science and Teachers 
Training Courses; Medical science group 19 scores less than 
that of Library science group; Library science group 18 scores 
over Teachljig Training Courses. 
fagtof gpntrafit Conatr»gtlY9.111ifirary, 
The follovilng significant ' t ' values of e»ch test 
have been nb.gflrvad inK^ ftp factor eontrflat I I I . e . 




A. (I) Significant H* values for high scorers with 
reference to occupational training courses. 
Only 29 significant ' t ' values have been detected 
te Table XXVII G 4. 
Physical science group has yielded 3 significant pat-
terns of difference with Natural science, Legal studies snd 
Humanities at .ol leve l ; Natural science group as much as 8 
significant patterns of difference with Business, Social 
science, Legal studies, Humanities, Sngineering, Medical sci-
ence, Library science and Teaching Training group at .ol l eve l : 
Business group 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Legal studies, Humanities, Medical science and Library 
science groups at .o l leve l ; Social science group 5 s ign i f i -
cant patterns of difference with Legal studies and Medical 
I 
science and Teaching Training groups at .ol leve l ; Legal 
studies 4 significant patterns of difference with Ehglneerlng, 
Medical science. Library science and Teach teg Training courses 
at .ol leve l ; Humanities 3'signif icant patterns of dif ference 
with Shglneerlng, Medical science and Teaching Training group 
at .ol leve l ; Qiglneering group one significant pattern of 
difference with Teachers Training group at .ol leve l ; Medical 
science group one significant patterns of difference with 
Library science group at .o5 leve l . 
A. ( I I ) Afl much fts 25 significant ' t ' ^ftluaa haVe been 
found out of 45 treatments for low scorers. 
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Physlcal science group has yielded only 3 s ign l f l cmt 
patterns of diiTerenc© with Natural science and Medical 
science groups at .ol level and with Legal studies at .06 
leve l ; Natural science as much as 7 significant patterns of 
difference with Business, Social science. Legal studies,' 
Snglneerlng, Medical science, Library science and Teaching 
Training groups at.ol l eve l ; Business group 3 significant 
patterns of difference with Legal studies, Humanities snd 
Medical science at ,ol leve l ; Social science 3 significant 
patterns of difference with Legal studies, Humanities and 
Medical science groups at .ol leve l ; Legal studies 2 
significant patterns of difference with Jhglneerlng and 
Medical scloice groups at .o l leve l ; Humanities group 4 
significant patterns of difference with Ehglneerlng, 
Medical science. Library science and Teachers Tracing 
groups at .ol leve l ; Jhglneerlng group one significant 
pattern of difference with Medical science group at .ol 
leve l ; Medical science group 2 significant patterns of 
difference with Library science and Teachers f rain tog 
groups at ,ol leve l ; 
B, (X) Relative galp and lofls of tftflt sGoras for high 
scorers and only significant « t ' value.g are taken. 
Into gonalfteratlpnt 
Regarding gain and loss, Physical science group 
obtained 16 scores less than that of Natural science group, 
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and 22 and 20 scores over Legal studies and Humsnltles 
groups; Natural science 24,29,38,36,17,13,22 and 19 test 
scores over Business, Social science. Legal studies. 
Humanities, Qigineerlng, Medical science, Library science 
and Teaching Train?-ng groups; Business group 14,12 over 
Legal studies and Humanities group and 11 and 2 scores less 
than those of Medical science and Library science groups; 
Social science group 9,7 over Legal studies and Humanities 
groups and 12, 16 and 10 less than those of Shglneerlng, 
Medical and Teaching Training groups; Legal studies 21,25,16 
and 19 scores less than those of Bhglneerlng, Medical science. 
Library science and Teaching Training groups; Humanities 
group 19,23 and 17 scores less than those of Engineering, 
Medical science and Teaching Training groups; Qigineerlng 
2 scores over Teaching Training groups; Medical science group 
9 scores over Library science group, 
B, ( I I ) Relative gain and loss of test scores for low scorers 
and only significant ' t ' values are taken Into 
consideration. 
Physical science group gatoed 14,6,24, less than those 
of Natural science. Legal studies. Medical science, Natural 
science 10,8,20,19 over Business, 10,10 end 13 Social science, 
Legal studies, Qiglneertag, Medical studles-Library science 
and Teaching Training groups; Business group 10,9,20 test 
scores less and more than those of Legal studies. Humanities 
and Medical science group; Social science group 12,11, test 
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scores over Legal studies and Humanltlea groups, and 
18 scores less than that of Medical science group*, Legal 
studies group 11,30, less than those of Medical science 
group; Humanities group 10,29,9 ^d 6 test scores less than 
those of Snglneerlng, Medical science and Library sc5-ence 
and Teaching Training Groups; StogineeriUig group 19 test 
scores less than that of Medical science group; Medical science 
group 20 md 23 scores over Library science and Teaching 
Training groups. 
G.K. test (Scienti f ic)? 
^^^^ As much as 29 significant ' t ' values for high 
scorers have beep observed out of 45 treatments. 
The high scorers of Physical sc3ence group have been 
found having 8 significant patterns of difference with Natural 
science. Social science. Legal studies. Humanities, Library 
science aad Teaching Training groups at .ol level and with 
Bustoess and Medical science groups at .06 leve l ; Natural 
science group 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Business, Legal studies and Ehgtoeerlng groups at .ol level 
smd with Medical science group at .05 leve l ; Business group 
4 s i gn l f i c ^ t patterns of difference with Legal studies, 
Humanities and Library science groups at ,ol level and with 
Social science group at .o5 leve l ; Social science group 
2 significant patterns of difference with Legal studies and 
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^glneerlng groups at .o l l eve l ; Legal studies groups 
5 slgntficent patterns of difference \jlth Humanities, 
Shgineertog, Medical science, Library science and Teaching 
Training groups at .ol level? Humanities 2 significant 
patterns of difference with Shglneertog at .ol level and 
with Medical science group at .o5 l e v « l ; Bnglneerlng group 
3 significant patterns of difference with Library science 
and Teaching Training groups at .ol level and Medical 
science at .05 leve l ; Medical science group one significant 
pattern of difference with Library science group at .o5 
leve l . 
Am i l l ) As much as 31 significant values have been 
observed out of 45trea"tanents for low scorersJ 
The low scorers of Physical science group have 
yielded 7 significant patterns of difference with Natural 
science, Social sdo ice , Legal studies, Humgailtles, 
Medical science and Library science group® at .ol l eve l , 
and with Teaching Training group at .o5 leve l ; NaturiJ. 
science group 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Business, IhglneerSng, Medical science snd Teaching Training 
groups at .o l level ; Business 7 significant patterns of 
difference with Social science. Legal studies, Humanities, 
Siglneerlng, Medical science and Library science groups 
at ,ol level and with Teaching Training group at .o5 
leve l ; Social science 2 significant patterns of difference 
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with Engineering at .ol level and with Teaching 
Training group at .o5 leve l ; Legal studies group 4 s ign i f i -
cant patterns of difference with ihglneerlng. Medical 
science and Teaching Training groups at ,ol level and 
with Library science group at .o5 leve l ; Humanities group 
3 significant patterns of difference with Ehgijneering 
Teaching group at .ol level and with Medical science group 
at .05 level } Qaglneering group 2 significant patterns 
of difference with Medical science and Library science 
groups at .ol level^ Medical science group only one sign If l-
cmt patterns of difference with Teaching group at #05 
leve l ; Library science group with Teaching group at .o5 
level . 
B, ( I ) Relative gain and loss of test scores for high 
scorers and only significant ' t ' values are tafcen Into 
considerations 
Physical -science gained 15,6,12,31,15,7,13 and 10 
test scores over Natural science. Business, Social science. 
Legal studies. Humanities, Medical science. Library science 
and Teaching Tratelng groups; Natural science 9,18 aid 8 
scores less than those of Business, iEhgineerIng and Medical 
science groups and 16 scores over Legal studies group; 
Business group 6,26,9 and 7 scores over Social science, 
Legal studies, Humanities snd Library science groups; 
Social science group 19 over Legal studies and 15 scores 
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less thgo that of aiglneerlng group; Legal studies group 
1 6 , 3 4 , 2 4 , 1 6 and 21 test scores less than those of Humani-
t ies , aiglneerlng, Medical science, Library science and 
Teaching Training groups; Humanities group 18 and 8 scores 
less than those of Ehgtaeerlng and Medical science groups; 
aiglneerlng group 10,16 sfid 13 test scores over Medical 
science, Library science and Teaching Training group; 
Medical science group 6 scores over Library science group, 
B,( I I )Relative gain and loss of test scores for low 
scorers end only significant values are taken 
ifclJ vwr w O MJk w X CI w AU i i • 
Physical science group 2 4 , 2 0 , 2 6 , 2 5 , 1 8 , 2 0 snd 10 
test scores over Natural science, Social science, Legal 
studies. Humanities, Medical science. Library science and 
Teaching Training groups; Natural science group 28,17 and 
14 test scores less than those of Business, Qiglneerlng, 
Medical science and Teaching Training groups; Business 
group 2 4 , 3 0 , 2 9 , 1 1 , 2 2 , 2 4 and 14 scores over Social science 
Legal studies. Humanities, Blnglneerlng, Medical science, 
Library science and Teaching Training groups; Social 
science group 13 and 10 scores less than those of Ehgl-
neerlng and Teaching Training groups; legal studies 
19,8,6 and 16 scores less than those of Ehglneering, 
Medical science. Library science and Teaching Training 
group; Humanities group 18,7 and 16 less than those of 
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aiglneertag, MedlcaX science and Teaching Training 
groups; Sigteeertog group 11 and 13 scores over Medical 
science md Library science groups; Medical science 
group 8 scores less than that of Teaching Training group; 
Library science 10 scores less than that of Teaching 
Training groups. 
9, Vernon's Pattern Reproduction Testt 
A(I ) Only 21 significant *%* values have been cbeerved 
out of 45 treatffi0:its. 
The High Scorers of Physical science group have 
yielded 3 slgnlflcsnt patterns of difference with Natural 
science, ihglneerlng at ,05 level and Legal studies at ,o l 
level ; Natural science 4 significant patterns difference 
with Humanities and Teaching Training groups at .06 level 
and with Ebglneerlng ®d Library science groups at .ol 
leve l ; Business group 2 significant pattea^s of difference 
with Legal studies and Engineering groups at ,06 leve l ; 
Social science group 3 significant patterns of difference 
with Legal studies, ^iglneering and Library science groups 
at .ol leve l ; Legal studies 'group 3 significant patterns of 
difference with ihglneerlng, Library science and Teaching 
Training groups at .ol leve l ; Humanities group 3 significant 
patterns of difference with Bhglneertog group at .ol level 
and with Medical science and Library science groups at .o5 
level ; Shglneerlng group 2 significant patterns of difference 
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wlth Library science end Teaching Training groups at 
.ol level } Library ^qcl®ice group only one significant 
patterns of difference with Teaching Training group at 
•o5 level* 
A. ( I I ) Only 20 significant *t* waluea for low scorers 
have been observed out of 45 treatments. 
Physical science group has yielded only 2 significant 
patterns of difference with Ehglneerlng and Teaching Train-
ing groups at .06 level sod .o l level respectively. 
Natural science 6 significant patterns of d l f fer^ ice 
vlth Business, Social sciences Sigihsering and Library 
science groups at sol l eve l . Legal studies and Humanities 
at .05 leve l ; Business group 2 significant patterns of 
difference with Legal studies and Teaching Training groups; 
Social science group 2 significant patterns of difference 
with ihglneerlng group at .o5 level and with Teaching 
group at .ol leve l ; Legal studies 3 significant patterns 
of dlfferaace wltti Siglneerlng, Library science and 
Teaching Training groups at .ol l eve l ; Humanities group 
one significant patterns of difference with Teaching group 
at .ol leve l ; ihglneerlng group 2 significant patterns 
of difference with Medical science group at .05 level* 
and with Teaching group at .ol l eve l ; Medical science 
group one pattern of difference with teaching group at 
.05 leve l ; Library science group with Teaching Training 
group at .ol leve l . 
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B, ( I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores for low 
scorers and only sign tic ant ' t ' values are taken 
Into con side ration J 
Physical science group gained 10 and 16 scores 
less than that of ihglneerlng group; Natural science group 
7 and 19, 11 and 7 test scores less than those of 
Humsnltles, Engineering Library science and Teaching 
groups; Business group 14 over Legal studies and 13 
scores less than that of ihglneerlng group; Social science 
12 over Legal group aiid 13 and 5 scores less than those 
of Siglneerlng and Library science groups; Legal studies 
group 25,17 and 13 scores less than those of ihgljieerlngt 
Library science and Teaching Training groups; Humanities 
group 12,12, sod 4 test scores less than those of 
aigtaeerlng, Medical science aid Library science groups; 
Jhglneertag group 8 aid 12 scores over Library science and 
Teaching groups; Library science 4 scores over Teaching 
Training group. 
B*( I I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores for low 
scorers and only significant ' t ' values are taJten 
Into consideration. 
Physical science group gains 11 less than that of 
ihglneerlng and 12 scores over Teaching Training group; 
Natural science group 14,11,6,10 snd 19,16 test scores less 
than those of Business, Social science, Legal studies, 
Hummltles, Qiglneerijng and Library science groups; Business 
group 8 goi 18 test scores over Legal studies and Teaching 
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Training group; Social science group 8 less than that of 
aiglneerlng and 15 scores over Teaching Training groups; 
Legal studies group and 9 less than those of Ihglneering 
and Library science groups and 10 scores over Teaching 
Training group; Humanities group 14 scores over Teaching 
Training group; Siglneerlng group 11 and 23 scores over 
Medical science and Teaching group; Medical science 
group 12 scores over Teaching group; Library science 19 
scores over Teaching Training group. 
Significant values of ggch test under Factor structure 
I I I I . e . Abil i t ies (constructive.literary., etc.l^vs 
interests concerned with people* 
G.K. Test ^G' (Gregarious md Social)? 
A . ( I ) As much as 26 significant 't^ values for high 
, scorers have been observed out of 45 treatments. 
The High scorers of Physical science group have 
yielded 4 s l g n l f l c ^ t patterns of difference with Legal 
studies. Humanities and Medical science groups at .ol 
level and with Business group at .o5 l eve l ; Natural science 
group 3 significant patterns of difference with Legal 
studies, Humanities and Medical science groups at .ol leve l ; 
Business group 5 significant patterns of difference with 
Legal studies, Medical science and Library science groups 
at .01 level and with Social science and Engineering groups 
at #05 leve l ; Social science group 3 significant patterns 
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of difference with Legal studies and Medical science 
groups at ,ol level and wltti Library science group at .06 
l eve l j Legal studies 5 significant patterns of difference 
with aiglneerlng. Medical science, Library science and 
Teaching group at .ol level and with Humanities, at ,05 
level } Humanities group 3 significant patterns of 
difference with Ihglneerlng, Medical science and Library 
science groups at .ol leve l } Bnglneerlng group one 
significant patterns of difference with Medical science 
group at .05 leve l ; Medical science group 2 significant 
patterns of diiferenoe with Library science and Teaching 
groups at .ol leve l . 
A.CII) Only 23 significant values for low scorers 
have been observed out of 46 treatments. 
Physical science group has yielded 5 significant 
/ 
patterns of difference with Legal studies, end Medical 
science groups at .ol level and with Business, Humgnltles* 
and Teaching groups at .06 l eve l ; TJatural science group 
6 significant patterns of difference with Legal studies. 
Humanities, Medical science and Teaching groups at.ol level 
and with Social science group at .o5 l eve l ; Business group 
5 significant patterns of difference with Legal studies, 
Humanities, Medical science and Teaching Training group 
at .ol level and with Engineering group at .ob leve l ; 
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Social science group one significant pattern of difference 
with Medical science group at .o5 leve l ; Legal studies 
group 2 significant patterns of difference with Shgineerlng 
and Library science groups at .ol l eve l ; Humanities group 
tvio significant patterns of difference with Ihglneerlng 
at .05 level and with Library science group at .ol l eve l ; 
Siglneertng groap one significant pattern of difference 
with Medical science group at .ol leve l ; Medical science 
group with Library science group at .ol leve l ; Library 
science with Teaching group .o5 leve l . 
B. ( I ) Relative gain or loss of Test scores for high 
scorers end only significant ' t ' values are taken 
into consideration. 
Regarding gain and loss Physical science group 
gained 8,17,8 and 24 test scores over Business, Legal « 
studies, Humeffiities and Medical science group respectively; 
Natural science 15,9 and 22 scores over Legal studies. 
Humanities, Medical science groups; Business groups 1,8, 
7,1, 9 scores less than those of Social science group, 
aiglneerlng and Library science groups and 9 and 16 scores 
over Legal studies and Medical science groups respectively; 
Social science group 10,17 scores over Legal studies and 
Medical science groups and 10 scores less than that of 
Library Science group; Legal studies 6,16,20 and 16 scores 
less thgn those of HummltleSf Jhglneerlng, Library 
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sclsice and Teaching gropps and 7 scores over Medical 
science group; Hum^ltles 10,14 scores less thm those 
of aigineerlng and Library science groups and 13 scores 
over Medical sci^ice group; ihglneerlng 23 scores over 
Medical science groupi Medical science group 27 and 23 
scores less than those of Library science stid Teaching 
groups. 
B, ( I I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores for lov? 
scorers snd only significant ' t ' values are taken 
Into consideration* 
Physical sclsnce group gained or lost 1,12,11,17 
and 7 scores over or against Business group, Legal science, 
Humsnities, Medical science and Teaching Training groups; 
Natural science group 8,15,14,20,10 scores over Social 
science. Legal studies. Humanities, Medical science and 
Teaching groups; Business group 13,12,1,18 and 8 test 
scores over Legal studies, Humsnities, Engineering, 
Medical science and Teaching groups; Social science group 
12 scores over Medical science group; Legal studies group 
12 and 11 scores less than those of Bhglneering and Library 
science groups; Humsnities grosip 11,10 scores less than those 
of Shgineerlng and Library science groups; Qigineerlng group 
17 scores over Medical science group; Medical science group 
16 scores less than that of Library science group; Library 
science group 6 scores over Teaching group. 
G.K. Test <0" (Out door and Physical act iv i t ies ) 
A . ( I ) As much as 28 significant ' t * values for high 
scorers have been observed out of 45 treatments. 
The high scorers of Physical science group have 
yielded 5 significant patterns of difference with 
Natural science, Business, Social science, Legal studies, 
Hum^ltles and Medical science groups at ,ol leve l ; 
Natural science 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Legal studies, &iglneerlng at .ol level and with Medical 
science and Teaching groups at .o5 leve l ; Business group 
4 patterns of difference with Legal studies, Shglneerlng, 
Medical science and Teaching groups at .ol leve l : Social 
science group 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Legal studies, Siglneerlng at .ol level and with Medical 
science and Teaching groups at .o5 leve l ; Legal studies 
4 significant patterns of difference with Humanities, 
Shglneerlng, Library science and Teaching groups at .o l 
leve l ; Humanities 3 sign I f levant patterns of difference 
with Ehgineertog at .ol level and with Medical science 
and Teaching groups at .06 l eve l ; Qaglneering with Medical 
science group at .ol leve l ; Medical science group 2 
significant patterns of difference with Library science 
and Teaching groups at .o l l eve l . 
A. ( I I ) Only 21 significant 't* values for low scorers 
have been observed out of 45 treatments. 
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The low scorers of Physical science groups 
have yielded 9 significant patterns of difference with a l l 
other nine occupational training courses at , o l l e v e l 
e2:c6pting only one i . e . Bhgineering group at .o5 l eve l ; 
Business group one significant pattern of dtffenance 
v;ith social s c i e n c e g r o u p at . o 5 l eve l ; Social science 
group 2 significfint patterns of difference with Legal 
studies and Medical studies groups at .06 l eve l ; Legal 
studies group 3 significant patterns of difference -with 
Qigtoeering, Library science and Teaching Tratolng groups 
at .01 leve l ; Humanities group with Library science 
group at .05 leve l ; I f c g i n e e r i t a g g r o u p vitth Medical science 
group at .01 l eve l ; Medical science group 2 significant 
patterns of difference with Library science and Teaching 
Training groups at ,ol l eve l ; Library science with Teaching 
group at .05 leve l . 
B, ( I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores for high 
scorers and only significant values are taken 
into consideration* 
Physical science group gained 14,15,16,34,17,29 
test scores over Natural science, Business, Social science. 
Legal studies. Humanities snd Medical science groups; 
Natural science group 20, 15 over Legal studies and 
Medical science groups and 14 and 10 scores less than 
those of Bhglneering and Teaching groups; Business group 
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19,14 scores over Legal studies end Medical science 
groups and 15 and 11 scores less than those of angliieering 
aid Teaching groups; Social scionce group 18 and 13 
scores over Legal studies god Medical science groups 
and 16 and 12 scores less than those of Bngtaeerlng 
and Teaching groups; Legal studies 17,34,26 gjid 30 
scores less than those of Humanities, JSnglneerlng, Library 
science md Teaching groups; Humailtles 7,13 scores less 
than those of ihgSneering and Teaching groups and 12 scores 
over Medical science group; Qiglneerlng group 29 scores 
over Medical science group; Medical science group 21 and 
25 scores less than those of Lltsrary science and Teaching 
groups; 
B. ( I I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores for low 
scorers and only s lgnl f lcmt values are taken 
Into consideration. 
Physical science group gained 12,13,12,18,13,7,18, 
7 aid 12 scores over Natural, Business, Social science. 
Legal studies. Humanities, Siglneerlng, Medical, Library 
science, and Teaching groups; Business group score less 
thsn that of social science group; Social science group 
6,6 scores over Legal studies and Medical science groups; 
Legal studies gn>up 11,11 and 6 scores less than those of 
Qnglneerlng, Library science and Teaching groups; Humanities 
6 scores less than that of Library sclaice group; Ihgineer-
Ing group 11 over Medical science groups; Medical science 
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group 11 and 6 scores less than those of Library science 
and TeachSjig groups; Library science 5 scores over Teaching 
group. 
3. G.K. Test 'T*^  Cltieoretlcal and Dramatic)t 
A.(I) As much as 27 significant ' t * Values for 
high scorers have been observed out of 45 treatments J 
Physical science group has yielded only one 
significant pattern of difference with Social science 
group at .ol level-, Waturel science group 7 significant 
patterns of difference with Business, Social science. 
Legal studies. Humilities, Medical studies, Library science 
and Teaching groups at .ol l eve l ; Business group 5 
significant patterns of difference with Social s c l^ce . 
Legal studies, Humanities, Medical science snd 
Teaching Training groups at .ol l eve l ; Social science 
group 4 significant patterns of difference with Legal 
studies. Humanities, Medical science and Teaching groups 
at .ol leve l ; Legal studies S slgnlflcE^nt patterns of 
difference with Humanities end Siglneering group at ,06 
l eve l , and Library science at .ol l e ve l . Humanities 3 
significant patterns of difference with Medical science. 
Library science and Teaching Training groups at .o l l eve l ; 
aigineering groups 2 signJi'icant patterns of difference 
at .ol level with Medical science and Teashing Training 
groups; Medical science group with Library science at .ol 
level ; Library sclerjce with Teaching Training group at 
•ol l eve l . 
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A«CII) Only 18 slgnl f lcait 't* values for low scorers 
liave been observed out of 45 treatrnTonta* 
Ihe low scorers of Physical science group have 
yielaed only one significant patterns of difference with 
Teaehing group at .ol I s v s l ; F F a t u r e l s c i e n c e g r o u p 
the s i g n l f Jeant patterns o f d i f f e r e r c e with Business end 
Teaching Training groups at .o5 level and ,ol levels 
respectively; Business group 6 significant patterns of 
d i f f e r nee with Legal studies, Humanities, Medical science. 
Teaching Training groups and Library science at .ol 
level and .o5 levels .respectively; Social science 
group 4 significant patterns of difference with Legal 
studies, Humanities and Medical sciaace groups at ,o5 level 
and with Teaching group at .ol l eve l ; Legal studies only 
one significant pattern of difference with Teaching 
Training group at ,ol leve l ; Humanities group one signi-
f l c a i t pattern of difference with Teaching group at .ol 
level ; Siglneerlng group only 2 significant patterns of 
difference with Medical science and Teaching group at 
.ol leve l ; Medical science group with Library science group 
at .ol leve l ; Library sclmce group with Teaching group 
at .ol level^ 
B, (I) Relative gain or loss of test scores In each 
test and only significant ' t ' values are taken Into 
consideration! 
Physical science group lost 8 test scores 
against Social science group; Natural science 11,1,9 less 
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tban those of Business, Social science and Library science 
and 13,7,15 and 19 test scores over Legal studies, 
Hum^ltles, Medical science and Teaching Training groups; 
Business group 10,24,18,26 and 30 test scores over Social 
scloace, Legal studies, Humanities, Medical science aid 
Teaching Irainlng groups; Social science group 14,8,16 and 
20 scores over Legal studies, Humanities, Medical science. 
Teaching Training groups; Legal studies 6,22,22 scores less 
than those of Humanities, aiglneerlng and Library science 
groups; Humanities 8,16 scores less than those of Medical 
science and Library science groups and 12 scores over 
Teaching group; Bbglneerlng group 24 and 28 scores 
over Medical science and Teaching Training groups; Medical 
science group 24 scores less than that of Library scl« ice 
group; Library science group 28 test scores over Teaching 
Training group. 
B» ( I I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores and only 
significant ' t * values are taken Into consideration* 
Regarding the gain and loss of Physical science 
group gained 22 test scores over Teaching Training group; 
Natural science group 6 scores less than that of Business 
group and 21 scores over Teaching group; Business group 
11,9,9,7 and 27 test scores over Legal studies. 
Humanities, Medical science. Library science and Teaching 
group; Social science group 9,7,7,25 scores over Legal 
studies, Humanities, Medical science and Teaching groups 
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respectively; Legal studies 16 scores over Teaching 
group; Humanities 18 scores ^ver Teaching group; Ehglneer-
tog group 7 and 26 scores over Medical science and Taach-
tog groups; Medical scioace 18 scores over Teaching group; 
Library science 20 scores over Teaching group. 
4, G.K. Test W^* (Welfare and Hamanitles)t 
A . ( I ) Significant *t ' values for high scores: 
From the Table XXVII C 13 I t has been recorded that 
there are 17 significant "t* values out of 45 treatments. 
The high scorers of Natural science group 
have yielded only 2 significant patterns of difference 
with Bustoess and Qnglneerlng groups (beyond ,ol l e v e l ) ; 
Business group 5 significant pattenis of difference 
vlth, Legal studies. Humanities and Medical science groups 
(at .ol l eve l ) and Social science and Teachteg groups 
(at ,06 l eve l ) ; Social science group 2 significant patterns 
of difference with Siglneertog and Medical science groups 
(at .05 l e ve l ) ; Legal studies 2 slgnlflcent patterns of 
difference with Jhglneerlng (at .ol l eve l ) and Medical 
science (at ,05 l e ve l ) ; Humanities group 2 significant 
patterns of difference with ihgineerlng (at .ol leve l ) 
and Medical science group (at .06 l e v e l ) ; Bhglneertog 
group 2 significant patterns of difference with Medical 
science sod Teachtog groups (at .ol l e v e l ) ; Medical science 
2 significant patterns of difference with Library science 
and Teaching Training groups (at ,o5 l e v e l ) . 
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A.(II) Significant ' t * values for Low scorers and 
I t has been observed from Table XXVII D 13 
that there are only 13 significant ' t* values 
out of 46 treatments. 
High scorers of Physical science group has yielded 
only 2 significant patterns of dl f ferwice -with Natural 
science and Engineering groups (at .o5 l e ve l ) ; Natural 
science group 4 significant patterns of difference with 
Business, Legal studies and Teaching groups (at .o5 l eve l ) 
and with Humanities group (beyond ,ol l e ve l ) ; Business 
group only 2 significant patterns of difference with 
Humanities and Medical science groups (beyond ,ol l e v e l ) ; 
Social science group only one pattern of difference with 
aigineerlng group (at .o5 l e ve l ) ; Legal studies one 
significant pattemrof difference with Humanities group 
(beyond .ol l e ve l ) ; Humanities only one significant pattern 
of difference with Siglneerlng group (at ,o5 l eve l ) ; 
Bhgtoeering only one significant pattern of difference with 
Medical scl^ice group (beyond .o l l e ve l ) ; Medical science 
group one significant pattern of difference with Library 
scl®ic6 group (at .o5 l eve l ) . 
B, ( I ) Relative gain or loss of test scores and only 
significant ' t ' values are taken Into considerations 
Regarding gain said loss Natural science group 
obtained 10 and 12 scores less than those of Business and 
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ihgineering groups; Business group 7,9,9,13 and 8 
test scores over Social science. Legal studies, Humanities, 
Medical science and Teaching Tratolng groups; Social 
science group 9 less than that of Hhgineerlng group and 
6 scores over Medical science group; Legal studies group 
11 scores less than that of Ebglneerlng group and 4 scores 
over Medical science group; Humanities group 11 less thg(n 
that of Shglneerlng aid 4 scores over Medical science 
group; Shglneerlng group 15 and, 10 scores over Medical 
science and Teaching Training groups; Medical science group 
8 and 5 scores less than those of Library science and 
Teaching groups. 
B. ( I I ) Relative gain and loss of test scores and only 
significant ' t* values are taken Into consideration 
frsr* 1 nt-i • ^ 
Physical science group gained 10 and 9 test 
scores over Natural science and Qiglneerlng group; Natural 
science group 9,8,14 and 9 test scores less than those of 
Business, Legal studies, Humeiriltieo and Teaching Training 
groups;Business group 9 scores less than that of Ehgtneer-
Ing group ana 1 score over Llorai'y acicnoe Sooxal 
swieuwe group 8 scores over Medical science group; group of 
Legal studies 10 scores less than that of &gineerJng group; 
group of Humanities 6 scores less than that of Saglneerlng; 
Bhglneerlng group 10 scores over Library science group; 
Medical science group 8 scores less than that of Teaching 
group. 
CHI>PT£R - V I 
SIJMMARY OF QOWCLITSIOWS^ 
1. The present Investigation carried out In 1961 to 62 was 
designed to ver i fy to Indian conditions Vernon*s (1947) 
claims that variations of intelligence measured by 
certain tests could be observed under certato conditions 
with reference to age, sex, loca l i ty and occupations. The 
desire to study such a problem was further acute when 
Professor P.E. Vernon, the former tutor of the present 
writer's supervisor, commented, on the factorial patterns of 
six - ablllty-test-battery applied by Ray-Chowdhury (I960) 
on 141 high school boys of 13 to IS years, chosen from three 
di f ferent schools that the abi l i ty of the Indian boys appeared 
to be somewhat di f ferent from those of the British boys. 
Obviously, I t was suspected that ftodlngs somewhat new stid 
d l f f e ra i t from those of Vflmon (^ cxAn\ 
present tovestlgatlon. Further, Kemp (1965) studied variation 
of attatoment with reference to several relevant factors* 
2, iUso, from the relevant l i terature, we observed that I9th 
century term 'totel l lgence' was betog studied under the tems, 
abil i t ies and attatoments. Obviously, then the present 
Investigation was designed In the following manner. I t had 
two experimental designs. Experimental design No. 1 had a 
battery of 9 abil ity tests applied on 288 boys and g i r l s of 
14-19 years chosen from 6 classes ( I . e . from IX to B.a.(Final) . 
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Experlmental design No. 2 hai a battery of 13 abil i ty and 
attainment tests applied on 306 male post-grsduates chosen 
from t€9i occupational training courses of the Muslim 
University Allgarh. 
3, The re l iab i l i ty coeff icients of tests In Experimental 
design No. 1 were al l above .80 and Experimental design No. 
2 al l above .75. 
Factorisation* When the battery of the above 9 tests In 
experimental design No. 1 was factorlsed and the factor 
loadings were orthogonally rotated, i t was observed that 
two group factors, namely K2 or Induction or concept-
formation, and K3 or spatial group factors were obtained 
In addition to the factor. 
In experimental design No. 2 the battery of 13 tests was 
also factorlsed and the orthogonal rotation of three extracted 
factor loadings was In vain attempted but none of the 
rotations seamed justif ied since ' g ' loadings were abnormally 
large. Hence the study was confined to factor structure by 
observing the contents between unrotated Kg and K3 loadings, 
itod I t was observed that Kg represents Artistic aid Leisure 
impractical, occupational (Including pattern Reproduction), 
and K3 Abi l i t ies ia Interests concerned with people. 
5. Fisher's ' t ' analysis was carried out to study the 
differences In tests scores of boys and gir ls In experimental 
design No. 1 and post-graduates of 10 occupational training 
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coursesy spd the Interpretation was dravn under the 
above mentioned factor patterns (experimental design No. 1) 
and factor structure (experimental design No. 2) of the 
tests selected In t)oth the batteries. 
6, xfle following observations were noted down In Experimental 
design No, 
Pfifft X. 
K2i l » e . Inductlon(or Concept-form at Ion) group factort 
(I )Fattem Reproduction? 
( I ) AgeJ (a) * t ' values for high scorers. 
Out of 15 treatments In six age groups a l l the ' t* 
Values have been observed signif icant. We find the 
highest scorers are those of 15 years and lowest 14 years, 
and the medium scorers of 16,17 and l8 years, ( c f . Bank 
positions to Table XXVII 4). 
( I I ) Sexi A significant pattern of difference has 
been observed between boys and g i r l s . Boys have done better 
than the g i r ls . 
( I I I ) Locality? 
(a) 
Significant pattern of difference has been 
observed between rural and urban high-scorers. Urban high 
scorers have done better than the rural high scorers ( c f . 
Table - XXVII B-lO). 
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Cl)) ' t ' values for low scorers $ 
( I ) jAgeJ Over al l out of 15 treatments In six age groups 
11 significant ' t ' values have been observed. These 11 
significant ' t ' values have been obtained from 22 combination 
of 4 age groups. We find the high scorers are those of 19 
years, lovjest 14 years and the medium scorers by 16,17 
and 18 years ( c f . Reaik position in Table XXVlI B). 
( I I ) SfiiJ Significant pattern of difference has been 
observed between boys and g i r l s . Girls have done better 
than the boys. 
(ill)Loc;fd.ltyt Regarding rural and urban high scores a 
significant pattern of difference has been observed between 
them. (c f . Table XXVII B 10) the urban low scorers have 
done better than the rural low scorers. 
^^• Raven's Progressive Matrices Test: 
(a) ' t ' Values for high scorers $ 
( I ) M&i Out of 15 treatments only 7 significant 
*t ' Values have been obtained from 28 comb 3jn at ions. We 
find the highest scorers are those of 19 years, Vernon and 
Parry (1949 pp. 192) have also shown that 36% 18 to 19 
year oWs have scored above 55 points in Matrices and their 
score Is higher than other groups from 16 to 40 in the 
Matrices, and lowest 15 years, the medium scores are 14 gjid 
18 years groups ( c f . Rank - position In Table XXVlI A). 
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( i l ) asii Boys and g ir ls have yielded a significant 
' t ' Value, boys have done better than the g i r ls , ( c f . 
Table - I I I ) . 
( H i ) Locfllitvi Urban and rural low scorers have 
yielded a sign If leant ' t ' v^ue, Urb® low scorers have 
done better than the rural low scorers. 
I I I . I r i s t Hargreave's Test; 
(a) ' t ' Values for high scorerst 
( I ) Aeai Out of 16 treatments as much as 14 
significant ^t' Values have been obtained. These 14 
Values have been obtained from 28 combinations of 6 age 
groups. We find the highest scorers are those of 19 years, 
lowest 14 years, and the medium 16 end 17 year groups ( c f . 
rank-position in Table XXVII A 8). 
( I I ) Ssi: Boys and gir ls have yielded a significant 
' t ' Values, the g ir ls have done better than the boys. 
( I I I ) Loealltyt Urban end rural high scorers have 
also yielded a significant ' t ' values. Urban high scorers 
have done better than the high scorers of rural loca l i ty , 
of course expected of the task situation In the test. 
(b) ' t ' Values fnr low scnrerst 
( I ) j^ g&i 15 treatments have yielded 14 significant 
' t ' Values. These 14 significant ' t ' values have been obtain-
ed from 28 combinations of 5 age groups. .We find the lowest 
scorers are those of 19 yea^s, lowest 14 years and the medium 
16 and 17 years groups. 
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( I I ) SJS^ s The low scorers of boys and g ir ls havs 
yielded a significant values. Girls have done better 
than the boys, 
( l lDLncfl l ltvs Urban and rural groups have also 
yielded a significant ' t ' Values. Tha low scorers of 
urban group has done better than the rural group. 
Novell 's Concept-form at ion Testt 
't* Values for high scorerst 
CI) A^i Out of 15 treatments In age groups 11 ' t * 
Values have been observed signlf lcsnt. These significsnt 
' t ' Values ha.ve been obtained from 20 combinations of 4 
age groups. We find the highest scorers are those of 19 
years, lowest 14 years, and the medium 16 and 17 years 
( c f . rank-positions in Table AA^II A 9 ) . 
( i i ) Girls and boys have yielded a s l g n l f l c ^ t 
' t ' Value. Girls have done better thgn the boys. 
( I I I ) Looalltyt Urban and rural high scorers have 
also yielded a significant ' t ' value. The urban high 
scorers have done better than rural. 
^^ ^ ' t ' values for low scorers* 
CD Out of 15 treatments 10 slgnt'icant ' t* 
Values have been observed. These significant ' t ' Values 
have obtained from 20 combinations of 5 age groups. We 
find the highest scorers are those of 19 years, lowest 
14 years, and the medium 16 and 17 years (rank-position in 
Table XXVII B). 
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( I I ) Ssxt Boys and g i r ls have yielded a significant 
' t ' v-alue,^ The g i r l s toave dijne better than the boys. 
( I I I ) Locality^ UrbgBC! and rural high scorers have 
also yielded a significant ' t ' value. The urban high 
scorers have done better than the rural. 
i?,arti n. 
Factor Structure? K'3 (or Spatial group factor ) ; 
Vernon >H D.lapwing Pattam Testi 
Values for high scorer at 
( I ) ^gfij Out of 15 treatments 10 significant ' t ' 
Values have been observed In 6 age groups® These s i gn i f i -
cant Values have been obtained from 20 combinations of 4 
age groups. We find the highest scorers are tnose of 19 
years, lowest 15 years, and the medium 16 and 17 years 
( c f . rgnk-po s i t Ions In Table XXVII A 2). 
( I I ) Seyt Girls ^d boys high scorers have 
yielded a s lgnl f lca i t *t ' values. Girls have done better 
than the boys. 
( i l l ) Locnlltvi Urban and rural high scorers have 
yielded a significant ' t ' value. Urban high scorers have 
done better than the rural high scorers. 
(b) ' t ' Values for low scorers J 
( I ) ^ e : Out of 15 treatments 12 s igni f icant ' t ' 
Values have been observed In to age group. These ' t ' 
Values have been obtained from-24 combinations of 4 age 
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groups. We find the highest scorers are those of 18 
years, lowest 14 years, and the medium 16 and 17 years 
(o f , rank-positions In Table XXVII B), 
( l i ) Sen Girls and boys low scorers have yielded 
a significant ' t ' values, IKie boys have done better than 
the g i r l s , of course as expected of the task situation 
in the test. 
C i l l ) Locality^ Urb^ and rural low scorers have 
also yielded a significgot value. The urban low 
scorers have done better than the rural. 
I I . Lovelies Gottschaldt (hidden shape) Test? 
(a) ' t ' Values for high scorers? 
CD Ag^i Out of 15 treatments 9 significant 
' t ' Values have been observed In 6 age groups. These 
significant ' t ' values have been obtained from 18 combina-
tion of 3 Age groups. We find the highest scorers are 
those of 19 years, the lowest 14 years, and the medium 16 
and 17 years ( c f . rank-position in Table XXVII A 7 ) . 
(11) Ssz$ High scorer g ir ls ^d boys have yielded 
a significant ' t ' values. The boys have done better than 
the g i r ls . 
( i l l ) Logaittvi Urban and Rural high scorers have 
yielded a significant value. Urban high scorers have 
done better thsn the rural. 
Cb) H* values for low scorerst 
CD i ^ s Out of 15 treatments as much as 12 
significant ' t ' values have been observed in 6 age groups. 
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These stgnlfleant "t* values have been obtained from 24 
combinations of 4 age groups. We fJfnd the highest scoreis 
are those of IS years, the lowest 14 years, and the medium 
16 said 17 years. Ccf. rank-position In Table XXVII B). 
( I I ) Girls and boys low scorers have yielded 
a significant ' t ' value. Girls have done better than the 
boys. 
( I I I ) |iQ(iftlltvt ITrban and rural low scorers have also 
yielded a significant ' t ' value. Rural low scorers have 
done better th^ the urban. 
Ill* Ravai'a Prpgreaalve Matrinfiss 
I t has already been discussed earlier under Induction 
(or concept-formation) group factor. 
¥ art I I I . Commits on highest-lowest and median posltldns 
of the Variable groups. 
Table XXVII A B 10 shows the highest, lowest 
and medium positions of the variable groups. 
(1) 19 year-old high scorers have shown 
significantly highest total In 4 tests, 2 under Induction 
group factor ( I . e . Pattern Reproduction, and Trlst 
Hargreaves), 2 under *g' factor ( I . e . Ray-Chowdhury's 
V.I.T. ana Vernon's Graded Arithmetic-Mathematics test ) . 
In addition 19-18 year old hlgn scorers also have shown 
significantly highest totals in 6 tests, 2 under Induction 
group factor ( I . e . Raven's Progressive ^'^atrlces and Lovel l 's 
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Concept-form at Ion test ) , 2 unsier spatial group factor ( I . e . 
Lovell 's GottschaJLdt hidden shape and pattern drawing test ) 
and one in Raven's Progressive Matrices, common to both 
the group factors. Under ' g ' factor ( i . e . Vernon's Non-
verbal « g ' ) . 
(11) 19 year oM low scorers have also shown 
slgniflcsntly highest totals to 6 tests, 4 under Induction 
group factor ( I . e . pattern Reproduction, Progressive 
Matrices, Trlst Hargreave's Concept-form at Ion and Lovell 'a 
Concept-form at ion test ) , 2 under spatial group factor 
(l».e. Lovel l 's Gottschaldt hidden shape. Raven's 
Progressive Matrices common to both the group factors 
and Vernon's Pattern Reproduction under spatial group 
factor. 
18 year old low scorers have shown significantly 
highest totals in two test, one separately under spatial 
group factor ( i . e . Vernon's Drawing pattern) and the 
other, of course jointly ( i . e . no significant difference 
in totsls) with 17 year old low scorers, under 'g ' factor 
( i . e . Vernon's Grsd®i JUJlthmetlc-Mathanatlcs). 
(1) 14 year old high scorers have shown s lgnl f ica i t ly 
lowest totals in 4 tests, 3 under Induction group factor 
( i . e . Pattern Reproduction; Trlst Hargreave's Concept-
formation, and Lovell 's Coneept-form at Ion), one under 
spatial group factor ( I . e . Lovel l 's Gottschaldt hidden 
shape). In addition 15 year old high scorers have also 
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shown slgnlflcjaitly lowest totals In 5 tests, 3 under 
'g* factor ( I . e . Vernon*a Non-verbal ' g ' , Ray-Ghowdhury«s 
V.I .T. , end Vernon*s graded Arlttimetlc-Mathematlcs). 
2 under spatial group factor ( I . e . Vernon's Drawing Pattern; 
aid Baven's Progressive Matrices» Common to both the 
group factors) . 
(11) Slffiilarly 14 year old low scorers have also shown 
s lgnl f Icmtly lowest totals in 6 tests', 4 under Induction . 
group factor ( I . e . Pattern Reproduction, Trist Hargreave*s 
Concept-formation, Lovel l 's Concejfe-formatlon, and Raven's 
Progressive Matrices Common to both the I and K factors ) , 
2 urxier spatial factor ( I . e . Vernon's Draw 3iig Pattern 
and Lovell 's Gottschaldt hidden shape). 15 year old low 
scorers have shown significantly lowest totals In 3 tests 
under 'g ' factor ( I . e . Vernon's Non-verbal "^ g' Ray-
Chowdhury's V.I .T. , and Vernon's Graied Arithmetic-
Mathematics). ^ 
Sext ( I ) High scoring Boys have shown slgnlf lcently 
highest totals In 6 test , 2 under Induction group factor 
( I . e . Pattern Reproduction, Raven's Progressive Matrices, 
common to both the group factors) , one under spatial 
group factor ( i . e . Lovell 's Gottschaldt hidden shape), 
and 3 under •'g' factor ( i . e . Vernon's ' g ' Ray-Chowdhury's 
V.I .T. , Vernon's Arithmetics), ^d gir ls high scorers 
have also shown significantly highest totals In 3 tests. 
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one under spatial group factor ( I . e . Vernon's Drawing 
Pattern), ^d 2 under induction factor ( U e . I r i s t 
Hargreave's and Lovell 's Coneept-formatlon). 
Low scoring Boys have shown significantly highest 
totals in three test, one under both Indnctlon as ve i l 
as spatial factors ( I . e . Progressive Matrices), one under 
spatial factor ( I . e . Vemon's Drawing Pattern), and the 
other under ' g ' factor ( I . e . Veraon's Arithmetic-Mathematics), 
In addition low scoring g i r ls have also shown significantly 
highest totals in 3 test under Induction factor ( I . e . 
Pattern Reproduction, Trist Hargreave's and Lovel l 's 
Gone ept-form at ion). 
Localitvt.411 the high and low scoring urban students have 
shown slgnificently highest totals In tests, 4 under 
Induction factor ( i . e . Pattern Reproduction, Raven's 
Progressive Matrices, Trlst Hargreave's and Lovell 's 
Concept-formation), 3 under spatial factor (Vernon's 
Drawing Pattern, Gottschaldt aid Progressive Matrices 
common to both I and K factors) , and 3 under 'g ' factor 
Cl.e. Non-Verbal 'g ' V. I .T. , Arlthmatlc). Only two low 
scoring urban studaits have shown significantly highest 
totals In 2 tests, one under spatial factor ( i . e . GottschaJdt) 
and other under *g' factor ( I . e . jArlthmetlc44athematlcs). 
Experimental design Wo. 2. 
Pftrt X. SesMd Artlatla. Rod.IfilaHre ya prngtlgfll and 
ogSBpatlont 
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I . G.K. Testt (Art ist ic ) t 
Out of 45 treatments In 10 e^ecupatlonal-groups 19 
significant ' t ' values have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant ' t* Values have been obtained from 38 combinations of 
7 occupational groups- We find the highest scorers are 
those of Humanities, the medical science, the medium Busi-
ness, and social science, and teachers under training, 
( c f . rank-position in Table XXm C 3 ) . 
(b) ' t ' values for lovi scorerst 
Out of 45 treatments In 10 occupational groups 22 
significant ' t ' v^ues have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant ' t ' Values have been obtained from 44 combinations of 
8 occupational groups. We find the highest scorers are 
those of Business group, the lowest social science, snd the 
medium Medical and Library Science (c f , ranfe-posltIon in 
Table XXVII D 3), 
Vernon's Non-Verbal 
(a) lid. YalMgfl for ialgl;! flggrgca; 
Out of 45 treatments in 10 occupational groups 31 
significant ' t ' values have been observed. The significant 
' t ' Values have be^ obtained from 62 cotaninations of 9 
occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
physical science, the lowest Humanities, and the medium 
Ebglneerlng, legal studies and library science ( c f . rank-
position in Table XXVII G 1) . 
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' t ' Values for low scorers8 
Out of 45 treatments in 1© occupational groups 27 
significant ' t ' values have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant 't* values have been obtained from 64 combinations of 9 
occupations. We fina the highest scorers are those of 
Qngineering and library science, the lowest legal studies, 
and the medium social and medical sciences (c f . rank-
position in Table XXVII D 1 ) . 
I I I . G.K. Test 'B' (Business)t 
(a) H ' Values for high scorergi 
Out of 45 treatment in 10 occupational groups 29 
significant ' t ' Values have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant ' t ' Values have been obtained from 58 combinations of 
8 occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
Natural science, the lowest legal studies, and the medium 
library science and teaching ( c f . rgnk-positlon in Table 
XXVII C 4) . 
^^ ' t ' Values for low scorers? 
Out of 45 treatments in 10 occupatlon.al groups25 
significant ' t ' values have been observed, Biese s ign l f l -
cgait ' t ' V a l u e s have been obtained from 50 combinations of 
8 occupations. We find the highest scores are those of 
ihgineerlng, the lowest social science, and the medium 
Natural and Medical sciences ( c f , rank-position In Table 
XXVII D 4). 
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^^• G.K. Test (Constructional md mechanical) J 
^^ ^ *t* Values for high scorers? 
Out of 46 treatments in 10 occupational groups 31 
slgnlfiegnt ' t ' values have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant ' t ' values have been obtained from 62 combinations of S 
occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
teachers under training the lowest elegal studies, and 
the medium Business, Social science and Library science 
( c f , rank-position In Table XXvII 0 5). 
^ ' t ' values for low scorers? 
Out of 45 treatments In 10 occupational groups 19 
slgnlflcgDt ' t ' values have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant ' t ' Values have been obtained from 38 combinations of 
6 occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
physical science, the lowest legal studies, and the 
medium Natural science and Humanities (c f , rmk-position 
In Table XXVII D 6). . 
V. G.K. Test 'H' (Handicraft)? 
^^ ^ *t* Values f o r high scorers? 
Out of 45 treatments Jji 10 occupational groups 
23 significant ' t ' values have been observed. These 
significant ' t ' values have been obtained from 46 combination 
of 7 occupations. We find the highest scorers are those 
of ihglneerlng, the lowest Medical science, and the medium 
Natural sod Business groups, ( c f . rank-position in Table 
XXVII C 7) , 
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(b) ' t ' Values for low scorers: 
Out of 46 treatmoits In 10 occupational groups 24 
significant ' f values have been observed. These s ign i f i -
cant ' t ' Values have bean obtained from 48 combinations of 
8 occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
Business, the lowest Humanities, gjid the medium Physical 
science and Legal studies, ( c f . rank-position in Table 
XXVII D ?)• 
VI. G.K. Test 'L ' (Literary) ; 
• H* Values for high scorers? 
Out of 46 treatments in 10 occupational groups 26 
significant ' t ' values have been observed. These s i gn i f i -
cant ' t ' Values have been obtained from 60 combinations of 
8 occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
Humanities, the lowest Medical science, and the medium 
Social science and Engineering (c f . rsnk-position in Table 
XXVII C 8) . 
(b) "t* Values for low scorerss 
Out of 46 treatments in 10 occupational groups 16 
significant * t ' values have been observed. These s i gn i f i -
cant ' t ' values have been obtained from 30 combinations of 
6 occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
Social science, the lowest Medical science, and the medium 
Humanities and Natural science ( c f . rank-posit Ion In Table 
XXVII D 8) . 
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VII. G.K. Test 'M' (Musical): 
(a) ^t' Values for high scorerst 
Out of 46 treatmocits in 10 occupational groups 
23 significant ' t* values have been observed. These s i gn i f i -
cant ' t ' values have been obtained from 46 combinations of 6 
occupations* We find the highest scorers are those of 
Physical science, the lowest Legal studies, and tiie medium 
Business and Social science ( c f , rank-posit ion in Table 
0 9 ) . 
^^ ^ ^t' Values for low scorers? 
Out of 45 treatments in 10 occapatlonal groups 22 
significant ' t ' values have been observed. These significant 
' t ' Values have been obtained from 44 combinations of 6 
occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of Physical 
science, the lowest Medical science, and the medium Social 
science, Natural and teaching ( c f . rank-posit Ion In Table 
XXVII D 9), 
V I I I , G.K. Test 'S^ (Scient i f ic ) s 
(a) for hlgti sfforflrfls 
Out of 45 treatments in 10 occupational groups 28 
significant values have been observed. These significant 
' t ' values have been obtained from 8 occupations. We find 
t * 
the highest scorers are those of Engineering, the lowest 
Legal studies, snd the medium Social science and teaching 
groups (c f . rank-position In Table XXVII C 11). 
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(b) For low acorerst 
Out of 45 treatments 31 significant ' t ' values have 
been observed. These significant ' t ' values have been 
obtained from 9 occupations. We find the highest scorers 
are those of Business, the lowest Legal studies, and the 
medium Medical and Social science (c f , rank-position in 
Table XXVII D 11). 
IX. Pattern Reproductions 
( a ) ' t « V f l l u a a f o r high g c o r e y f l t 
Out of 45 treatments and 21 s i ^ l f i c g n t H ' values 
have been observed. These significant ' t ' values have been 
obtained from 42 combinations of 60 occupations. We find 
the highest scorers are those of Qigineering and Medical 
science, the lowest Legal studies, and the Medium Business, 
Humanities and teaching, Ccf, rank-position in Table XXVIX 
C 2) . 
Cb) '.t' YalHfls.,.£gr iQv sggrarat 
Out of 45 treatments only 20 significant H ' values 
have been observed. These significant values have been 
obtained from 40 combinations of 8 occupations. We find 
the highest scorers are those of Ebglneering, the lowest 
teaching, and the medium Humanities, Physical scioice and 
Medical science Ccf. raik-position In Table XXVII D 2)» 
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JQ.Ka Test (Gregarious) t 
Values for ttlgh scorers s 
Out of 45 treatments In 10 occupations 26 signlficgnt 
' t ' Values have been observed. These significant ' t ' Values 
have been obtaJjied from 52 combinations of 7 occupations. We 
find the highest scorers are those of Library science, the 
lo\«est medical science, snd the medium natural and social 
sciences ( c f . rank-po sit lots in Table X)CVII C 6), 
(b) ' t ' Value for low scorers8 
Out of 45 treatments In 10 occupations 23 significant 
*t* Values have been observed. !Ihese significant ' t ' values 
have been obtained from 46 combinations of 8 occupations. We 
find the highest scorers are those of Natural science, and the 
lowest M«iical science, and the medium Social science, and 
Library science ( c f . ronk-position in Table XX¥II D 6). 
XI. Q.K. ifi.' (QBt-4opr)i 
^ ^ t ' Values for high scorers: 
Out of 45 treatments in 10 occupations 28 significant 
* t ' values have been observed. These significant ' t ' values 
have been obtained from 56 combinations of 8 occupations. We 
find the highest scorers are those of Physical science and 
Ehgineerlng, lowest Legal studies, and medium Natural science 
and Business ( c f . raak-po sit ions in Table XXVII C 10). 
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(b) iJfei 
Out of 45 treatments In 10 occupations 21 significant 
' t ' values have been observed. These significant ' f values 
have been obtained from 42 combinations of 7 occupations. 
We find the highest scorers are those of Physical science, 
Lowest Legal studies and Medical science and the medium 
Natural science, Social science and teaching groups ( c f . 
rank-position In Table XXVII D 10). 
XII. G.K. Test 'W (Welfare) s 
^^ ^ Value for high scorers* 
Out of 45 treatments of 10 occupations 17 
significant ' t ' values have been observed. These slgnlflcent 
H ' values have been obtained from 34 combinations of 7 
occupations. We find the highest scorers are those of 
Bhgineerlng, lowest Medloal science, and medium Social science 
gjid teaching groups ( c f . rank-po sit Ions In Table XXVII G 13). 
(b) 't.!, yalas for lp\j s^axsiLa' 
Out of 45 treatments of 10 occupations 13 significant 
' t ' Values have been observed. These significant ' t ' values 
have been obtained front 26 combinations of 6 occupations. 
We find the highest scorers are those of ihglneerlng, lowest 
Natural science, and the medium social science and Humanities 
(c f . rank-posit Ions In Table XXVII D 13). 
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Fnft n . 
Commonts on tilgHest rind lovtest positions Qf tlia 
CD From the 't 'analysis, we find High scorers of physical 
science group have shown significantly highest totals In 2 
tests, one separately under Artistic and leisure vs Practical 
I 
occupational factor ( i . e . Vernon's Non-Verbal ' g ' ) , and the 
other of course jointly ( I . e . no significant difference In 
totals) with high scorers of aiglneering group, under 
abi l i t ies 2S. Interests factor ( I . e . out door and Physical 
act iv i t ies ) . 
High scorers of Humsnltles, Natural science, tes^hers 
under training have shown significantly l-^hest totals In 4 
tests under Artistic and Leisure £SL practical and occupation 
factor ( I . e . Artistic and Literary; Business, and Construc-
tional-Mechanical). In aiditlon to the high scorers of 
Ehglneering group have also shown significantly highest 
totals In 3 tests, 2 under Artistic and leisure 2S. practical 
occupational factor ( i . e . Handicraft, Sc ient i f ic ) , and one 
under abi l i t ies la Interest factor-structure contrasts ( i . e . 
Welfare Humanitarian). 
The high scorers of Business md Library science have 
also shown significantly highest totals In 2 tests under 
Abil it ies iia, Interest factor ( I . e . theatrical and dramatic 
and Gregarious). 
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No comnient Is necessary for two tests, nemely Vernon's 
Non-Verbal 'g ' and Musical attempt, since none of the 
occupational groups could be differentiated with the help of 
the tests. 
Also, no comments about the low scorers. I t is found 
that in 9 tests performances, 19 year boys have obtained 
highest positions which are signif icant. 
( I ) Over al l results show that regarding the significant 
observations in the six, 14 to 19 year age groups, 16 year 
group has obtained the f i r s t position In Gottschaldt test ; 
18 year groups has obtained f i r s t position In Vernon's 
Drawing Pattern Test; 19 year group has obtained f i r s t 
positions In seven tests, namely £Llgarh V.I .T. , Vernon's 
Pattern Reproduction, Vernon's Non-Verbal ' g ' , Vemon*s 
Graded Arithmetic-Mathematics, Raven's Progressive Matrices, 
Lovell 's Concept-form at Ion test, Trlst Hargreave's Concept-
formation test. 
( I I ) That males have obtained higher average scores Iji 
6 tests, namely Allgarh V.I .T. , Vernon's Pattern Reproduction, 
Vernon's Arithmetic, Vernon's ' g ' , Hidden shape, Raven's 
Matrices and females have obtained higher average scores In 
3 tests namely Vernon's Drawing Pattern, Trlst Hargreave's 
Coneept-formation, and Lovall 's Concept-formation. 
(III)That Urban children have obtained higher average scores 
In al l the 9 tests. 
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Civ) That regarding the significant observations in 
the 10 occupational groups. Physical Science group has 
obtained f i r s t position in 4 tests, namely (of 
G,K» Test), and Vemonfe Non-Verbal ' g ' ; Business group 
has obtained f i r s t position in (of O.K. Test): 
Natural science group has obtained f i r s t position in 'T ' 
Cof G,K. Test); Teaching group has obtained f i r s t posi-
tion in 'C^ Cof G.K. Test); Library science group has 
obtained f i r s t position in 'G* Cof G.K, Test); Shgineerlng 
group has obtained f i r s t positions in (of 
G»K, Test) and Vernon s^ Pattern Reproduction; Humanities 
group has obtained f i r s t position in 'L ' (of G.K, Test), 
(v) That al l the variables, najnely age, sex, local i ty 
and training courses, chosen te the present investigation 
have been detected to be significant contributors to the 
growth of intelligence and attainment factors, as suspected 
by Professor P,S. Vernon from the factorial analysis of a 
six test abil ity battery applied by Ray-Ghowdhury (1960)» 
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